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Restrictions still apply 
City eyes water supply 
TERRACE - -  The weekend's 
rain may have been welcomed by 
local gardeners, but it did little to 
wash away concerns about the 
city's water supply situation. 
The problem, says engineering 
director Stew Christensen, is the 
flow at Deep Creek --  the city's 
lead source of water - -  is down 
to just a trickle, close to the point 
it can no longer supply water. 
Snow melt is the main feeder of 
the creek but the snow pack has 
all but disappeared from the 
watershed. 
And although rain would re- 
store the flow to a usable level, it 
will take a lot of it to do any 
good. 
Christenscn said it had been so 
dry even a half inch (12.5ram) of 
rain would likely be soaked up by 
the trees in the watershed result- 
ing in very little runoff to the 
creek. 
Emphasizing "a good 
downpour" was needed, he 
suspected it would take two to 
three days of steady iain to bring 
any real improvement. 
The Terrace airport weather of- 
fice reported Friday night's pre- 
cipitation amounted to only 2.4 
In nt. 
Heavy showers since boosted 
that total but still left it short of 
what was needed. 
Christensen said once Deep 
Creek runs 'dry', the city will be 
completely dependent on water 
pumped from the Skeena River. 
The maximum the pumps can 
draw is 16 million litres a day. 
Even with the current sprinkler 
restrictions, he pointed out resi- 
dents Used 15.1 million litres on 
two days last week. 
On days like that, it's not pos- 
sible to maintain enough water in 
the city's various water tanks to 
meet peak period demand. 
It also raises concerns about 
sufficient water being available in 
the event of a major fire, a prime 
consideration in setting water 
restriction policy. 
"The safety of the people of the 
city is more. important than if the 
lawns are green," he emphasized. 
That means further sprinkling 
restrictions unless rains come to 
the rescue. Sprinklers can now be 
used 6-10 a.m. on alternate days. 
Christensen also warned the 
city was stepping up its patrols to 
ensure people were complying 
with the restrictions. 
Offenders face having their 
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Plane as day 
THAT NOISE you heard going over head last Friday 
afternoon was indeed a jet fighter. The CF-18 from the Cana- 
dian Armed Forces base at Cold Lake, Aiberta'stopped in to 
refuel while enroute to the Vanderhoof airshow. On board 
were pilots Tony Barker and Paul Molnar. Molnar was met by 
relatives who live here. The aircraR has a top speed of 1,500 
mph. 
Gigantic 
mine sale : :  
- ,,~ ~ ,?t.  p ,  
in Cassia 
TERRACE ~ This won't be the 
first time Bob Seibold's sold a 
town.  
But the auction sale of the Cas- 
siar mine and town site still 
presents its challenges. 
Being plamled is a three-day af- 
fair beginning Sept. 15 featuring 
two auction rings, says Seibold of 
Vancouver-based Maynard's 
Auctioneers. 
Employees have already started 
the lengthy process of catalogu- 
ing all that will be going up for 
sale. 
Seibold's been involved in the 
sale at Ocean Falls and at Gis- 
come, a former sawmilling town 
between Prince George and 
McBride. 
see in a shop, office equipment, 
it's all here." 
Inquiries have already started to 
come in from ai'ound the province 
and the world. 
"We have two people in Van- 
couver we've retained for the 
mining equipment. People from 
South Africa, Iran and Toronto 
have an expressed an interest," 
,said Seibold. 
Maynard's is encouraging 
.peoplecoming to the sale to come 
with campers for the event. 
But the company will provide 
accommodation for buyers from 
far away and will charter a plane 
out of Vancouver to bring them 
In, .: ..... i~ . 
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There-were churches; aschool Cassmr. Since there is nQ ab.eom: :: ........ 
and homes," said SciboldofGis- modation, no ~otel, we'll put 
them up at a iiominal charge in come. "Now when you drive by 
you wouldn't know there Was any 
type of town there." 
Maynard's faces the same task 
at Cassiar - -  selling off homes 
and all types of equipment that 
used to belong to the now closed 
Cassiar Mining Corporation as- 
bestos lnine. 
.Seibold expects as many as 
1,000 people to show up for the 
auction. 
"People in the north often don't 
get a chance at this sort of event. Health care review t e a m  There's just all kinds of he aid. 
"Graders, crawler tractors, 
readies for northern trip crewcabs, tools, rescue equip- • ment, anything you'd expect to 
New jail ::!!i ii2i!;:ii°iiii ii;i'i to start 
i ~ ! ! ~ ~  ~ i i  TERRACE- -Const ruct ion  
Should start soon on a'new $1.635 
million community correctional 
centre adjacent to the B.C. Hydro 
building on Keith Ave. 
uLit!Ul.~ v i° n t e ° f ~ ~ s i ~  I , * ' - - " . -  g!t i i!lgini ° i~ i~ $Stcs~!O°oOsOt~o~?C~lYt~i@/ f u l TendevConslruetion f Surrey eKoplheY-Mc~.L -nn^ a.n." e M~'I'~?~n' h r  n ti . 0 was awarded the contract last
P " ~ ! i i ! i  ~ ° ~ ~ e n ~ f  wcek aft rbidswere°l'enedfr°mseven compani s. 
2~! )  ~.i4r - ' Tendev's was the lowest and 
the highest was $1.920 million, 
I said a B.C. Buildings Corporation 
levels, causing lay offs and bed [ ~ l~ B i  munlcatlons between hospitals the B.C. Nurses Union, spokesman. It acts as the provin- 
closures. 
Protests at the layoffs and 
closures were in part responsible 
for the review. 
"The concern is not limited to 
the three union representatives on 
the team. It's not a matter of us 
versus them," said McLennan 
KATHY MCLENNAN 
after a first meeting of the team 
last week. 
Original terms of  reference in- 
dicated the review should look at 
health care wihin monies now 
available for the northwest. 
Airport expands 
When the new facilities are 
ready, the current counter area 
and passenger waiting area will 
be renovated, 
Also part o f  the construction is
more counter space. 
The new facilities are designed 
to blend in within the new flight 
services tation area. It's the third 
major capital expansion at the air- 
port in the last five years. 
"We'll be going out to the west Laurent was pleased with the 
of the current building. The old number of general and sub trade 
baggage claim area wii! dls 2 Coniractors inte/ested in the pro- 
appear," he said. jeer.: . i :  / 
Laurent expects the successful There's also abit of recyding 
contractor tobe announced soon: tlWolvcd Iniheexpanston project. 
TERRACE - -  Tenders closed 
yesterday on an expansion to the 
Terrace which will result in better 
passenger waiting facilities and 
an indoor baggage claim area. 
Construction on the 6,500 
square foot project should begin 
next month and be completed 
within 20 months, airport man- 
ager Darryl Laurent said last 
week. 
and community-based rvices. Boyd, a vice president at Van- cial government's landlord. 
couvcr Gcncral Hospital, Dennis 
Cleaver, Prince George Regional 
Hospital chief cxccutive officer, 
St, Mary's Hospital nursing vice 
president Jennifer English in 
Vancouver and Dr. Phil White, 
vice prcsident of medicine, 
The centre is now held ill an 
aging and crowded former motel 
on Hwyl6. 
• Total cost of tile project, includ- 
ing furnishings and all that's 
Cont'd Page A2 
the bunkhouses," Seibold added. 
Maynard's has already started 
to sell company-owned homes 
and some of the smaller lot items. 
"We know what some of the 
items are worth," said Seibold. 
For the auction " itself, 
Maynard's is publishing a 16- 
page full-eolour catalogue and 
will be advertising extensively. 
Those successful in bidding 
have 30 days to remove the items 
from the mine or townsite. 
If the goods remain on site over 
the winter, they become the re- 
sponsibility of the purchaser. 
The auction follows a failed at- 
McLennan said the team will 
also look at the regional nature of 
hospital services. 
That's been a problem area at 
Mills Memorial which says its 
patient population includes 
people from beyond the. service 
Cont'd Page A2 
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Halliwell floodi 
solut, on expenn,gslve, 
Save l he  Fuss!l,Hire ThroughUs!'. 
If-you're'not.sM'islied~.. • • : 
w£il su'pp!y: anoihed-"," 
Stew Christensen 
install a drainage system arouud 
their homes. Water collected by 
this system would then be gravity 
fed to an exterior sump. 
City engineering director Stew 
Christensen estimated that will 
cost each householder approxi- 
mately $5,000. 
Getting rid of the water in the 
sump is where the city may or 
may not get involved. 
Graham says there are two 
alternatives. The first would in- 
volve homeowners pumping the 
water into the existing roadside 
TERRACE ~ To pay, or not to 
pay? And if 'yes', how much? 
Those will the questions facing 
council when it decides what part 
the city will play in solving the 
problem of flooded basements on 
Halliwell Ave. 
In making their decision, 
aldermen will have before them a 
report outlining the conclusions 
of a hydrologist hired by the city. 
Bob Graham was asked to as- 
sess the situation after west end 
Halliwell residents appeared at a 
Ianuary council meeting demand- 
ing action to end basement flood- 
ing they had been enduring for 
more than a month. 
In his report, Graham pointed 
out the rainfall experienced here 
in December and January was al- 
most double the average for that 
two month period. 
Soil samples obtained by drill- 
ing also showed the sub-soil con- 
sisted of silty sand on top of a 
layer of clay. 
Graham said the sand was able 
to absorb a lot of water but, once 
there, it was very slow to drain. 
"This is confirmed by the fact 
that basement flooding continued 
long after rainfall abated," he 
added. 
Graham recommended owners 
From front 
ditches. 
The second would see the 
sumps connected to a new 
300ram diameter storm drain pipe 
to run beneath the roadside 
ditches. 
Christcnsen estimated the cost 
of installing the 736m long new 
drain at $55,000. 
He said council will have tO de- 
cide whether, given the drainage 
problems being faced by residents 
in other parts of the city, it could 
afford m spend that amount of 
money on a problem which ef- 
fected a limited number of 
homes .  
Administrator Bob Hallsor said 
the city could agree to either pay 
the full cost, cost share with the 
homeowners, or require property 
owners to pay the total cost them- 
selves. 
I f  council decides to contribute 
some or all the money, it will also 
face the question of where the 
money is going to come from, he 
added. 
Given there is no money in the 
1992 capital budget for the pro- 
ject, Hallsor explained the only 
way it ~ould :proceed this year 
was if council" decided •to draw 
moneyfrom its accuinulated sur- 
plus. 
Gigantic minel sale 
tempt.to dispose o f  the assets in 
one piece. 
Cassiar Mining Corporation 
was placed rote receivership and 
closed down last February after 
the provincial government turned 
down a request for a $13 million 
loan. 
As preparations for the sal& 
continue, the population of-the 
town is rapidly decreasing from 
the 1,000 people who lived there 
at the time of the mine closure. 
Less than 200. people are now 
left. 
There was a large exodus last 
month when school finished •for 
e year. 
Residents are eligible for finan- 
cial assistance to leave the town 
but must do so by the end of this 
month to qualify. 
People who want to Sell ~eir 
homes to the provincial govern- 
ment under, an equity buy-back 
plan must vacate by the end of 
the month in order to qualify. 
Arthur Andersen sent a letter to 
Cassiar residents July 10 saying 
that all those not working for the 
company or for a government 
agency are required to vacate by 
July 31. 
"There are moving vans pulling 
9uL every day," said long time 
,resident and school trustee Lends 
The bospital~losed'July 'lT'and " : McGiil. " I t ' s  really heartbreak- 
a yariety of- government servers,  eng. The:town is just disappearing 
including the social services min- 
istry and the govenunent agent 
are preparing to leave. 
The post office is relocating to 
nearby Good Hope Lake while 
the RCMP detachment is moving 
to Dease Lake. 
Approximately 30 people are 
taking care of the mine site for 
receiver Arthur Andersen. 
From 
jail 
'necessary to open the doors, is 
$1.87 million. Completion is 
estimated to take a year. 
The centre takes inmates from 
around the northwest who have 
not been con~,icted ofoffences in- 
volving violence. 
Planning for the new facility 
began in the late 1980s and news 
of a replacement has long been 
awaited. 
• k "k "k "k 'k.  
The project is also the first one 
in the nor~ to come under 
provincial government fair wage 
guidelines. 
around us." 
McGill said people had hoped 
that another company would buy 
the mine and re-open it. 
That option died the end of June 
when Black Swan Gold Mines, 
which had a conditional offer to 
buy the mine, could not raise the 
money it needed in time. 
"The longer it took, the l~s 
coming 
These apply to all provincial 
government projects worth more 
than $1.5 million or those in 
which the province's contribution 
to total cost is more than 
$500,000. 
Workers must also have ap- 
prenticeship certificates or 
qualification certificates. 
Wages must be a minimum 
$18.19 an hour (plus $5.71 an 
hour in benefits) for iabourers 
and helpers, $20.27 an hour (plus 
$5.35 an hour in benefits) for car- 
penters and $2L93 an hour (plus 
$5.81 in benefits) for electricians. 
hope there was," said McGill of 
waiting for a purchaser. 
Black Swan earlier indicated it 
needed $40 million to cover the 
purchase price, preparations for 
opening, working capital and a 
reclamation bond required by the 
provincial government. 
McGill, a school trustee, is 
moving with her family to a home 




TERRACE - -  One of the big- 
gest residential real estate 
deals in the northwest is taking 
place at Cassiar. 
Up for immediate sale are 
nearly 150 housing units of 
various kinds that used to 
belong to the Cassiar Mining 
Corporation. 
They include mobile homes, 
modular ones and panabode 
ones, says Bob Seibold of 
Maynard's Auctioneers, the 
company hired to dispose of 
the Cassiar townsite and mine, 
Also up for sale arc apart- 
meut buildings and 
townhouses. 
The homes were once oc- 
cupied by. Cassiar employees 
affd owned by the mining com- 
pany who sold them to workers 
at subsidized mortgage rates. 
The provincial government 
offered an equity buy back 
program but the workers are 
required to vacate by month's 
end in order to qualify. 
"We've let the word out. We 
wish to sell as soon as pos- 
sible," said Seibold of the 
homes. 
They won't be going up for 
auction in order to speed up by 
the process of having them 
moved out, he added.: 
This is not the first time 
homes from a mine or other in- 
dustrial project have gone on 
to other places in the north- 
west. 
Accommodations from the 
early .1950s construction peri- 
od of Kitimat were moved 
elsewhere and are still being 
lived in today. 
And, a Calgary company last 
year began selling and moving 
homes from the old Kitsault 








~ ~  Reservations Recommended 
DAILY CRUISES DEPART FROM THE HISTORIC BOARDWALK 
VILLAGE OF TELEGRAPH COVE ON NORTHERN ~/ANCOUVER ISLAND. 
• Spacious Coast Guard Approved 60' Vessels 
(MV "Lukwa" &"Gikumi") 
• 4 - 5 hour cruise with hearty homemade meal 
• On-board Hydrophones 
• ,Daily tours from June to October 
• Group and/or Senior Rates 
"Selting the slandard for responsible wildlife viewing since 1980" 
STUBBS ISLAND WHALE WATCHING 
P.O. Box 7, MV "LUKWA'~ 
Telegraph•Cove, B.C. VON 3JO 
928-31 85/928-3117 
Take one 
fo gas pa" . . . .  • r ms. 
If you want relief from high gas • 6.htJlOOkm city, 5,0LJlOOkm hwy 
prices, check out the sensible • Front discs brakes 
Golf Diesel, Drop by for a test drive today. 
• Operates on less expensive diesel ~ - -  lid" u~,, I 
fue l  : ( i ,~d l  ~.'POII '  u leSe l  
. Highway range of up to lO00km ~v&vl J  $4 '10 f l l~  
between fllhups . , ~ I I I o r "VV l 
• ~ c. m=~=t='~', ~=d r,~O prk~ or 4.~ m=~  r,-~.~  ~,~.  I 
Colunlbia Auto Haus Ltd. 
a770 RIvEn DRIVE, TERRACE, e3S.STt7 
[ ~  Box 22, . 
IMPROVING , Terrace, B.C. ~ Major Credit Cards' 
I I YOURODDS V8G 4A2 Accepted. 
I :=, I AGAJNST Majorle Park 'Your donaHon'ls 
I,  ' bi'CA U A'S 638-1167 tax deductible . 
I~ ~ ~ ~"J  ~I KILLER. " " 
. "  Your In Memoriam gift Is a lasting tribute. Please 
send your doriation to the address above, along with ~ 
the name of the deceased, your name and address 
and the name and address of the next-of-kin, for an 
acknowledgement card. 
HIRE A LOGGER AGENCY 
REGISTERED WORKERS' 
NOT WORKING?...Give us 
a call! 
WORKING?...Please! 
Let us know! 
• Individual Audiometric Heating Testing 
• Evaluations of Personal Hearing Protection 
W.C.B. CERTIFIED 
HEARING TEST FACILITIES 
Flexible Hoursl Call for an 
or Just Drop In[ Appointment 
SPECTACULAR 
See Our Table With Savings Of 
50% - 70% of f  
Friday, July 31 6 p.m. - Midnight 
RAINBOW EMBROIDERY 
Skeena Mall 6~8~P5 
TOLSEC CANADA INC. I 
~PW' . , f , ' ]h '~  3238 Kalum St. ~P~'~t~l l  
I ~l l f f ,~  Terrace V8G-2N4 ~i~,~, o~:~"A4 i EC200-1051 638-0241 
Hi( n rnc Is, 
only live ~rou~ 
Terrace. Z mnoi~ 
~l~r baxr, .o,r ~ . 
 meon-h  
some fun ~lace; , 
yo~ c~n v,sif, l'm 
,.,qoin, ~t0 .~hoN y0¢4, 
L~t?s hove ~n/  
5F4ow :wou  
1:>R.ibE" 
TAKE A HOLIDAY IN OUR HOME TOWN 
¢ 
I 
i .  . , . . . .  Dynamic Health Service I 
: : ; ;  K~l : ; : : In  ng 4650B Lakelse Avenue Ii 
• " - Central Gifts 







TERRACE - -  The 
heavens will open up tonight 
at Lakelse Lake Provincial 
Park. 
The H, tL MacMillan 
Pla.netarium, in cooperation 
with the park's interpretative 
program, isoffering a chance 
to look through a 10,000 
power telescope. 
There'll also be a slide 
show and talk on what a per- 
son can see in the night sky 
with or without he use of a 
telescope. 
,The slide show will take 
place in the picnic shelter a t  
the lake and the telescope 
will be set up close by. 
Call the parks office, 798- 
: 2277, for further information. 
There.is no charge. 
~" "k~ ~r ~ 'k  
And on Aug. 1 in the 
i park's amphitheatre is a talk 
on an archaeological project 
at the North Pacific Cannery 
just outside of Port Edward. 
The project involves a dig 
a t  the cannery of a 
bunkhouse that once housed 
• Chinese cannery workers. 
Local resident Fclicia Ol- 
son, one of those on the 
China House project, will 
give the talk and show pic- 
tures. It begins at 8 p.m. 
Bottle 
people 
TERRACE - -  It's only 
happened once that they 
know of, but Special 
Olympics organizers arc 
worried about young people 
collecting bottles door to 
door. 
They say they are collect- 
ing for handicapped bowling 
but, as Special Olympics co- 
ordinator Joan Cox says, the 
group is 'the only one to offer 
organized bowling in the city 
for people with han~licaps. 
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Man drowns in Lost Lake 
TERRACE - -  The investiga- 
tion into the July 21 death of 
Terrace resident Danny Roy 
Scott, 27, is continuing, says 
local coroner Jim Lynch. 
Scott was swimming toward 
a raft on Lost Lake north of 
Terrace when he got into dif- 
ficulty and submerged. 
Other swimmers in the area 
• were unable to rescue him. 
The victim was recovered by 
divers from the local water 
rescue team and other emer- 
gency servi~:es personnel 
within an hour, but resuscita- 
tion efforts failed. 
An autopsy concluded the 
cause of death was drowning, 
but " i t  wasn't clear if there 
were other factors," said 
Lynch. 
Analysis of tissue samples is 
continuing and should be 
ready in a month or so. 
"It 's very likely we could 
never find out what hap- 
pened," said RCMP Staff 
Sergeant John Veldman. "It 's 
one of those things where a 
guy could just panic, or have a 
cramp." 
Scott was swimming alone at 
the time of the accident. 
"It 's a good idea to swim in 
pairs," said Veldman. "That  
way there's someone there to 
assist you." 
Ve ldman plso advises 
people not to overjudge their ROMP OFFICERS and rescue personnel haul in raft carrying a Lake north of Terrace, Efforts to revive the man, who was under 
raft carrying a local resident after he was recovered from Lost water for a period of time, failed. The investigation cantinas, swimming capabilities and to 
avoid drugs and alcohol, mwit,~m~e~&,"~'-. ' ;~,~:: " ~"~' -~- ' -~  /- "' 
l l l lM~l j t i~  ~ ,AL..e¢,,~:~ , ~ ~ /  .: 
Five peop.le hurt ' .. 7,  :G '  "2 : : : ' 
in car accident ...... .... ~ ~ " ~  "~::":" ~ i ~ l ~ ~ l ~  A SMALL I~ I I~F~~. .~.~ ~ "  =~. . .~ , ; ;4 . , .~~ destroyed and: five i people:: 
TERRACE - -  Five people Police believe alcohol and I I~ '~, /~ ' ,$  p , -~ " = ~ " ~ J ~ ~ =  _ ionjured when !it  ....... left the ' :  . 
woro ..iured Ju~y 19 ,,,hen a ox~o.si,,o ~poed were faotor~ ~ / ~ :  ~ -,,,, "~ lum Lake Road:,.:last,:. 
' ~ / ' ~  k , , ~ . , ~ ~ ~ K - =  l week. The road waSclosed:. car travelling south on Kalum in the accident. Charges are ~ I~"C. .~.~ ' ;~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ |  lor half an hour affertlSe'ac: 
Lake Drive near Dover Road pending. " [~ . :~" ( "~ l~ ~ ~ : ! . :  ident, : ::~:! .;=:' :: 
went off the road after failing Traffic was stopped for close ~ \ , ~  .~ . . .......... ~ ~ / ; - z ~  . • . . 
to negotiate a left hand curve, to half an hour at thesceneof  ~!~[1~1~1~:~'~ '~%. . '  ' -~'.: : ~ii:~/.~!i!~ii~ i : ! ! /~  'i!~: .~.~ .!: ,..'";".~:~.~ :" .:' ~ ' : ' . . . .  . The driver and four. pas- the accident. ;~ ~,: : ~. . ...... ::. ~,._.,,,~:: ~;, :;;..,~,.. : , . .  . ;~  : .  , 
sengcrs sustained a total of The 1991 Pontiac Firefly in- • '. 
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i::i i NG SPREE! SHOPPI 
MOONLIGHT MADNESS FRIDA 
Presenting Your Tax Coupon Below! i~:  
*We Will Pay The GST & PST By Giving An Equivalent Discount On,' : 
ALL STOCK IN OUR STORE ..... 




PRESENT TO CASHIER BEFORE YOUR PURCHA : 
Hours: Monday - Tuesday ................. 9 :30-6 :00  p.m. 
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday ......... 9:30 - 9:00 p.m. 
Saturday ............................................ 9:00 - 6:00 p.m. 
Sunday ............................................. 11:00 - 5:00 p.m. 
~i ,~ '~!  '~i :¸ i ' 
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It would be nice to think of Terrace as an 
isolated place, living in a bubble and un- 
affected by outside events. 
But it's n0L Consider the Westar situa- 
tion in the Hazeltons with two mills there 
suffering f roma lack of usable wood. It's a 
situation that 's  gone on for ,years and is 
still not solved• desp i te  the transfer of  
Westar's wood lieence to  Repap and sale 
of the Carnaby mill to Repap. 
Repap has until this Friday to decide if it 
will meet conditions laid down by the pro- 
vinee as part of the sale approval. 
What's being proposed by  Repap in the 
pitch it made to the province is a formal- 
ized regional transfer plan for saw and 
pulp logs. Repap has secured a chip supply 
for its Prince Rupert pulp mill and expeets 
to utilize the Camaby mill and shifting 
logs back and forth from other of  its opera- 
tions. 
Still to be figured out is the political and 
social angle of the deal. Repap must make 
room for investment by a native company 
in the deal as one of the sale conditions 
and the province has set up what it cheer- 
fully calls an "action group" to pursue 
further employment and remanufaeturing 
possibilities. 
All Of this affects Terrace because as the 
northwest regional service centre, we're 
between the Hazeltons and Prince Rupert. 
The health of those areas determines the 
overall health of our economy. How Repap 
makes out in the end ultimately plays a 
role in the operations of its mill here. 
Critics of forest policy can point out the 
possible hazardous impact of placing a lot 
of wood under one company's roof. Back- 
ers of the deal say a rationalization of the 
wood supply and its use is a requirement of
the modern age. And the rest of us should 
be aware that tremulous times still exist for 
the backbone of our area. 
U-nwise move 
The provincial government has done the 
wrong thing in negotiating the recent con- 
tract with its major labour pool, the B.C. 
Government Employees' Union, 
Wages increases of  $1 an hour across the 
board - amounting to between .5.5 and 6 
crease doesn't match the ability to pay. 
The increase is a far cry from, the two per 
cent a year the government was talking 
about when it began negotiating. That kind 
of offer seemed most appropriate in 
response to the times inwhieh we live. 
T i  "' ~" me for B,C. Hydro 
shake d.ust free 
VICTORIA -- "Hi, Hubert, 
it's Chris. I wonder if you can 
hdpme with something?" 
Now, I'l l have you know that 
a phone call from Chris 
O'Connor, woodlands man- 
ager at Lytton Lumber Ltd., 
for any purpose other than 
per cent ~ on an average hourly wage of While everyone of us can understand the giving me hell for something I 
$17.64 outstrip the level of inflation. Latest desire of the employees union to strike the wrote, is about as common as 
nublished figures, on an annual rate~ put - • • . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  rain in the Sahara desert 
,'~ , '" I ' ;  ! ~ ~ ' ) ~ ~.. ~,~ t ~ ~" - '~" - -~-?" -7~7 . . . . . .  oes t :c lea lposs tD le ,• - tne  ovemcl lngcons laer  . . . . . . . . .  • . ~ 
mfiiih~n at~ ~.~[ .~l~i I. ~nt  tn June.. -flt,~..,~.~e~.~..~,,.-,k~:~-.:¢, , . .:~.',~,=~a~.~:i.~.,~,..~.:~..z~.z~.,.~,:: ~t Well  it'turned out to be a' ~'-'* ~ 
rc~qt t . ' !  "~' .~ )~1"  ¢'~:~' . ' , 'Hr . ~ "~ i ' t~U I -¢  ~" ,.~ . . i'll, lU l l  O IL  ia l l l d ,~DlV l~ UUL I~IL  I l i lU  O I .L l . l~ l l I l~  * " . . . . .  • 
xne contract sretroaetwe to Jury ot last* ..... - .', ..... ; - - ,- -- rainy day in the Sahara Chris • ,,,, , * . .  - - . , economy snouts not nave oeen forgotten. . ." 
year..tnere lS.tO~Oe a, l:urther ~ increase or  . . _ ' . .h_ , .  or.^. ~a ,,.~. ;..o.,a . . . .  ~, was mag at someone lse, 
when it is first created by a health econo- 
my. 
Some quarters allege the deal  is a 
sweetheart arrangement between the NDP 
and labour. That kind of thing is hard to 
pin down: •Yet it does indicate that any 
government is subject to close scrutiny. 
Clearly, the 'do as I say and not as I do '  
tag applies here: 
namely B.C. Hydro, and for a two per cent this December and h cost of 
living adjustment next August for a total 
contract life of 32 months. Annual 
unionized wage increases across the coun- 
try averaged 1.3' per cent in May, down 
from 2.8 percent in April and 2.7 per cent 
in March. 
And, given the tight economic squeeze l 
faced by the province and by its 10rig suf- 
fering servants - the taxpayers - the in- 
Planning for baby 
Only 10 days to showtime, 
Bifocals 
by Claudette Sandecki 
also upside down. Socks 
turned right side out... If I 
have to scramble like an F18 
fighter pilot, I'm set. 
Should the birth happen dur- 
ing daylight, my bicycle will 
carry me the few blocks toour 
daughter's home. If, however, 
the newborn plots a pre-dawn 
a~ivai, Grandpa will drop me 
off. He' l l  need the truck. 
Though given no specific task, 
if past experience holds true, 
he'll be a floater, busier than a 
Victoria paper shredder after 
anupset election. 
Library books of baby names 
have been paged and 
pondered, name combinations 
tested, and initials checked for 
• absurdities. Wee.  sleepers, 
boxedfor months, have been 
the due date of our second 
grandchild. We supporting ac- 
tors have rehearsed our parts 
as much as we can. 
Father's timed the route to 
the hospital on two emergency 
runs with an eighteen-month- 
old suffering from a severe 
cold. His part in the delivery 
room he cannot prepare for; he 
has instead topped up the truck 
with gasoline. 
Each night for weeks he's 
subbed for Morn putting the 
child to bed.He's groggy from 
losing sleep walking the floor 
with a teething:toddler, and 
driving to the. convenience 
store at. odd hours for 
eomdogs and popsicles in any 
flavor but lime and orange. 
I've been asked to :babysit 
the firstborn during the 
dramatic finale to this nine 
month buildup. I get the easy 
job of changing diapers, refill- 
ing juice I~ottles,:atid drying 
tears until Father has the 
chance, and the composure, to
take over. ........... 
My stay-at-home role Satis, 
ties me. Twice in the past, laundered In Ivory Snow, 
while waiting for a doctor to ~..dried in July sunshine, and 
examine one of my children , :'stacked in~tnticipation Of an- 
for, a tidy ailment4 1 alm0st ~:othergirl.,~i: .-.:. *,.'.'L ' 
fainted. Delivery rooms aren;[ ; A;;seeond crib, its ~hand-me- 
down mattress zippered into 
waterproof, easy,to-clean, 
tear iresistant , boat. il:topping, 
waitS, tO: be assembled. :iSup- 
phes of newborn.sized diapers 
are stockpiled. 
Lately Mother-to-be has 
begun crossing Off the 
calendar as eagerly as a pre- 
schooler counting down the 
days to St. Nick's visit, her 
feet are so puffed she can't 
feel her toes. It's been weeks 
since she saw them. Even tilt 
steering no longer accom- 
modates her bulging waistline. 
She's further stressed by 
doctors withdrawing their ser- 
vices like piqued construction 
workers. 
But, while we've rehearsed 
our supporting roles, she - -  as 
the lead. character ~ awaits 
her cue to taki~ center stage 
relying on her single previous 
performance months ago. 
She says she remembers it
well. And she can't wait to 
take'a bow, " ' 
very good reason, as you will 
See.  " 
At the heart of Chris' anger 
is B.C. Hydro's refusal to act 
on a proposal by Canyon 
Power Inc. to construct and 
operate a 10 megawatt co- 
generation facility in Lytton. 
The proposal incorporates 
the best of all worlds. To start 
with, the plant would create a
Secure power supply for the 
Village of Lytton and the 
Fraser Canyon. 
Equally~ important, it would 
provideLytton Lumber with 
an alternative power supply, 
namely steam, for dry kilns 
which are part of a $1.35 mil- 
lion expansion to produce 
value-added wood products. 
Currently, the only alternative 
to steam is propane. 
The plant would create 20 
permanen t jobs. For an area 
whose population is about 
1,500 (Lytton and environs), 
that's the equivalent of 20,000 
jobs in the Lower Mainland. 
But here's the best part: the 
proposed co-generation plant 
would use wood waste as fuel, 
allowing Lytton Lumber to 
close down its beehive burner 
and dispose of its waste 
through the co-generation 
plant in a much more environ- 
mentally friendly manner. 
And finally, not a bad little 
incentive, the project wouldn't 
cost B.C. Hydro and the tax- 
payers a solitary penny. 
With all that going for it, 
you'd think the project would 
be welcomed by B.I2. Hydro 
with all the enthusiasm a 
Crown corporation can 
a place for the faint-hearted. 
I take seriously mY first ex- 
perience in a supporting role at 
a birth. At bedtime,l undress 
as precisely as the Rainman 
first the T-shirt spread Out up- 
side down on s chair with the 
tail rolled up, Next tlie:Siacksi: 
From the I 
Capital 
by Hu bert Beyer 
muster i iNot  so .  ,~, ,  . . . . . . .  . : : : , ; . i .  
An exchange of letters be- 
tween Canyon Power, the Vil- 
•lage of Lytton and B.C. 
Hydro, shows the Crown cor- 
poration to be singularly 
dense. Rather than getting of 
its corporate rear end and 
endorsing the project, B.C. 
Hydro has been hiding behind 
the excuse that, on the orders 
of the provincial government, 
it is currently conducting a 
review of Independent Power 
Production (IPP). 
On the other hand, everyone 
with a stake in the proposal, 
Canyon Power, the Lytton Vil- 
lage council, the Lytton Indian 
band, and Lytton Lumber, in- 
sists that his project should be 
considered apart from other 
IPP projects for the simple 
reason that it won't cost B.C. 
Hydro or the taxpayers any 
money. 
As far as B.C. Hydro service 
is concerned, Lytton might as 
well be at the north pole. The 
village is not part of a looped 
circuit within the hydro grid, 
and, therefore, subject o the 
frequent power failures. 
Between 1985 and 1990, 
there were 25 outages, leaving 
the town without power for a 
total of about 87 hours. The 
longest outage was on Decem- 
ber 27,1990, when a fallen tree 
left the town without elec- 
tricity for more than 17 hour~. 
And despite numerous re- 
quests from Lytton over the 
years, B.C. Hydro has refused 
to do something about he 
problem. In fact, the Crown 
corporation recently informed 
the Thompson-Nicola 
Regional District hat plans to 
complete the loop grid with a 
line from Spences Bridge have 
¢ Rls 7 zru. a, u z / I rBACKmDA ouNp..!, f f l  oa 
[ l>OtO~ ACr^I~I aY / .  I 
," w.( 
been shelved. 
So why doesn'[B.C Hydro 
jump at the chance of resolw i i~i! 
ing the problem at no cost to 
itself?. Fear, I'd say. With the - :, 
new government putting 
tighter and tighter controls on.. 
the Crown corporations, naked 
fear is permeating the execu- 
tive offices, and no-one makes 
a move, unless Specifically in- 
structed by the government. 
So, I thought I'd go to the 
guy who has been spooking 
the Crown Corporation chiefs 
- -  Moe Sihota, minister of 
labor and in charge of Crown 
corps. Yes, Sihota is familiar 
with the Canyon Power 
proposal for Lytton. And yes, 
he promises to get Off his duff 
and do something about its im- 
plementation, and do it soon. 
"I agree that a co-gen plant 
like this one shouldn't have to 
wait for the report on Indepen- 
dent Power Production. And I 
think I'll be able to do some- 
thing about' co-generating 
facilities fairly soon," Sihota 
told me in an interview. 
One of the problems about 
power generation, Sihota said, 
was public perception. In a 
recent survey, people were 
asked whether British Colum- 
bia should export surplus 
power to the U.S., and about 
80 per cent said no. 
"Frankly, I think that's 
crazy. Why not export power. 
It's there and it's renewable. 
We couldn't ask for a better 
export product," he said. 
That's why he wants to have 
a complete report on Indepen- 
dent Power Production, but he 
repeated that he Lytton pro- 
ject shouldn't be held up until : i i 
that report is completed. . : :' 
We're all waiting, Moe. :.-~:::. / 
I 
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ALASKA HIGHWAY: 
Diary of a family's journey 
This year's 50th anniversary of 
the : Alaska Highway brouglg 
back memories to a lot of people. 
One of those people is Ann 
Fownes of Terrace. 
With the Alaska Milepost mag- 
azine in hand, she and husband 
Alberta accompanied by son 
Ronald, daughter.in.law Anita 
and grandchildren Sheryl, Lynn 
and Michael took the trip. 
They began in Dawson Creek 
July 14, 1973, turning off at 
Watson Lake and finishing in 
Terrace. Below are excerpts of 
diary kept by Anita Fownes. 
The Fownes Jr. and Sr. caravan 
left Dawson Creek July 14 at 9:15 
a.m., bound for the Alaska High- 
way. Mileage reading 70,334; gas 
59 cents a gallon. 
At Kledo campsite, Mile 335, 
there were campsites aplenty so 
we set to making our chicken din- 
ner. 
It was only minutes before we 
had four wooly black bears sniff- 
ing at our camper door. 
With eight loaves of bread in a 
styrofoam container outside the 
door, one paw made short work 
of the corner of it and devoured 
two loaves before a fellow 
camper shooed him away. 
July 17 
We camped at Wiebe's Wild- 
-- nerness Resort (near Muncho 
. :  Lake). The term 'store' in this 
i :; part of the country consists of a 
• few canned goods, milk at 65 
i_ i i cents a quart, hamburger (frozeu) 
$1.45 a pound and the alternate of 
frozen wieners. In other words, 
, : what they can do without in the . restaurant hey will sell to the 
' i campers. 
With eight loaves of bread 
in a styrofoam container 
outside the door, one bear 
paw made short work of  
the corner o f  it and 
devoured two loaves. 
The first fish were caught oday 
- -  grayling - -  at a small creek 
down the road. Ron got the bite 
and Michael reeled it in. 
Dad contributed two more so 
we had a good feed. Michael al- 
lowed one to get away once 
landed and cautioned Dad and 
Ron not to tell Mmnmy as he 
didn't Want any of that screaming 
around. This was told to me in 
strict confidence. 
He was a very proud boy with 
his first fish exper.ience though 
and everyone had to have the i r  
picture taken holding the fish. 
July 21 
We came to Watson Lake and 
finally were able to buy food - 
real food. Rump roast $1.69 a 
pound, bread at 37 cents, milk at 
55 cents, canned milk at 33cents, 
fresh plums 79 cents a pound 
all at the Yukon Food Store. 
July 24 
Stopped at Ccntreville Gold 
Mine, now defunct and operated 
by George and Audrey Zimik in- 
dependently. While gold digging 
they found a chunk of jade and 
subsequently got into the jewel- 
lery business. 
Ron bought for souvenir pur- 
poses a resin-poured ash tray with 
rocks of the area embedded as an 
authentic feature" of the area. I 
bought a bracelet of jade rock 
with a smallish gold nugget on 
the front. 
July 25 
On the way to Cassiar there is a 
beautiful mountain range, snow 
comes down very low and one 
mountain is alpine looking. 
Needle Mountain describes the 
shape perfectly. 
Sherly requested we see the li- 
brary which is in "the rfcreation 
centre. Elsewhere in the town 
there is a swimming pool, arena, 
curling rink, dining hall for mine 
employees. 
The barracks are smartly 
painted orange and brown. The 
houses are neat and grassed. 
July 26 
We set off on what I consider a
historical venture...The.: miles ~per~ 
liour is'about 35-40. The road is 
like a washboard at times but is 
generous in width. 
We saw little traffic, perhaps 
six cars and one transport truck. 
We sighted Dease Lake at Mile 
40 and had lunch there. We were 
able to identify some of the land- 
marks I had read about, eg. Pack- 
er Tom Creek, Porter's Landing. I
scouted around to see theremains 
of Campbell's Fort but only saw 
two old boats and they didn't 
look authentic to me. 
July 30 
We travelled 95 miles to 
Stewart and witnessed the most 
spcctacu'lar scenery et. The coast 
range mountains from the 
Meziadin Junction are clearly 
visible and very close. 
One of the three lower glaciers 
is very close to the roadway with 
ice floating in Bear Lake and the 
river flowing through on out to 
the'ocean at Hyder. 
August 2 
We witnessed tile sahnon 
Wi:::ty. I I It:~ Nylt:tllU F ' I IVU[  I~ Iit3¢;11 LI IU UU lUt :g l  U I  Li l t3 TU I~UI I  ~ l l lU  ID I I t lb l l  ~ JU lU l I IU I¢ : I !  b lU~U,LU VVCatOIJ I I .  - 
Lake. It's shy of one-third of the total jourriey from Dawson Creek in northeastern B.C. to Fair- 
banks, Alaska. 
spawning at Hanna Creek I ' .  
didn't ever believe that the fish 
actually turn red before dying but 
seeing is believing. The fish are 
hardly moving and schools of 
them travel together. 
We then turned off at the Dome 
Airstrip where the coho are at- 
temtping to jump into and over 
the falls. I wonder if many find 
the ladders put there for their 
benefit, fascinating to see nature 
in action. 
• August 3 
We drove the final 50 miles into 
Terrace in a light drizzle, pitched 
our tent trailer in the backyard 
while great rejoicing between tile 
cousins took place. 
Mum and Dad's round trip 
completed now while we had the 
final lap before us to return to 
Mile 0 with a total of 2,366 miles 
travelled and $112 of gasoline 
consumed. 
• ju ly lg = ............. ~,: ,~i  
Ron had a shower for 75 cents 
and Considers himself back into 
the human race. 
There is relaxing time during 
the day, about an hour in the 
morning and twoin the aftemo0n 
unless the children want compa- 
ny. 
Evenings I sit in the trailer read- 
ing, while encouraging, coercing, 
threatening and pleading for the 
three [children) to "go to sleep". 
July 19 
:At the' Liard Hotsprings. I
would like to submit to the 
provincial government to send a 
toilet seat to the campsite for the 
ladies toilet as it is corroded 
• down to the rusty metal. 
The hotsprings are one-quarter 
mile along wooden planks over 
run-off and foliage. 
The mosquitoes and flies are 
busily attacking all the way and 
one is ready for cool, but the very 
rustic open pit pool (change 
rooms available) is boiling hot. 
July 20 
Highway spurred by war 
There was no road connection 
between North America and 
Alaska until the Second World 
War. 
But the bombing of Pearl Har- 
beur in 1941 and Japanese attacks 
on.the Aleutian Islands made 
Alaska an important part of the 
war because of its strategic value. 
'A land route became essential 
and in March 1942, American 
troops and equipment began con- 
struction of what is now known 
as the Alaska Highway. 
It's 1,645 miles long, starting in 
Dawson Creek and ending in 
Fairbanks, Alaska. 
The project took eight months, 
with crews meeting Nov. 20, 
1942 at Contact Creek, British 
Columbia and at Beaver Creek in 
the Yukon. 
At construction peak of the 
single-lane highway, the project 
involved 11,500 troops, 7,500 
civilian workers and 11,000 
pieces of equipment. There were 
223 bridges built during original 
construction. 
Along the way, the highway 
had an influence on the popula- 
tion scattered along its length and 
on the lifestyle of those who lived 
there before construction. 
The highway became the re- 
sponsibility of civilian agencies 
iu Alaska and Canada following 
construction. Many changes were 
made, eliminating dangerous 
curves and other challenges. 
It's now a popular tourist route 
and the route south from Walson 
Lake down Hwy37 joins up with 
Hwyl6 at Kitwanga. 
But the original stretch remains 
as the important connector be- 
tween Alaska, the Yukon and the 




THE FOWNES FAMILY of Ann and Albert Fownes, daughter in 
law Anita and grandchildren Sheryl, Michael and Lynn pause at a 
road sign, Their journey began July 14, 1973 in Dawson Creek 
and ended early the next month after turning south at Watson 
Lake to connect with Hwy37, 
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Yukon Anniversaries Com- 
mission and the Alaska Divi- 
sion of Tourism. 
Noise 
There is a new law at 
Lakelse Lake. 
Loud'parties will not be 
allowed. 
People who live there 
say there is too much 
noise at night. 
The RCMP can now 
charge people. 
The fine can be $100 or 






Regarding the article on Page 
A3 of The Terrace Standard, 
July 15, on native fisheries and 
the fish wheel they are propos- 
ing to use. 
It was stated they will be har- 
vesting pink and "hatchery- 
enhanced" sockeye. There are 
no hatcheries on the Skeena 
system for sockeye salmon. I f  
you are referring to the fish 
from the Babine area, these are 
reared naturally in man-made 
spawning channels, not inn  
hatchery. 
There are two streams with 
these channels ~ Fulton River 
(the largest) and Pinkut or 15 
Mile Creek. 
There used to be a hatchery 
on Babine Lake but it was 
abandoned many, many years 
ago. 
I believe a well i'en hatchery, 
free of bureaucratic bungling 
and managed by someone 
other than the fisheries depart- 
ment would work well on the 
Babine. 
Too often there is a surplus 
of  spawning salmon for which 
there is no room in tile chan- 
ntis. The fish die in the lake 
without spawning. 
They could be trapped and 
the eggs put in hatcheries. This 
would mean more fish for the 
commercial, native and sports 
fisheries. 
Dear Sir: 
There was a time in Canada 
when people got ahead by 
working harder, working 
1 n r and s t n ivin 
more to ~e ]~b o[ ,getting 
ahead. 
Today Canadians - -a t  least 
some - -want  more money for 
less work, and more benefits 
for less effort and concession. 
It seems that the pulp and 
paper people are going to in 
the end get something more: it 
would be foolhardy to think 
otherwise. 
Let's take a look. Even if 
they get everything they ask 
for, what is the cost to the rest 
of us? I've heard that it is cost- 
ing us all something. Those 
who work in other industries 
which supply the pulp and 
paper industry, not to mention 
the rest of the people in B.C. 
who indirectly pick up the tab 
through lost government 
revenue. 
It may be just another point 
of view to many, but a valid 
point of view nonetheless: 
Canada has not yet arrived at 
total prosperity. I hope that it 
never will. When it does 
people will just keep wanting 
more and more for less and 
less. When that happens Cana- 
da will suffer the symptoms of 
such a disease. Not much un- 





The Terrace Standard wel. 
comes letters to the editor. We 
ask that they be signed and a 
phone number be included, 
Letters are subject o editing 
for reasons of length and for 
good taste. Unsigned letters 
are thrown away. 
Have fun 
It is that time of year 
again. 
Riverboat Days starts 
tomorrow night. 
There is a show of old 
cars at city hall. Opening 
ceremonies also take 
place then. The time is 7 
p,m. 
Don't forget the parade 
on Saturday..It takes 
The parade begins at 11 
a.m. 
Are you hungry? There 
is a pancake breakfast. It 
takes place Saturday 
morning in the park by 
the library. 
And there are fireworks. 
This happens Friday night 
at 11 p.m. 
The fireworks will go 
~e Start is for people 
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SINESS: REV  
Permit  va lues  could hit $30  mil l ion 
Building boom continues 
TERRACE ~ Building permit for a 16-unit condominium corn- 
',/. % 
24~ 
values in the city have doubled plex to be followed by adding 1~6 
that of last year already, indicate more milts uext year. 
the latest municipal figures. The city has also received an 
Just under $14 million worth of enquiry about he curre,t correc- 
permits were issued to the cud of tional centre site. 
June compared to the $6 million If there is a gap in construction, 
for all of 1991. it comes from a lack of up-scale 
And the June figure is 40 per spec houses - those built by con- 
cent over the city's best previous tractors without first having a 
year in 1990 of $9.9 million, buyer ~ for home buyers to con- 
"We're still predicting $25 or sider, said Lafleur. 
$30 milUon by year end," city He says that explains the jump 
permits director Bob Lafleur said in people having homes built for 
last week. them who tried but could not find 
I~Iore than half of the building existing ones to purchase. 
permits are for homes - -  53 "There's a good market out 
permils totalling $6.8 million, there for that kind of spec hous- 
"We've got 10 more plans sit- ing," said Lafleur. 
ting on our desks," Lafleur said At the same time, Lafleur said a 
of continued activity in that area. lot of home reavoation projects 
The 58 single family residential are underway. 
units combined with multi-family "k "R • .k -k 
ones make for 75 units up to the There's also been an increase in 
end of June. buildiug activity in Thornhill for 
Lafleur's predicting a continued June with five single family and" 
increase there as the summer one modular home approvals 
progresses as new subdivision given, says regional district plan- 
lots become ready for construe- niag assistant Ted Pellegrino. 
tion. That makes for 21 si,gle family 
As of last week, the number of homes, 9modular homes and four 
single family residential permita duplex approvals ince JaiL 1. 
issued increased to 60 with anoth- In all of 1991, 15 si,gle family 
er seven waiting to' be processed approvals were issued, cight for 
and approved, modular homes (including mobile 
This pushes the single family homes) and four duplexes. 
residential dollar volume total to Estimated total value of work 






i - - -needs  a s i lent  par tner  . . . . .  :.,.i 
} ~ a r s  or provide 
g We ofl'er hmns an.d venture I ,.vli,lt we ,:at, do for your 
" Paul Williams, Manager 
[i 635-4951 
~l ....................... [d~d~, . . . . . . . - - . , . . .  ~.oooa~ ~ Bank dedbveloppement ~" Lanaaa Development 
~: ,  $8miilion. and construction for June is 
:..~ ~- Additional commercial and in- $480,000, for a yearly total so far 
~?!~,~.: stitutional activity is coming with of $1.98 million milliou. Con- 
the additi°li °fnew st°rage tanks ' structi°n value f°r 1991 was I ¢lhBl  I I'--II"--~ I 
MOVING ALONG. Pau Luc, owner of Siding Surgeon, installs at the Esso bulk plant and con- $1.25 million. ~ I Time C]earlers , td  635-2838 [] 
siding on the outside wall of Mark Shapitkas new home. The struction of a new regional cor- "~" 
house is one of many being built in the new Bench Developments rectional centre. ~"  i • " 
subdivision off Thomas St., and will be finished in a week or two. There's also a plan submitted ,: ~ ~ h e  Curling Rink 
Stewart gett ng 
new health centre, 
TERRACE - -  A Port Moody Moore called the Venture a cru- apartment building in early 1991 Professional, 
company-has been.given a $4.68~ cial steI~Jn !urning away from ai: after _ a propane explosion . i  Truck- ~ [ ~,~J , ;~ i : l  NOW SAVE 
MoUnt ,milli6ii "i~:ofxli~ictlt~'.'.l~uild'~ne~i~:'7"'pnre'lmsp~[a~'c°ncepx:x °  one ma~ . . . . .  UP TO 
health cenire in giewart : inVolves all levels of health and Wasi0eatcd' ...... Allan Banner 0 %  
Ydl°wbridge C°nstructi°n will preventative care f°r smaller That building has since been P ~ ~  4 
communities, removed and the new centre is CAR ET C 
complete the single storey, 2,300 I OFF  square metre facility by next Sep- "A lot of consulting and meet- going in on the site. .,,:-, • Free 
tember, ings took place," she said of the The hospital section will have ~ 
The company was .oue of nine planning. 10 acute care beds and have two Estimates 
to submZt bids, said Darlene "There will be easy access to beds set aside for long term care IW'~,  • Reasonable 
Co rneZl, Stewart mayor and the facilities and easy referrals or temporary care. ~"~ Prices A l l  
regional district health: hospital from one discipline to another," Moore said the latter two beds ~.  Hal mean that people who live by Efficient r. 
board member. Moore added, themselves or with members of 
The centre will contain a 10-The  facility will bring together their family will have a place that ~ l ~  Alj c:s:iilSy j 
bed hospital, the public health those elements now scattered provides care should the need 
uurse, alcohol and drug counsel- throughout the community and arise, and 
lor, the ambulance station, mental replace a converted apartment Mayor Cornell said she was 
health office, doctor's Clinic and building that now serves as happy that more than three years 
dental.offices. Stewart's hospital, of planning has now ended in a " 
Hospital administrator Denise The hospital moved into the contract to build the centre. ~ - ~ .  
TERRACE - -  The chamber of OU T AND ABOU'il HAIR GALLERY commerce played host to two .Fire&Water0amageRestorati0n 
travel writers from Ontario last •Odour Control -Pet Odour Control 
week. PHONE 
They write for "A Vistor's diapers in one load. cash prize and other gifts of up- ~ 63b-3558 ~ 635-3729 
Guide to Canada,, and stopped "k 9¢ 9¢ 9r 9¢ preciation. There's a $200 reward ~ 4711 D Koith 
first in Prince Rupert. Lakalzap (GreenviUe) and for the person or organization ForFroe  Est lm=fa II 
Local chamber epresentatives Kemano B.C. Tel customers are nominating the winner. 
took them to lunch on Shames having their phone lines con- The award is sponsored by 
Mouutain before they dcparted to vetted. Firestone and this is the 371h year 
New Hazciton for a look at They'll be switching from it has taken place. 
'Ksan. multi-party to individual or, if Nomination deadline is Oct. 10. 
The pair ended their northwest preferred, to two-party service, as The. address is National Truck 
tour in Prince George. part of a province-wide company Hero, care off Canada Safety 
• k -k"k ~ "k effort to improve rural phone Council, 2750 Stevenage Drive, 
Diapcr service, the loug dis- communications over the next 10 Ottawa, Ontario, KIG 3N2. 
tance kind, is comi,g to town. years. ~ 9c 9¢ 9¢ ~" 
Julie Thompson of Prince This will eliminate mileage Financial profiles of B.C.'s 
Rupert is expanding her Happy charges now paid by some indi- small business sectors are now 
Pants Diaper Service Ltd. to in- vidual or two-party line available from the B.C. Business 
elude weekly pick ups of dirty customers. Info Centre. PANABODE & MOBILE HOMES diapers and delivery of clean Individual line service brings They are the first, source of muuuLan,  
ones. benefits including privacy, the financial information available on 
Happy Pants has been in busi- ability to receive and place calls small business in the province. MODULAR HOMES: APPROX, 20 -- 3 K 4 BEDROOM HOMES MANUFACTURED B'v 
heSS since July 1991 and Thomp- without delay, opportunities to For more information, contact CHILLIWACK HOMES, REPLACEMENT COST $70,O00 EACH. APPROX, 2 YRS OLD 
son said she'wanted to get the hdok up fax machines and other Karen Calderbank at the centre, PAIqABODE HOMES: APPROX, 40 -- 2,3 & 4 BEDROOM 4'x6' TONGUE & GROOVE 
Priuce Rupert end operating equipment and access to custom 1-800-972-2255. CEDAR HOMES FROM 960 TO 1800 SO,FT, 
smoothly before expanding hem company features. MOBILE HOMES: (15) EMPEROR 14'x68' SINGLE WIDE HOMES ALL 1977 SOME W 
Thompson got the idea for the "k "k -k "k 9¢ 
company aflertakinga Northxvest The search is on again fern ha- Realize the Dream!  snow ROOFS ATCO WLMONT  2x88' S,NQLE W,DE TRA,LERS .C 
Conunnnity College business ad- tional truck hero. PANABODE BUNKHOUSES -- 3 RECENTLY RENOVATED INTO 6 APARTMENT, ¢ 
ministration program and using a Nominations are being sought . ~L . . , . x  .EACH, APPROX. 30'xlO0' 
diaper service as a case study, for a Canadian professional truck ~ APARTMENT, BUILDINGS: (4) 2 STOREY C/W (5) 1--BEDROOM APARTMENTS EACt 
She's the only employee of driver who has performed an act FLOOR, COMPLETELY RENOVATED W/ NEW CARPET, KITCHENS. APPLIANCES 
tlappy Pants and has lauudry ofbravery or heroism, .THERMAL WINDOWS, FULL BATHROOMS & FURNITURE. 
facilities large enough to do 280 The award comes with a $1,000 PLUS TOWN BUILDINGS, TOWNHOUSES, GARAGES, ETC. 
of visitors L o t s  visit today andsee NOTE: THE 3 MILUON PARTS INVENTORY AND MILL EQUIPMENT IS TEFJRACE - -  Visitor. stops at separately, the fine selection of ~,LSO FOR SALEDAY AUCTIoNNOW" ALLcoMMENCINGoTHER AE;SETSsEPT.WILL1 BE5. SOLD IN A 
the chamber of commerce's June visitor stops were down Quality Homes A FREE 16 PAGE BROCHURE IS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST. 
tourist information centre for July slightly compared to the same Sales & Listing Service 
should top those for the same month in 1991 - from 1,177 to Trades Welcome[ FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE PHONE BRAD SC0Fr AT (604)778-7435 IN CASSlAR 
nmnth last year. 1,163. .SALE HOURS: MON-SAT 8 AM - 6 PM (SUN BY APPT ONLY 
As of July 18, 11088 StOpS were And May's visits of 390 were CLASS H 
recorded compared to' 1,373 for down a lot from May 1991 fig- IC OMES 
all of July 1991, says chamber ures of 555. HWY. 97 SOUTH 
manager Bobbin Phillips. The information centre didn't (Across from the Husky Truck Stop) 
Records of visitor stops don't operate for as many hours 4his Pdnce George 562.8511 
reflect he number of ~ople in a May fis it did last year, explained DLR 9395 
patty. Tour bus,~tops are recorded Phillips. 
Feature home by 
EAL STA 
Terrace Standard, Wednesday, July 29, 1992 - Page A7 
: ) '  
, i i (iii 'ii;ii (i 
Neat as a pin C ~ ~ ~  ~ 
This weeks feature Wightman & Smith  Realty home is a very well main- i 
basement tain d 1290 sq.ft.,  ful l  Locatedhome• in the " ~  3227 Ka lum Street ,  Ter race ,  B.C. 635-6361 
Horseshoe and boasting INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED 
the following features- t t l (~ 
3 bedrooms up, 1 living 
room complete with a 
brick fireplace, 2 baths, 
N/G heat. The basement 
consists of a fully self- 
contained in-law suite. 
Rounding out this fine 
package is a single at- 
tached garage, patio, 




For more information 
or you/: personal ap- 
pointment, to view, 
please call and ask for 
HANS STACH at CEN- 
TURY 21 WIGHTMAN 
&SMITH REALTY 




~. .  . . . . . . . . .  c 
GOOD FAMILY DINING AT 
REASCNABLE PRICES 
. W~=DNESDAY IS 
SENIORS DAY 
Senior Citizens receive 
10% off  menu prices 
(Specials exempt) 
Monday to Friday 
7 a.m.. 8:30 p.m. 
Saturday 8 a,m..4 p.m. 
Sunday 8 a.m.- 3 p.m. 











i i i  
CUTE & COZY 
is the best way to describe this 
listing in the Keith Estates. This 
home has 1,050 sq.ft, on the main 
floor and also a V= basement. Roun- 
ding out this fine package are 2 
bedrooms, n/g heat, 1 bath, and an 
immaculate yard• Asking $89,900 
MLS. 
MOBILE HOME SPECIAL 
Large attractive lot on quiet no.thru 
street. Ideal for your mobile home. 
Call Gordle Olson for further Informa- 
.:4iOn;Priced. at$14~900 MLS. 
BUILDING LOTS 
Located on the Bench, close to 
school, we have listed these 3 level 
B building lots. Each is 60 it, plus by 
142 ft. Call Today about these lots 
priced from $21,500 MLS. " ' 
" i 'I ii~:il: O;a i i ; i l  iii! t 
AFFORDABLE FAMILY 
HOME 
Just listed is this 4 bedroom, full 
basement family home centrally 
located in the Horseshoe. Fireplace 
in living room. Rec room. N/G heat• 
Paved driveway. Excellent condi- 
tion. Affordably priced at $98,500 
MLS, CallJl refer your appointment. 
HORSESHOE CONVENIENCE~ 
Can be yo'uis With this fully finished 
family home. This home features 
fireplaces in the living room and rec 
rooml breakfast area in the kitchen, 
dining room, 5 bedrooms, and 2V= 
baths. Call Jim today for your ap- 
pointment to view this home priced 
at $104,900. MLS 
TRULY APPEALING 
BUILDING LOT SPECIAL 
Attractive residential ot in prime 
location in town. Underground ser- 
vices, paved street, and is ready for 
your now home. Call Gordle Olson 
for more information, Priced at 
$21,900. Exc. 
iiEx~elJent i5uildin 0 lot close to the 
downtown core. The property is ap- 
proximately one acre in size and 
fronts onto Lazelle Avenue and Park 
Avenue. Zoning is R.3 which wil 
allow for conslruction of a 25-42 
unit apartment building. For more in- 
formation call Hans. MLS 
EXECUTIVE HOME 
-1,500 sq.ft. -3  bedrooms 
-2V= baths -llreptace 
Asking $159,900 MLS. 
NEAR COMPLETION 
This 1,610 sq.ft• 3 bedroom, 2 
bathroom, double garage home is 
nearly complete, A 75'x185' lot on 
a quiet dead end street could be 
your brand new home. Call Shaunce 
for more information. $130,000. 
MLS , 
Will13.rentif :inits to holp'~ith the 
mortgage, you could live in country 
peace and quiet,with a shop, barn, 
several out buldings and a 1,430 
sq.ft, comfortable home with 5 
bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, and many 
more features. Call Shaunce for 





! :ii~J'! ;i ".i 
~'i;ili!!~:iii!]:~ I'" 
Gordon 01son ' 
838-1145 





[ ' ~~ • ~' i ' : !  )1 i i : i ' i ; : ( /~,;  
. . . .  . . . . . .  
AFFORDABLE HOME ~ ~ ~  
This 1,152 sq.ft. 3 bedroom home UNIQUE 
must o see at nosy seT,one. Ca, o'"o~r"lo;r';' °~r°o=",~°~;=;'~i;:; 'n~; 
Shaunce today EXCLUS VE . . . . . . .  .,, ~,,-;,, , u~, =~., -:: 
' " carpets in all neorooms, ann twin 
JUST LISTED 
-1030 sq,ft. -N/G heat 
i -5  bqdrooms -fullbasement 
• -Asking $78,500 MLS 
)!!iil ~ i i:~:i~i!-i i ! . i  :; ~ ~ ! : i!:; ":):IiI':;L:! ;-".. ; ) i~ii!:~l 
HEW LISTING 
In the Horseshoe. Great family 
home. Call GordJe Olson for your ap. 
pointment to view. $126,900 MLS. 
seal windows, which all gives it a 
very comfortable and homey feel- 
ing. Phole Shaunce for appointment 
to view. $112,000 MLS 
HIGHWAY COMMERCIAL 
Attractive .we!l-mpn.talned 27.41 
sq.ft. Shop ~|th "2 bays" hydraut!~ 
": holstdl "Gft~'es' and"sho~ '(~om; T I~'  
property Is 2•plus'aeresand IS par- 
tinily fenced and has paved parking. 
Check out this groat opportunity to • 
relocate or start up a new business. 
Call Gordle Olsen for more informa- 
tion and your appointment to view. 




Rusty LJungh Chdstel Godtinskf Sylvia Griffin 
635-5754 635-5397 (R.LB.C.) 




327H~N'~nt | 3812 Westvlew 
2409 Kerr 4104 North Sparks 
4602 Mo~s 
] 4729 8ouc~ 
Dover Road 
4614 Westview Dr, 108 Lazege I ' l  ~ 4717 Tuck 
3828 Westvlew 
i 4504 Graham 3804 Rowland 
?gX, 
Cam Simon Rrm Redden Lyoda Beyce 
635-9549 638-1915 638-1073 
733 McConl 
Just a few of the homes sold through Terrace Realty Ltd. in the last 6 months. 
£ +. +- . . . . "~ >,. 
~ e  TM 
i;( ,,,!: l.I~i:( ~ i i ]  :i ~i" 
i~ii, 'ii;i:~! i."; !ili 
Hans Stach Shaunce Krulsselbrlnk Ted Garner .! 
635.5739 635-5382 635.5619 ... 
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SPL IT  
By M. Tynan 1 Four levels provide an 
interesting layout for this 
attractive family home. 
T&eiflii l iL~y~ilIom;-i!tilit~, 
main bathroom, ~en, an~ 
foyer are on the main 
level. The family room is 
comfortably arge and fea- 
tures a cozy fireplace and 
sliding glass doors which 
lead to the baekyard. The 
den, situated close to the 
front door, would make an 
ideal home office. The 
living, room, up to risers 
from" the foyer, is on a 
level of its own and fea- 
tures a fashionable 
window seat and a comer 
fireplace. Two more steps 
up leads you to the third 
level which contains the 
dining room, kitchen, and 
main haiL The dining 
room provides ample 
space to set up a dining 
.suite and can be closed off 
/from the kitchen by a slid' 
l 
ing pocket door. The 
I~itchen features an effi' 
cient working layout with 
a pantry;and a good sized 
breakfast~ area separated 
by a railing from ~e fam- 
ily room. 
The bedroom area oc- 
cupies the fourth level. A 
secondary front bedroom 
features a walk-in closet. 
The master has a walk-in. 
closet and a three piece 
ensuite. 
• Plans for 8L-530 ntay 
be obtained for $395 for 
a package of five com- 
plete sets of working 
prints and $39 for each 
additional set of the 
same plan. Allow $15 ex- 
tra to cover the cost of  
postage and handling 
(B.C. residents add ap  
pileable sale s tax to'plan 
total)(AII Canadian resi- 
dents add 7% GST to 
plan total plus postage 
and handling). 
'[~lzb b one of our new 
desieus. Many innova- 
tive plans are now avail- 
able in our  NEW Two 
Storey plan catalogue for 
$13.65 Including postage 
and handling and 7% 
GST. : 
Please make all che- 
ques, money orders, and 
Visa or MasterCard au- 
thoflzatlons payable to: 
Terrace Standard Plan 
of  the Wool% 13659 - 
108th Avenue, Surrey, 





All playing fields in the Ter- 
race and Thornhill area 
schools will be fertilized 
monthly, this program will 




12x68 with addition. 3 B/R, all drapes and 
4 appliances included. Sundeck. 
$26,900. Call Olga, 635-3833 
THE RESULTS PEOPLE." 
COME IN AND SEE OUR REALSCOPE 
BOARDS. WE DISPLAY HOMES 
PROFESSIONALLY! 
FOR QUALITY CHOOSE THIS 
::" : BUNGALOW 
Garden area adds to this Gem. Stuc. 
co/wood. Great family area, 2 fireplaces, 
greenhouse, fruit trees, 3 BR/2 baths. 
Also near schools & shops. Basement has 
in.law suite, good value at this pricer Pric. 
ed at $119,951. Ric White 635-6508. 
:AMILY FAVORITE 
Great home, great neighborhood, Great 
price. Five bedroom, 2V2 bath, sundeck, 
double carport. Family room, kitchen with 
special features. Woodstove and 
fireplace. View with Brenda. 638.1721. 
( ~ 'i f 
7.GREAT AREAtFORIKIDS -: 
Near schools on Seuthside~ This i 1 year 
old home has all a young family needs 
with 3 bedrooms up, cozy fireplace in liv- 
ing room. Hwd. floors in kitchen & D.R. 
Full basement with Lg. B/R, laundry, and 
room for development. Take a look at 
2223 Evergreen Street with Brenda. EXCL 
FOR SOUND VALUE SEE THIS 
SPLIT ENTRY 
Thomheights home. Great family area, 
gas heat, 3 BR/one.4 poe. bath. Open 
basement. Only 3 years old. A Super Buy! 
Priced at $99,500• Verne Ferguson, 
635-3389. 







, , .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . .  
638-1400 
JUST LISTEDI 
Rural setting on 1.19 acres. Only 4 
minutes from town. Spacious 4 level 
split with 4 bedrooms on the upper 
level. Main floor family room, 2 baths, 
2 fireplaces, natural gas heat, attach- 
ed garage and shop. One of a kind at 
$124,500. Call Dick Evans nowl 
THINK AGAIN 
The location Is right. The house Is large 
and the pdce is $12,660 LESS than 
originally listed at, 4725 McConnell Ave, 
The owner says sell, Now listed at 
$134,600. Call Olck Evans NOW. hlLS 
RURAL SETTING 
Rural residential setting best describes 
this attractive 4 yr old split level home in 
Spring Creek Subdivision, If you have 
been looking for a special home with a 
view on a ~/4 acre lot, check out this pro. 
erty with Dick Event, Listed at 
172,900, MLS 
reel estate7 
.~  635-7068 • 
d ick  evans 
..... i ~!~ 
I ~ ~ ~ , ~  ..... I ~ ~  ~" 
I JUST LISTED • 
I With moun~in and river view. Com-. 
I ~shed up_& down. 1 year old 
I ~tonSpdn9 Creek Drive. 
I Some olthe special features are: 
I ~-Iacuzzl - - sauna .  
I ~t ionLng --central vac, 
| ~oub le  -detached garage 
I garage .. , 
I -wet bar --no fireplace 
THE PERFECT HOUSE 
FOR YOU! 
Can't find the dght house? Pick your lot 
and build your ownl Get the blue prints of 
your own dream home and start building. 
Call Edka for a complete list of building 
lets. 
L $T8,000 Buys a cozy 2 Ixlrm home in the 
Horseshoe in excellent condition. Com., 
plete with no fireplace, Call Edke tedayl 
OPEN TO OFFERS 
On this large family little on 1.47 
acres. 3 plu.~,f il~lN~s,]~]l., re¢ room 
and game~i l~.  Iq~11~t condition. 
Listed at $"]"]9,000. MLS. Contact 
Oordle Sheddsn, 
TUCK AVENUE 
1 400 sq,ft,, 3 bdrm bungalow in quiet 
area of Horseshoe. Brick fireplace, roof 
resh noled, 16x30 storage garage, garden 
area & fruit trees, N,G. heat, Call Gordle. 
Listed EXCLUSIVE with RE/MAX. 
2,700 sq.ft, home on McConnell, 3 plus 1 
bedrms., family room, full bsmt, Intercom, 
scour ty system, acuzzl, Family kitchen, 
Very stylish. Contact nordo for highlight 
sheet, Listed at S240,009 MLe, 
~¢zz~ gord ie  sher idan  
FIkD THE RE/MAX BALLOOHIt 
FRIDAY - JULY 31 
1:00 -- 3:00 PM 
4409 WALSH AVE. 
(BENCH ABOVE ARENA) 
DON'T MiSS THIS ONE!! 
$174,990 MLS 
JO¥CE RNDLA¥ 
630-2697 (home) or 
638-1400 (office) 
6.67 ACRES 
Newer home - 1Vz storey. Unique 
features nclude Iolt, large soaker tub, 
bedroom baconles; Undeveloped area, 
23x23 insulated and ready to fin sh. Great 
space for studio or family room. 
$127,600: Call Joyco, MLS 
THORNHILL BUN6ALOW 
Looking for one.level? 1,568 sq.ft,, 3 
Ixlrm, 2 baths, no heat and hot water, Lot 
190x150, Please call Joyce to view, 
• , ' . ~  
SUPER STARTERI 
Only S55,000 and you can live in 
town, close to all amenities. This 3 
bedroom home has just received a 
face lift with new vinyl siding and has 
been reshingled, Owner wants quick 
sale. Call John NOW at 638.1400. 
MLS 
TOP LOCATION, TOP 
CONDITION, TOP PRICE 
3 bedroom family homet, i~a quiet cul-de- 
sac on the B l t i~  I7~7~.~'qil~me Is a great 
deal at the ~,y~19,900.  Call John 
for a prlvate,"~q~lng at 638-1400. EX- 
CLUSIVE. 
CHECK IT OUTI 
Super mobile home with addition provides 
1,296 sq,ft, of living space. Home is In 
top condition throughout and must be 
seen to be appreciated. Call John for more 
info at 638.1400. MLS 
o 
I experience Inl -{~ I reelostete 
638-8682 . . . .  







Fantastic VIP dream home. Bungalow on 
1.5 acres. European kitchen, dock, 4 
BR/2 baths. Plus *Greenhouse *Deck 
*Kitchen appliances Included *Garden. A 




HOME 7 :::" . 
Spectacular gentry home, 2 storey con. 
temporary, 2 fireplaces, passive solar, 
beamed ceilings, skylights, formal D/R, 
game room, 5 OR, 3 V= baths. Quiet 
street.' Eat In kitchen, deck. $174,500. 
Call Evan 638.1273 or Olga 635.3833. 
; ~{~'~ '~*ill ''~ ~ ,,.~,~,i 
: , EXECUTIVE HOME 
This character style horpe is situated on a 
large view with adjoining lot, thus enhanc- 
ing the value and pleasure of this prime 
location. Call Olga Power, 635-3833 Exc. 
~ - -  ~ I ,, - , SCHOOL DISTRICT NO, 88 
P ITCH- IN  , ,~ .~[~ (Terrace) I I ~[L - [  3211 KENNEY STREET 
~ ~ l  ~ I [ ~ ,  TERRACE, B.C. VeG 3E9 
- - CANADA!  
l I~___@_~ (604)635.4931 
. ~ . ~4~ PLAN NO. SL2530 ~ ~sr,, e,o,~ I Tee Avco for p,ersonalized I ' I~  15,-o-x 12 ',,-o" 
< I~l . ~ 2119 SQ.FT. 
1st and 2rid mo- - - -~r tgages  at the best  ra tes  I 
I I . .  a l  -indusiry! I : ~" ........ "1 '°'''''''°'1 in the f inance I Y 
ER FLOOR PLAN q10 SO. FT .  ~ Avco  Financial  Services 
i / ~ • 4557-A Lazelle Avenue (604) 635-2826 
" ~  V8G 4El 
MA N FLOOR PLAN i 1408 SO- FT.  ~ Ill" Terrace, B.C, Fax (604) 635-3964 
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OLYMPIC TELECAST 
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dn SUNDECK "~'"  
F=-Oxg-O Unfinished E~osement 
t,572x Z/t,3 under_this seclion no( 
• 8~10-10 lO-Ox 10-10 
]2x 3302 30t.Bx3302 
dn 2 
L ~ ~  
ip 
DOUBLE GARAGE 
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}., 
Living Sp ces Flow 
Freely In This 
Family Split-level 
~ }  Living spaces flow freely in placed on the lower floor: 
the•floor plan of t-his excellent Yet, the whole family area 
Mat~Floor ~ sprit - level  design. Besides is neat ly tied together visually 
separating bedrooms from through a railing rather than 
Second Floor living areas by placing them a walt.  
on different floors, the family 
room is also zemoved f rom 
"the formal areas by being DESIGN NO. WP-950 
Width: 481'.0" Do,,.---,. CFNR RADIO 
Main 6 I;0wez Floor. 
Second.Floor. 727 sqF, ft.- 
House Plans Available Through Played every Friday at 9:30 a.m. on 9.90 AM Radio in 
MEMBER OF TIM-OR.MARTS LTD. 




Calf us to arrange for a free 
consultation and a copy of our 
Information booklet 
(604) 564-1111 
Toll Free: 1.800,663.5103 
DEL011"rE & TOUCHE INC, 
#800 - 299 Victoria Street 




Cares if you are new in town 
and feel kind of lost; If you've 
just added a new son or 
daushtet r to your family; If 
: HE has finally asked you to 
become his wife; If you or 
someone in your family is 
celebrating a very specie/oc- 
casion.., 
' Who ? 
SINCE t930 
L Phone Elaine 635-3018 
' ' Phone Diana 038-8876 
=,,,.. o3 o. 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 
635-6273 
Terrace and 96.1 FM Radio in the Hass Valley 
MULTIPLE GAME FORMAT - TICKETS ONLY $1.00 i 
2 games for 4 games for $1~000. I $1,000 each week every other week 
Tickets Available At: 
House of Simoighets, Benson Optical, Northern Drugs, Sheffle!d & Son, Northern Health 
Care, West End Chevron, East End Chevron, Agar Red & White, B & G Grocery, Wayside 
Grocery, Terrace Shell & C/W, Hilltop Grocery, Arthur Wilson, Coppersido III, Rhode 
Seymour, Kitselas; Gloria Morven, NNB; Riverside Grocery, Thornhill; Gltlakdamlx Youth 
Group, New Aiyansh; Roberta Clayton, New Alyansh; Run Sampare, Greenville; Wayne 
Tait, Greenville and Merci Moore, Canyon City. 
Call 638-8137 for more info. 
ruoo l~OOlUp l  
Mobile home on fenced lot includes 
washer, dryer, Iridge, stove, 
microwave, air conditioner. New 
roof, new nat gas heat & hot water, 
guest room, lots el storage space. 
'Phone now for an appointment, all 
offers will be considered. EXCL. Call 
Shells. 
MAKE AN OFFER 
This 2 brm bungalow is situated on 
a 50x122 ft, lot in the 4700 block 
of Hamer. Not much value in the 
home, but the lot next door has just 
been sted as well giving a nice size 
parcel of land in an excellent resale 
area. Bring your offer today on: , 
Home on lot --'.$36,500 MLS 
Vacant lot - $24,900 MLS 
Call Suzanne for more details tndayl 
SPACE GALORE 
Is this impressive well.kept 6, 
bedroom home situated in the 
southstde. Economical natural gas 
heat. A garage and double paving 
gives you lots of parking space. 2 
bedroom in.law suite is bright and 
cheery. Listed at $139,900. Call 
Joy, 
BEST BUY 
Is this lovely 3 bedroom home shlch 
has been Mly renovated and in- 
cludes large family rein, new kit- 
chen cabinets and french doors 
from the foyer to living room. 
Decorated in light bright colors with 
new carpeting throughout, 
$79,500. Must be seen, Call Derick 
to view, 
U¢; ¢/~= , ) ' ( /Mr  wM,  y ~u 
MEXICO! 
When you'list your home or propert~ 
with NRS your name will 




For TOP VALUE and 
QUALITY PERFoRMANCE 
put the NRS System and marketing 
team to work for you. For complete 
details contact Shella, Wenda, 
Derick, Dave, Joy, Suzanne or John, 
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION 
Is available on thls 1981 14x70 
3 bedroom Manco mobile home. 
This homo is located in town and is 
in good condition and includes ap 
pliances. For more about this home 
call Dave. Asking $25,500 MLS 
BUILDING LOT 
On no.thru street In good subdivi. 
sign with paved street and curbing. 
Water & sewer lateral are in. Listed 
at only $18,500. Call Berlck. 
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY 
75x200 In Thomhlll has a residence 
on it which Is presently rented for 
$550/mo, A great way to Invest for 
the future. Call Joy. $59,500, 





~ PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD. 
, Douglas Misfeldt 
John Currie, President of N.R.S. Pruden & Currie (1976) 
Ltd. would like to welcome Douglas Misfeldt to the N.R.S. 
Marketing Team. 
Douglas has had a successful background of more than 17 
years Of experience in key sales and sales management posi- 
tions. As a long time resident of Terrace, Douglas invites his 
many friends and associates to contact him for all their Real 
Estate requirements. 
Douglas may be contacted at N.R.S. Pruden & Currle 
(1976) Ltd., 4650 Lakelse Avenue, phone 635-6142 or after 
hours at 638-1715. 
..... _ i i 
AT THE LAKE 
Pedros Restaurant Th~s comfortable three bedroom 
i family home with full basement Is in Kitimat ideally suited for its growing family. 
Established, well run. fully equipped Large lot with matching garden 
business with growth potential is area, chicken coop and partial ake 
now available at s just reduced view. are some of the amenities of 
price. For your business expansion this homestte and the school bus 
phone 635-5611 for more informa- slops right in front of your yard, All 
lion. MLS. of this at a list price of $76,000. 
MLS. 
LAND FOR DEVELOPMENT 
R-3 Multi Family Residential Propedies 
lend themselves to various' developmental, styleS, 
"n~~ ~.~a.~l~i~ i~"tt~ HdrseSho~'~ '''~'>' "~"'" ~'" 
R-1 Single Family Residential 
Development Land 
suitable for subdivision within city limits. 
160 Acres Zoned Rural in Thornhill 
with creek on portion of property. Ideal for stables, 
gymkhana, hobby farm, e tc  Listed at $65,000,  
For more information on all the above, phone 
George at T.K. REALTY MARKET LTD. 635.6611 
T.K. REALTY MARKET LTD. 
4450 Park Ave Terrace 
feting a beautiful view of the moun. 
rains from the balconies, four 
bedrms, 3 bibs, large family room 
that can be made into an Inlaw suite 
or teenage hideaway, oak cabinets 
in the kitchen, large garage. There 
is over 3,400 sq,ft, of comfort In 
this well.built home. Call Wanda for 
an appointment to view. Priced at 
$154,500. 
PERFECT FOR THE HOME 
BASED BUSINESS 
3 bedroom home with attached 
1,312 It. concrete block building 
located on the bench, Nat gas heat, 
separate furnaces, separate meters, 
Zoned commercial. For more Infor- 
mation, call Dave. Asking 
, $104,500 MLS 
~.,m,i. =,~= u, ~cConneti Avenue. 
Beautiful sun room with skylights 
take advantage of the greenczy and 
privacy of this 74x131 ft. lot, Won't 
last long at $61,500. Call Joy, 
APARTMENT BLOCK. 
Located near town, Consisting Of 24 
units only 10 years old, Showing a 
good return, No vacancy. For more 
information call Dave, 
YOUR OWH LITTLE ESTATE: 
CAN BE POSSIBLE 
Within city limits, This 2 acre pamei 
is treed and has fertile soil, City 
water Is available. This is a great 
opportunity for the family who want 
room to grow end the convenience 
of .town living, $29,500 Call Joy. 





4650 LAKELSE AVE. 635-6142 
l 
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RCMP officer gets 
a court discharge 
TERRACE - -  A local police of- After the boy swore at Lomax, 
ricer charged with assaulting a the officer "went straight to 
14-year-old boy was given an ab- where the boy was sitting and 
solute discharge after pleading slammed his hand down on the 
guilty in provincial court July 22. desk to try and get him to see the 
Constable George Lomax was  seriousness of the situation," said 
cliarged following an on'duty in- Halfyard. 
cident Dee r 21, 1991. The boy got up and raised his 
Crown counsel Declan Brennan 
.told the court the boy had been 
taken to the police station for 
questioning by Constables Larry 
Burke and Jeff Muench. The boy 
was not a suspect, but the police 
felt he had information about a 
hands, said Halfyard. " It  was a 
reflex action when Constable 
Lomax's hand slapped him across 
the cheek.,, he overreacted." 
Halfyard also said Lomax was 
told by a doctor that morning that 
he had a virus and should take 
break and enter, " time offwork. 
Burke and Muench were : not "FOrtunately, there was no real 
able to persuade the boy to 
cooperate, and Lomax offered to  
speak with the boy, as the two 
had a prior relationship. 
The boy told Lomax to " f  ... 
off" and Lomax Struck the boy 
with an open hand, giving the boy 
a cut lip. 
"There were no injuries aside 
froin the cut lip," said Brennan. 
Defence lawyer Doug Halfyard 
agreed with Brennan's ummary, 
but added further details. 
injury involved," said Halfyard 
of the incident. 
"There's been no denial, no at- 
tempt to cover up what hap- 
pened," he said. "The (boy's 
family) hadn't intended this to  
come to thai." 
"All concerned seem to feel 
this matter ought not to have got 
this far," said Halfyard. He then 
asked the court to consider a dis- 
charge. 
In granting an L absolute dis- 
charge Judge David Smyth 
referred to the evidence present- 
ed. 
"The officer was worn out, not 
very well and had been insulted 
in an offensive and insolent rather 
way. It doesn't seem to be dif- 
ficult to grasp he would have 
been angry," he said. 
Smyth described the assault as a 
step over the line into a modestly 
criminal act. 
In making the discharge without 
condition, Smyth took into ac- 
count that Lomax had undergone 
an internal investigative process. 
" I  don't think there is any reha- 
bilitative issue here whatever, or 
any specific deterrence issue here 
whatever. Just a general deter- 
rence issue that police should 
employ their considerable powers 
with tact," he said. 
Local RCMP Staff Sergeant 
John Veldman acknowledged that 
an internal i~westigation f the in- 
cident took place but wouldn't 
give further details. 
He did say there had been some 
internal discipline given. 
Liberals sending scouts 
a ,3und in the northwest 
to the northeast and to the 
Kootenays. 
Cowie said information 
gathered will help the Liberals in 
three areas - -  ideas on restructur- 
ing and decreasing the size of the 
prbvincial government, gaining 
control of taxes and fees and 
being more receptive to the pub- 
lic. 
Symons also said the tour 
helped broaden his knowledge o f  
the highways ministry. 
"There are a lot of capital 
projects on hold this year. Con- 
tracts let last year are being com- 
pleted, but that's about it," he 
added. 
Symons said that while the new 
provincial government has em- 
phasized social services, health 
TERRACE - -  Call it the ad- 
vanc e party - atour of the north- 
west two weeks ago by two first 
time "Liberal members of the. 
provincial legislature. 
Highways critic Doug Symons 
and municipal affairs critic Art 
Cowie said the party is finding 
out more about northwest issues. 
"We are very much an urban 
party," said Cowie of the Liberal 
seats concentrated on the lower 
mainland and southern Van- 
couver Island. 
"This is an effort tO understand 
what is going on in other parts of 
the province," said the MLA who 
won a seat in Vancouver. Symons 
took a seat in Richmond. 
Their v i s i t '  took in Prince 
Rupert and Terrace while other 
services to the economy. 
"They don't seem to realize the 
importance of creating an eco- 
nomic base to pay for these social 
services they want," he said. 
"The  two go hand in hand." 
Cowie and Symons talked with 
municipal officials, alderman 
Darryl Laurent, chamber of com- 
merce representatives and local 
Liberals during their stay. 
Their visit won't be the last ap- 
pearance by provincial Liberals to 
the northwest this summer. 
Liberal leader ' Gordon Wilson 
speaks here at a chamber of com- 
merce luncheon ext month. 
Provincial liberals last week 
also called for a second look at 
forest minister Dan Miller's deci- 
sion to transfer Westar's forest 
J a J~ J~ l j  JI~JLa,ILJA JL~JL.J £]EI .~J . J -LLL~]kUtJ J .  ~l ~.~U.Z.,L,,aJ. ZJZJ,J 
• $4S EveryDay S3()9  Whitewol, Size L0w Price P155180RI3 XNW $39.95 
P165180~13 XNW $44.95 
P.175180R13 XNW $49.95 
• PI85/80R13 XNW $52.95 
PI85/75R14 XNW $53.95 
PI95/75R14 XNW $54.95 









F~ 0 O 5 LIGHT 
I~ ,~P TRUCKS 
on additional 
sale items. Sale ends August 22. 
~ , .  Earn 1 .air mile for every $4 spent. Ask your Fu~idpa~g 
retailer about Goodyear's ir travel rewards with pt~chase. 
Tires, Tune-Ups, Shocks, Brakes, Alignment • Oil, I 
Complele mechanical ser~ce and nationwide warranty available. 
Liberal members have paid visits and editcation; it must notforget' lieence in the Hazeltons to Repap. 
MIDNIGH.T MADNE'SS 
=1.97 
FRIDAY, JULY 31 ONLY 
















12 pk, 400 g tins. Reg. $12,97 
=7 97 , I I  
9:00 p.m.-  9:30 p.m. 
HAWKINS 
CHEEZIES 
1 50 g, limit 6. 
89 ¢ 
10:00 p.m. - 10:30 p.m. 
TIDE LAUNDRY 
DETERGENT 
4 litre, limit 2 Reg. $6.97 
=z .z 7 
9:30 p.m.-  l O:UU p.m. 
BATHROOM 
TISSUE 
April Soft, 2 ply, 24 rolls. 
Limit 2. Reg. $5.97 
• *3.97 
10:30 p.m. - 11:00 p.m. 
HOMESPUN 
NAPKINS 
1 20 count, Limit 4 Reg. $1.05 
5q:I¢ 
11:00 p.m. -- Midnight 
6 PACK POP SPECIAL- PEPSI, 
7-UP, CRUSH, 
HIRES ROOT BEER 
Limit 4 Plus Deposit 
- NO RAINCHECKS 
LIMITED QUANTITIES 




l~on; & Tues. 9:30 a.m.. 6 p.m. 
Wed, to Fri. 9:30 a.m. • 9:30 p.m. 
Saturday 9 a.m. • 6 p.m. 
Sunday 11 a.m. • 5 p.m. 
l Q /, 
Iw -~r  p 
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The Terrace Standard 
offers What's Up as a 
public service to its 
readers and community 
organizations. 
This column is intended 
for non.profit organiza- 
tions and those events for 
which there is no admis- 
sion charge. 
To meet our production 
deadlines, we ask that any 
item for What's Up be 
submitted by noon on the 
FRIDAY preceding the 
issue in which it is to ap- 
pear. 
For contributed articles, 
the deadline is $ p.m. on 
the preceding THURS- 
DAY. 
We also ask that all sub: 
missions be typed or 
printed neatly. 
AUGUST 9,1992 - -  The Terrace 
Beautification Society are again 
having the judging of the Best 
Garden Award. Categories: 
residential, commercial, in- 
dustrial. Judging will take place 
on the week of Aug. 9. Entry 
forms can be picked up at the 
Co-op Garden Centre, Uplands 
Nursery, Skeena Broadcasters 
and the Terrace Standard; or 
phone Yvonne, 638-0423. 
Presentation to the winner ..viii 
he made at a later date. 
4r~ ~4r qr 
AUGUST 12, 1992 "There  ,,viii 
be a Directors Meeting for Ter- 
race Little Theatre at 7:30 pm at 
McColl Playhouse, 3625 Kahm 
St, All members welcome. Call 
Marianne, 635-2942, for more 
• information. 
4r ~ "/t "k ~" 
AUGUST 17-18, 1992 - -  Aids 
Awareness Workshop at the Ker- 
mode Friendship Centre. Phone 
Tim or Elaine at 635..4906 for 
this no-cost, educational 
seminar. 
AUGUST 21, 1992 - -  Combined 
support group meeting for peo- 
ple with chronic i'atigu¢ syn- 
..drome or fibromyalgia. Informa- 
" ti0ff availabh~: phohe Darlene at 
638-8688 or 635-4059, Meeting is 
at the Happy Gang Centre at 
7:00 pro. We will alsobe having a
guest speaker on stress Manage- 
ment at this meeting. 
NOVEMBER 14, 1992-  The 
Dr. REM Lee Hospital Founda- 
tion will be holding aChristmas 
Arts & Crafts Fair. Door prizes 
and a raffle held. 40 craft tables 
available. Craft tables are now 
on sale and going fast. To book a 
table contact Debbie at 635-4601 
evenings. 
4r 4r ~ 
PIONEER KIDS CLUB meets 
every Wed. from 6:30 - 8 p.m. 
For kids 6-9 years at Terrace 
Pentecostal Assembly, 3511 Eby 
St. Ph. 635-2434 for more info. 
JUNIOR YOUTH GROUP 
meets every Wed. from 6:30 - 8 
p.m. at Terrace Pentecostal 
Assembly, 3511 Eby St. For ages 
10 - 12 years. 635-2434 for more 
info, 
DAIKO-ZENJ I  BUDDHIST 
TEMPLE Soto Zen meditation, 
Tuesdays from 7-9 p,m. Call 
638-8396 or 638-8878. 
,k "t" #r ~ '# 
KINSMEN CLUB OF TER- 
RACE meetings held first and 
third Thurs. of each month at 
Kin Centre, 4119 Sparks St. 
Please contact Robert Finlayson 
638-1231. 
KINETTE CLUB OF TER- 
RACE meetings held 2rid 
Wednesday of each month. Inn 
of the West, 4620 Lakelse Ave. 
Please contact Pat Waddel 
638-1726. 
BIG BROTHERS & BIG 
SISTERS are recruiting new 
members. Regular meetings are 
the third Monday of every month 
at the new office, 4650 C Lakelse 
Ave,, from 7:30 - 9:30 p,m, For 
more info, phone 635-4232. 
RED RAVEN ARTS: (Skeena 
Mall) Open Men. - Thurs, & Sat. 
10 a.m. - 5:30 p,m., Friday I0 
a.m. - 9 p.m., Sund. 12 - 5 p.m. 
Red Raven Arts is non profit and 
entirely run by volunteers. 
,k ,k ,k 'k 'k 
KERMODEI  L IONS meet every 
Ist & 2nd Wednesday of the 
month at 12:00 noon, and every 
4th Wednesday at 7 pro. 
Meetings located at Inn of the 
West. 
~ ~r ~ qr 9¢ 
BIBLIO-SOLEIL: French 
reading club for children 6 and 
up; every Wednesday until 
Aug.12, 10:30-11:30 at the 
library meeting room. Stories, 
games, and other fun activities. 
For more information call Ada 
at 635-9695, Estelle at 638-8604 
or check in at the library. 
CHILDREN'S BIBLE HOUR: 
Beginning August 3, 1992 for 
two weeks only. At the Terrace 
Gospel Hall, 4802 Scott Ave. 
Time: 10:00 am. All are welcome 
Berry good summer pickings 
By PASTOR RON eRR 
W hen I first came 
to Terrace in a late 
JuRe, one  of my 
earliest attd most 
memorable experiences was 
standing at a small bush stripping 
off huge handfuls of saskatoons. 
They were in great clusters of 
big, sweet, juicy berries. In about 
ten minutes I filled an ice cream 
pail -- full. That's bounty. 
The saskatoon -- also known as 
serviecberry, juuebush, shadbush 
(blooming when the shad run in 
Alaska), sugar pea, Indian pear, 
or grape-pear -- grows in every 
province and territory of Canada. 
David Thompson established its 
place in our history when hc re- 
corded in his journal "there is a 
shrub bearing a very sweet berry 
of a dark colour, much sought 
after, great quantities arc dried by 
the natives -- attd as much as pos- 
sible mixed to make pcmmecan 
(sic)," 
Too many people have forgot- 
ten the saskatoon along with the 
explorers and the fur traders. But 
there is a growing renewal of in- 
terest in what xvas once a staple in 
the Canadian wilderness. Today 
both the Alberta and Sas- 
katchewan provincial govern- 
meats are providing research and 
assistance in establishing a sas-, 
- -  bring a fr iend and your Bible. I I 
For rides and more info call I ! 635-5306. 
katoon orchard attd processing in- 
dustry. 
On the dry prairies commercial 
plantings require irrigation'to pro- 
duce large juicy fruit. Not in Ter- 
race. You can find the three to 30 
foot shrubs growing along the 
roadsides and alley ways, the 
river batiks, hillsides, fence lines 
attd edges of fields all around 
town. Look on any south facing 
slope with well drained soil. 
So don't miss one of the more 
historic and memorable events of 
our Canadian summer: picking 
saskatoons ou a warm, sunny 
afternoon. 
Gather the family together. 
Give all the kids a pail. Who 
cares if they cat more than they 
pick? This is the stuff of pleasant 
childhood memories. 
The fruit is ripe when it turns a 
dark bluish-black colour, usually 
in early July. Early picked berries 
are higher in Vitamin C and have 
more pectin to set jams and jel- 
lies. Later fruit is in the words of 
one coastal Indian "the sweetest 
berry to grow." 
No  wonder the National Muse- 
urn of Natural Science has identi- 
fied Saskatoons as not only "an 
ideal wild fruit" but for the B.C. 
interior and prairies, "the most 
abundant and important of all 
wild fruits." 
BOUNTIFUL BERRIES Ron err, daughter Genevieve and son 
Casey can fill up a few bucketfuls of berries in under an hour. 
! T 
Come. h e a se - can't _ . . , -  , , [  
\ 
k 
, f~ ::i~i, 
Days of our lives 
By STEPHANIEWIEBE sons. The hope .behind 'days' The 'days' tourists are uu-, 
Everyone knows Riverboat 
Days are not unique. Almost 
every town has a summer "days" 
celebration. Dawson Creek hosts 
_ Mile Zc.ro Da~/s. In Burns Lake, 
it's Twecdsmuir Days.  
Tourist magazines pronlotc 
these events. Some even list 
every barbecue, game and concert 
to lure out-of-towners into host 
communities. Apparently it 
works. 
There arc folks who scan these 
listings religiously. Each summer 
they saddle up their RV's, hit the 
highways and follow the plastic 
flower floats. Really, it's truc 
sort of like community 'days' 
groupies. 
Imagine people doing this. 
"Look, honey, Qucsucl holds 
'Caribou Doe.Doe Days' in Au- 
gust ~ cancel that European 
tour." 
Now, why deliberately head for 
a town caught in a bout of civic 
revelry? Where the locals rally in 
a good-time let-loose frenzy? 
Where, at arty moment, otherwise 
dignified citizens may break 
loose from the festivities and in 
their reckless abandon, frolic 
naked down the street? Clearly, a 
questionable aim. 
Yet wc eucouragc outsiders to 
witness this, attd for shallow rca- 
hype is that visitors will stampede 
in and boost the local economy. 
Tourism means big bucks so 
the ultimate 'days' tourist not 
onl~ has a good time, but picks 
"hp'a"fcW souven!i% buys a rna]0r 
household appliance, or simply 
drops cash on main street while 
visiting. 
But the 'days'  tourists are 
oblivious to their economic role; 
they're well occupied keeping 
track of where they are aJ:d where 
they've been. 
"So where ai'c we, dear?" 
"Well, if it's Tuesday and that 
man has a trout on his head, wc  
must be in Fraser Lake." 
"That's no man, it's the 
Mountain Goat Queen. I think 
this is Chctwynd." 
"No, wc  were in Chetwynd last 
week. Remember  the parade?" 
"Which one?" 
"The one with the plastic flow- 
ers and big trucksT" 
"Ltkc I said, which ollc?" 
"Hey, I etched the date on that 
moose nugget souvenir back in 
Qucsncl. We'll figure it out from 
that." 
"No, never mind. Look, there's 
a naked man frolicking down the 
street." 
"Oh. Then we must be in 
Vanderhoof." 
concerned with the themes of the', 
events they're visiting. These! 
celebrations generally foi:us on' 
local history. 
Here, Tcrracites lucked out 
thai is; what i f  early settlers 
hadn't been so kect~ to cruise 
northwest rivers7 What if their in- 
terests had leaned toward other 
assets, say, wildlife byproducts, 
for example? We might be 
celebrating Kennodei Dung Days 
just about now. hnagine the 
souvenir potential. 
Not that it would matter to the 
'days' tourists - -  they're a fickle 
bunch. Give 'era a parade attd a 
saul-tank dumpsitc, aztd they'll go 
aztywhcre. 
Their quest is to explore the 
province, bit by bit; to taste the 
local flavour, to boldly go where 
man has gone before and pick up 
a bumper sticker for the RV. 
And when it's over, they'll 
move oudownthe road - -  to art- 
other community, another parade, 
another frolicking naked citizen. 
Soon, our Riverboat Days will be 
just another blurred metnory to 
the  'days'  tourists. They'll re- 
member our fireworks, our con- 
certs attd our barbecues, bard 
maybe our white black bear. 




Keagan Soutar puts the last 
coat of paint on his iguana 
head. He made the mask in 
a workshop put on by the 
Terrace art gallery, and will 
be wearing it in the River- 
boat Days parade. Dawn 
Germyn taught this first of 
four workshops. Other work- 
shops coming up include 
artistic batique and drawing 
to music. . 
.( 
/ 
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THE 
1 MEDICS Local hist ry linked to couple  
"Here ' n ~4P . . .  ~,d. . ~., . ,  s . , , ,  N~o... 
There" / .,M ,~.E~T C£RT. W.C.B. FIRST AID INSTR. 
by Yvonne Moen 4546 Lazelle Ave. 1-800-667-1683 Phone 635-6675 
Terrace, B,C. V8G 1S2 Fax 635-4979 
When you drive down McCon- country to ~mect her perspective 
ncll Avcnuc, onthcbcnch, you'rc husband. ~ '~f .~,~. /~/  ~.~NDL~ i 
driving down apiccc of history. ' Born in 1910 in Nova Scotia, 
The street is named after the she moved 1o Kitsclas in 1911 ~X~..~:"-----.~.---.~.~,=.~l ) 
McConndlfamilywhichmovcd withhcrfamilyaftcraiongjour- ~ ~ ~" ; :~r~ O~ [0~ 
to Terrace in 1921 by train from hey by train and riverboat. /#~//.~..~)~. ,,  
Rosctown Saskatchewan. Blackic and her parents Bell /~ ,~. ' / /~ ;~,~ ] /~!~j~\  / J  
The McConnclls had four chil- and Brenton Kenny, brother Or- t " ] ~J i ' . i~. . . . ' /~ '  
drcn -- Elmer, born in 1922, val and sister Elsie lived at Kit. ¢~i IF~. ,~ , j~ ' /~ iL~. / ,~/  
Hazel, born in 1912, Gertrude, selas for a short while, then took 
born in 1917 and Walter, amid- ~~.  m:e~{ ~ ~ i i ~  . dle child, born in 1915. to steamboat o Terrace to settle 
permanently. ~ The family settled on a 20 acre ~ Baby's Name: P, y " Baby s Name: Terri Lynn vranzmann 
homestead on McConndl Avenue The family lived on a a rittan .~  Anoerson Date & Time of Birth: 
homestead on Old Ferry Island ~. Date & Time 0f Bldh: - July 18, 1992 at 6:00 p.m. 
across from where the college is Road. Brcnton was a ferry opera- ;1  July 17,1992 at 8:37 a.m. Weight: 9 Ibs. 11 0z.~ Sex: Female 
now. tor at Ferry Island, and one Octo- \ Weight: 8 Ibs. 11 oz. Sex: Female Parents: Barry & Anne Franzmann 
=l Parents: Ed & Carolyn Anderson 
Waiter's father, J.A. worked in bcr day in 1913, a tree fell on the - - "  Baby sister for Kelsey, Erin & iyles Baby's Name: COdy Aaron Boehm 
Baby's Name: Christo~ the mUl, and later turned to ferry cable. While attempted to . t ~her WilliamSauer Date& Time dBirth: 
chicken farming, He owned more untangle the tree, Brcnton lost his l Dale & Time 0f Blrlh: July 20, 1992 at 6:30 a.m. 
than 1000 birds and sold the eggs balance, fell in the swiftly run- July 17, 1992 at 6:19 p.m. Welghl: 6 Ibs. 101h oz. Sex: Male 
izl tOWZl. Weight: 9 Ibs. 1 oz. Sex: Male Parents: Terry B0ehm 
The McConncll children spent ning water, and drowned. Parents: Samantha Craig & Mark Saner & Jane Deschamps 
Blackic's mother Boil then Baby's Name: Fredrick James Baby's Name: Adrla Jessie MORE THAN 30 YEARS of marriage bind Blackie and Walter their days helping to clear land on married O.T. Sundal, and the Date& Time et Birth: Aziz Kennedy 
McConnell. The couple were married in Kitimat in 1960. thc homestead. Their house was Date & Time of Birth: 
built in 1922, and still stands family moved to a house on the July 17,1992 at7:56 p.m. Usk wedding corner of Ealum and Haugland, Weight: 7 Ibs. 6V2 oz. Sex: Male July 21, 1992 at 7:55 p.m. Parents: Barry F. Fowler Weight: 6 Ibs~ Sex: Female 
today. Blackic first classes were at the & Ooreen Woods Parents: Cheyenne Kennedy 
When Walter grew up, he Old Kalum School, and when she Baby's Name: NathanRyan Matthew & Nick Bains 
worked on the river, and then was finished school, she went to work Moore Baby's Name: Kdsta Marie Ouarte 
Contributed the Northern Motor Inn. employed at Columbia Cell as a at Railcy's Drug Store. Her next Dale & Time d Birth: Dale & Time of Birth: 
- July 18, 1992 July23, 1992 at 12:02 p.m, The tizzy chapel at Usk made a Special guests attending wcrc head loader and a second loader, job was as a waitress at the Tcr- Weight: 7 Ibs. 7% oz. Sex: Male Weight: 8 Ibs. Sex: Female 
beautiful setting on the evening the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. until his retirement in1980. race Hotel, and during the war Parenls: Matthew Moore Parents: Shannon Purchase 
of July 4th for the wedding of Clay van  Dorcn, of Naramata; Walter married Blaclde Kenny years she took in washing for the & ElizabethacMUlan & Carlos Duarte 
James and Michellc Candelora. Sandra Eslick, sister of  the bride, in 1960 in the Kitimat United army boys, charging I0 cents a . , .~/"~. - - ' " - , , , . . , _ , ,  
The bride wore a white lace of Pcnticton; Shanda Skodc; Mr. Church. In the summer of that shirt, f,...,.--'~. ~ ~  ~ 
gown with handkerchief hemline and Mrs.. Vick Hoffman; Brian year the newlyweds moved into a In 1929 Blackic married her 
and beaded bodice, which was and Linda Turner; Mr. and Mrs. h0me on the comer of Earl and first husband, Slim Jordan, and 
made by Dolores Smith. Lace and Olaf "rhorson and sons Rob and Highway 16 West Walter and had two children -- daughter 
beaded hairpiece and drawstring Ron; Agnes Walker; Brutus Blackic share a love of fishing. Josephine Sandhais and son 
purse complimented the bride's McCarron; and Dolly Roberts, of Blackie has a knack with the Alexander Jordan. Both were 
ensemble. Tcrr~icc. rod and reel, and counts a 29 lb born at home with help by Dr. i L")I'L~PP" I "lr I.Vl~- ~/ ' I Ly l rMt J l~  / 
The sister of the groom was The newlyweds will steclhead and a 65 lb spring sal- Mills. 
matron of honour and best man honeymoon i the Okanagan at a men among her prize catches. In 1991 Walter and Blackie 
was Frank Walker, a close friend later date. , Blackie had to travel across the 
of the groom. Shanda Skode, COMPUTER ?? moved into Twin River Estates 
daughter of Michclic, was special ] [~~N([~ ~ Housing. They like to go to RenD 
attendant toher mother. ' WE WILL SEND YOU A FREE BUYERS GUIDE and of course enjoy spending Skeena Mall 635 '5236 
During " the ceremony, con- T()=HELP YOU MAKE AN INFORMED DECISION time at the Happy Gang Centre. 
ducted by marriage commissioner p ~ : , O - T I P : ] l } l l y 4 , [ e g o f R a m  Overwa=tea Foods • Linda Harris, of~ Terrace, two with your  System it will run  
pink candles burned at the altar. 
Followi,g the Vows, the indows better and save you 
newlyweds extinguished these ~ / ~ . ] ~  ~" money if you try to upgrade 
and lit a white candle signifying ~ ~ i ~ p J  q~" later on. 
Ulfity. CANADA DAY CELEBRATIONS The register was signed and the PHONE TERRACE 798"249 1 
many guests and well-wisl~ers C O I ~ I } U I I ~ R S  * ~ 
gathered for a sit d~'~ inner  at . . . .  P R ~ ~  ," . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " " 
St. John Ambulance . , v . . . , , .  WINNER WCB IANDUSTRIAL Mr Harry Dickens w°n $~ cO0~dra :v:~Y year 
FIRST ID COURSE Gif;1C5;t0fO~nte s
COST: $395.00 LOCATION: TBA 
1992 CONGRATULATIONS August 24, 
PRE-REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED TO MR.  D ICKENS 
FOR MORE INFO CALL 638-8136 AFTER 6 PM Asst Manager Jim Parossini 
presenting the prize 
WESTWORLD MOBILE HOMES LTD. 
1992 MODELS NOW ON DISPLAY 
t : ,  THE BIGGEST. THE BESTt 
.... , ......... ~- '  ........... ~ .~J~ • ~ '.~,~ 11' 
General construction meets or exceeds all CSA and 
provincial construction and safety codes  
• Trades Welcome 
• Sales & Listing Service , ,~ 
• Single & double wides available i~ *:~ 
EVELYN RITTER STOP BY AND SAY HI! LENDRA RITTER 
TEL: 635-4949 3117 Clark Street FAX: 635 " 2245 
, It's A Part /! i 4]K4 ATV 
• TheBayou ~004x4 ATVhas .Super.wide-raEo 5-speedgearbox .Rugged n~diatorgrill, screen, and: "YOU'RE INVITED TO A PARTY" withret~rseandlow, lozofirstgear shroudprotectthecooli, esystemfrom nearly any job. hel~s you manage in the tigh ~t  n~cks and other debris. 
=Front disc brakes and a rear drum places. 
Thursdays 8:00 p.m. .~,,.,.,~,.~.a~,n,~.,o,,, 
MOUNT LAYTON HOTSPRINGS SPLASH DOWN LOUNGE Kawasaki 
w,.  ou. ow. T-sH,.T, , NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
MOUNT LAYTON HOT SPRINGS RESORT LTD: L Recreational Sales and Service 
I 4925 Keith Ave., Terrace, B.C, 
798-2214 ,~  Phone 635-~478 Fax 635"5050 
i 
TURN OF THE CENTURY BABY Charlotte Johnson 
Local celebrates 
her 92 birthday 
Contributed 
Ninety two and counting! 
Turn of the century baby and 
long,time Terrace resident Char- 
lotte Johnson celebrated her 92 
birthday on July 10. 
More than sixty friends and 
family gathered at her daughter 
Kay Kutenics's home on Lakelsc 
Lake for a barbecue to mark this 
occasion. 
Charlotte, known simply by 
many of her 105 descendants as 
Grandma, has lived in Terrace 
s ince 1961, and is an active 
senior in our community. She 
live d in her Sparks Street home 
till the age of 90, when she 
moved in with her son Syd 
Munson at his home at Lakclsc 
Lake. 
All these birthdays haven't 
slowed Charlotte down. She 
comes into town . . . . . . .  ,4 . ,  , , ,  o . , ,  
friends at the Ha t 
and on Sunday: 
Sacred Heart Pari 
: One  l. Terrace 
~Cha~fl6it¢ ~ ai:til~:'al 
~gers' ball. She ' 
~ 50-year-old junie 
at the end of the 




she  is the last 
• Donald of her ge~ 
At  17, Ch= 
George Curtis 1~ 
couple built a ho 
Lake and had thr 
Frank and Syd. 
She was .wid~ 
married John A] 
193(],  and had 1 
dren -- Ada, Jack 
, Charlotte and 
Decker Lake/Bin 
to start up a horse logging busi- 
ness. 
The mountains of Terrace lured 
then~ here and in 1961 the town 
became their permanent home. 
In 1968, Charlotte was 
widowed again. But she was by 
no means left alone. Her family 
spans five generations and in- 
cludes six children, 29 grand- 
children, 50 great.grandchildren, 
and 20 great-great-grandchildren. 
A hardworking woman making 
a way for her family, Charlotte 
3ohuson shares a common history 
with many other ground-breaking 








.-Date: August 1' 1992 
:Time:1:00 pm Sharp 
~ Dease Lake Community Hall D.. 
All full members of Tahltan 
Ancestry Welcome ' 
AROUND TOW N 
Health action plan reviewed 
A STRATEGY PLAN for the upcoming year is the current focus 
of the Terrace Healthy Communities Steering Committee. 
The committee held its day-long strategic pla~ming session June 
18 at the Skeena Health Unit Auditorium and has developed an ac- 
tion plan for 1993. It will be reviewed Thursday, Aug. 6 at the 
Northwest Training Centre from noon to 2 p.m. 
The committee is currently welcoming new members. I f  you 
would like to join the group, please contact Elaine Kaska at the 
Kennode Friendship Centre at 635-4906. 
Calling all young artists 
Arc your children getting bored, framing out of things to do this 
summer? 
Drop by the Kennode Friendship Centre, pick up some poster 
paper, and get them to cuter the youth prevention poster ~:ontest. 
The theme for the poster contest is preventing the use of drugs 
and alcohol. 
"We're trying to encourage more awareness," said Annyha 
Kliugner who organized the contest. 
There are two age categories -- 9-14 years old and 15-19 years 
old. 
Drop off your completed posters at the Friendship Centre at 3313 
Kalum, before August 18, 4:30 pro. 
First prize is $50, and there will be other prizes. The posters will 
be put up in the Skeena Mall. 
BC grads off to Japan 
Jann Marie Wilson of Terrace is one of 39 university graduates 
from B.C. who left Monday night for a year in Japan. The students 
will be teaching English and participating in various international 
activities at the local level. 
More than 1800 young people from English speaking countries 
are participating in the Japan Exchange Teaching Program this year. 
The program was launched in 1987 to promote mutual under- 
standing between Ja pan and other countries. The graduates wil! be 
teaching "living English" and will be helping to promote abroader 
understanding ofcultural differences. 
Vial of Life now available 
The Vial of Life, a device that assists paramedics and others in 
responding to emergency calls, is now being sold by pharmacies in
Terrace. 
The Vial contains a bright red and white decal to be attached to 
one's refrigerator door -- right where every paramedic an see it. 
Crucial medical information is contained inside the vial. 
Bill Girard, Vial of Life's president, predicts the Vial will be es- 
pecially useful for seniors and families with children. He adds 
paramedics look for the Vial in an emergency situation and they 
fully support its use. 
WELCOME ALANNA! 
j -  
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BINGO z 
Saturday Afternoon Drop-in Bingo 
at 
Lucky Dollar Bingo Palace 
4410 Legion Avenue, Terrace 
Games Start- 12:45 p.m, 
Operated by' 
" Terrace Little Th-eatre ~ 
3625 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. VSG 2P4 
LIcence No. 20210 
EE 
TRAVEL TAL 
THE TREASURES OF EGYPT ~f. 
No matter how much you've read about Egypt, or 
how many pictures you've seen, nothing can 
prepare you for the impact of stepping back over ' 
5,000 years in history, Nordic's Egypt itineraries / .~ 
let you discover the most celebrated and inspira- 
tioqal of Egypt's exalted treasures. Gaze in 
wonder at the great Pyramids, travel along the ; 
mysterious Nile, visit temples and mosques - , / 
and more. All expeditions are conducted by pro- ~:..i ,~ 
fessional guides, and in Cairo our own Canadian ~,  ! 
Nordic representative will see to all your needs.....~q., 
The time to visit Egypt is now. The preservation. • , 
of many historic monuments, including the Sphinx - - " -  
is in jeopardy due to erosion. Go now, while Egypt 
cna still deliver all that it promises -- and go with 
Nordic for a truly remarkable holiday experience. __  
SAFARI 
Whoever said "You can't have it all", never had 
the pleasure of travelling with Nordic to Africa, 
Because on this tour, which encompasses the 
best of Egypt's historic sights and the best of i,, 
Kenya's wildlife, you can have it all, do It all and 
see it all. Treasure after treasure is revealed to'/~ 
you in Egypt, including the Sphinx, the Pyramids f
and King Tutankhamen's tomb. We also introduce 
you to the colourful, chaotic streets of Cairo and 
the tranquil and mystical Nile. Then it's off to 
Kenya where a richly woven tapestry of natural 
beauty and fascinating wildlife unfolds as you visit 
Ambosell and Lake Nakuru National Parks and the 
Maasai Mara games reserve, home of a multitude P7 
of fascinating wildlife. / 
F IRST  CHOICE TRAVEL  
••'f] ~ "FOR PEOPLE Uu GOING PLACES" }"~q~ 4736 LAKELSE AVENUE 
~ TERRAOE, B,O. V8G1R6 
V- '~ lp '  "~1~' I i e ,m' 
~i[.~. no),~, is, 
v~ ~fial wm;e ~t 
I only live ar'o~.n~ 
Come on- here (~re 
some ~n plqcS, 
you can vls('l'. ]. m 
9oin5 fo shovJ YO"" 
sHOW YOUR., 
DF__." 
TAKE A HOLIDAY IN OUR HOME TOWN 
Putting It 
Simply... 
We Have It 
n U l l l l  
~r< I~( \~,~r ~~~"~' . . , - ,  
\ 
,.! \ t..., A .TOURIST GUIDE ! A NEw ~=~,.. 
----. Piok up y oopy ,,t: z Q -- , . . . .  Inn of the West I 
I I 4554 Lazelle Avenue : Wilkinson Business I I !,ii ~ YOUR DECOR . -  , 
I I Northern Drugs . __ M.ac.hlnes I | 
[] . . . ° , . , , ,  , . . , . . . , . . o°u .  • T er.coC.rpetC.n,r', ,,:  
I I • 3202 Munroe Street at Hwy. 16W':,:"'. 
B CO-SPONSORED BY THE CITY OF TERRACE & I TERRACE . , ,  . 
TERRACE & DISTRICT CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 635"2976 II 1 800"665 1657 






UNDER 10s - 6:30 p.m. 
Skeena Cellulose v AGK 
Surveyors V Carlyle Shepherd 
Centennial Lions V Shoppers 
Co-op v Coppemide 
GIRLS - 6:30 p.m.. 
Terrace Travel v Kinenes 
Pizza Hut v Tide Lake 
THURSDAY~ JULY 30 
Youth Soccer 
(Christy Park) 
UNDER 12s -6:30 p.m. 
Wildwood v Finning 
Bandstra v Cedarland 
Sight & Sound v Brady's FC 
FRIDAYv JULY 31 
Slow Pitch 
TERRACE MEN's SLOW 
PITCH league's 16 team tourna- 
ment begins, winding up Mon- 
day, Aug. 3 
SATURDAY t AUGUST 1 
Tennis 
SMITHERS OPEN tournament 
begins with finals set for Mon- 
day; 
Equestrian 
TIMBERLAND HORSE SHOW: 
Totem Saddle Club event begins 
at the Thomhill Community 
Grounds and continues through 
to Monday. 
SUNDAY v AUGUST 2 
Riverboat Days Mile 
Open to all, the event is run on 
Lakelse Ave. finishing at City 
Hall. 
TUESDAY~ AUGUST 4 
Youth Soccer 
(Christy Park) 
UNDER 14s - 6:30 p.m. 
Bavarian v Terrace Builders 
Overw~aitetl V~qa~l~e~ m ~ ~ " 
c l  Yt "~ .; ,0, ..'~ h~.  * ,  ; '  • ' , v  
Sg OimA% Atlcus r g .... 
Tennis 
Terrace Closed tournament 
Boomtown Duathlon 
Old Hazelmn's 5kin- run-30km 
cycle-5km run for individuals or 
teams of two. Details from David 
AImwood at 842-5615. 
The Terrace Standard of- 
fers Sports Menu as a pub- 
l& service to its readers 
and local sports organiza- 
tions. 
I f  you have an event 
planned, bring the details 
in and we'll add it to the 
Menu. 
To make the following 
week'spaper, submissions 
must be in by 5 p.m. 
Thursday. 
TALL ORDER. With her legs being considerably shorter than 
those of mount Kid, Nikki Diana found the task of climbing aboard 
a challenging one. She succeeded, however, and was soon off on 
her first ever trail ride, Nikki was one of 13 youngsters taking part 
in a f w,.day training session organized by the Rec department. 
i SPORTS NEW I Torehtally, ' . . . . . . . .  Page B5 
TERRACE STANDARD MALCOLM " 
Hannnnen holes 
out in top spot 
Brotheriy love extends only so 
far, and doesn't include the golf 
course. 
Kitimat's Roger Hannincn 
made that clear as he left brother 
Colin in his wake in storming to 
the 1992 Skeena Valley Juniors 
title July 18-19. 
Roger's 5 over par 145 gave 
him a comfortable seven stroke 
margin over sibling Colin who 
also had a seven stroke advatsge 
over his nearest pursuer, Ter- 
race's Mike Vandermuden. 
Terrace's Scott Long filled out 
the top four with a 161 for the 36- 
hole tournament. 
Another strong performance 
came from local Kevin Fell who 
strolled to the best low net of 
128, six strokes clear of nearest 
rival Younn Wilson of Smithers. 
Wilson, however, also had rea- 
son to be pleased with his per- 
formance. Although based on his 
handicap he was back in the first 
flight pack, his 134 was two bet- 
ter than the best net achieved by 
championship flight contenders. 
Terrace's Graig Lewis was an- 
other first flighter who lifted his 
game when it mattered, record!ng 
a 137 net while second flight gol- 
fer R9ry Little of Smithers put to- 
gether an impressive 138to take 
] ow net in his group. 
Terrace's Matt Soules took first 
in net for the championship flight 
with a sharp 136. 
Local entries swept the gross 
top spots in the remaining flights 
with Long (161) taking the first, 
Nathan McAvoy (193) the second 
and Scott Rigler (214) the third, 
Mc Avoy,. however, was:hard 
pressed to clinch his title, finish- 
ing just a single stroke clear of 
clubmate Terry Smith. 
And making the event a truly 
international one was Japan's 
Mori Orgoro whose 221 was 
enough to earu him second spot 
in third flight gross. 
For full results, see the 
Scoreboard on page B5. 
= KING OF HIS CDURT.~Defending men's Terrace SinglesOpen champ Richard Kriegl (aDove) con- 
. .~n~ maint~ h!~.~lCl on~vent  ~St ra ight lS~na l  ma~h rout of Kitimat's Alex Kotai. 
egl erus 
The weather was hot and so was Richard Kriegi 
in the recent Terrace Singles Open. 
Playing on his home court, Kriegi wasted little 
time in the men's final, disposing of Kitimat's Alex 
Kotai in straight sets, 6-1, 6-2. 
The win not only reversed the result of the pair's 
previous meeting, it also ended Kotai 's unbeaten 
streak this season. 
Earlier this year Kotai had taken the men's 
.singles title at both the Terrace0Pen and Kitimat 
Singles Open. 
And the latter match had seen him crush Kriegl 6- 
2, 6-2. 
Kriegl, however, has made the men's event at the 
Terrace Singles Open his own in recent years and 
wasn't about o end his streak, 
The victory made it:five years off the reel for him 
as men's champ at the tournament. 
In other action at the Saturday, July 18 tourna- 
meat, Terrace's Fran Mann continued to prove un- 
stoppable on the ladies' side by sweeping clubmate 
Erna Motschilnig in straight sets. 
Giving up just a single game in the first set, Mann 
found the going a little tougher in the second. The 
result, however, was never in doubt as she cruised 
to a 6-1, 6-3 victory. 
The win was Mann's second ladies title of the 
season -- she also won at the Terrace Open in May. 
Diane Cey won the ladies' consolation event 8-3 
over Marilyn Earl in an all-Terrace affair. The 
matchwas restricted to a single set because of soar- 
ing a fteruoon temperatures. 
The men's B flight final produced another Ter- 
race win when Brad Holmberg defeated Kitimat's 
Bob Tuceeri 6-3, 6-3. 
Next up on the northwest ennis circuit is this 
weekend's Smithers Open which gets underway 
Saturday. 
Diamond days here 
Local players will be taking on 
bali teams from across the north 
this weekend in the '92 edition of 
the Terrace Men's Slow Pitch 
tournament. 
Spokesman Ritchie Mallett said 
entry is limited to 16 teams and 
competitors from Prince Rupert 
to Prince George are expected to 
take part. 
Teams will be split into two 
groups for the preliminary round 
robin with play getting under way ' 
Friday evening, July 31. 
Based on their round robin per- 
formances, Mallett said the teams 
would then go to either the 
championship or consolation side 
of the competition. 
The finals will take place in the 
early afternoon of Monday, Aug. 
3. 
Torch Run tally in 
The '92 running of the Law Enforcement Oficers' annual Torch 
Run raised over $1000 for the B.C. Special Olympics program 
through donations and the sale of t-shirts. 
RCMP Cst. Jamie Praetieante sai~.over for~. Te~ace..residents 
took part in the Jane 24 Coppersld~l.E~fiiles-City ~al lma.rathon,  ! 
including members of local law enforcement agencies, • the Skeena i 
Valley Runner's  Club and special olympic athletes 
The money raised will be used to support atlfletie •training and 
competition. 
Students' aid sought 
In an effort to revive the city's 
Parks and Recreation Advisory 
Commission, the city will invite 
local students to get involved. 
The commission has been 
plagued with a shortage of mem- 
bers for the past yc.~r and recent 
advertising campaigns to attract 
new members have failed to pro- 
duce any volunteers. 
Alderman Darryl Laurent, a 
member of council's recreation 
committee, says tSe city will now 
ask Caledonia 5c:~or Secondary 
school and Northwest Com- 
munity College to name represen- 
tatives to the commission. 
However, with both closed for 
the summer holidays, he pointed 
out a response could not be ex- 
pected until September atthe ear- 
lie.st. 
The chamber of commerce will 
also be asked to put forward a 
member. 
Sights and sounds ashore 
as a living Jay chatters at me 
It's summer. 
The sahnon return abundant- 
ly and in their wake there is a 
whirr of activity. 
From Oliver Creek to 
Khasiks more cars than ever 
before are crammed into the 
makeshift parking spots lo- 
cated near the worn trails lead- 
ing to the gravel bars. 
The boat launches are full of 
pickups -- with and without 
campers -- trailers to trailer 
people and trailers to trailer 
boats. 
Guides shuttle their clients 
from bar to bar or anchor in the 
current within casting distance 
of favourite hotspots. White 
corks show where natives are 
fishing too. 
At Tyee a pair of test boats 
make short sets, feeling the 
pulse of the runs so that the 
men charged with the stew- 
ardship of the fishery have  
some foundations for their de- 
cisions. 
Seals hunt the river. Eagles, 
crows and gulls wait for an op- 
portunity to feed on the fish 
leavings of larger predators. 
In Port Edward the scale of 
activity spawned by the sal- 
mon grows. Trollers, gillnet- 
tcrs, seiners and a motley flo- 
tilla of smaller craft push 
through the waves to and from 
the fishing grounds. 
The air smells of brine and 
The Skeena 
Angler 
by  Rob Brown 
/ 
with the groans of winches, the 
beeping forklifts, the thuds of 
frozen fish hitting the bottom 
of aluminum totes. 
Whcn I make the top of the 
gangplank a dcckworkcr stops 
unlaoding headless almon. 
"How many people on that 
boat?" he asks, gesturing 
toward the charter boat being 
used to transport observers of 
the gill net catch and release 
program out into the fishery. 
"Twenty-four,, I answer. 
"It's too many." 
"It's rated to carry 24 and the 
crew, I think." 
"It's too many," he shakes 
his head from side to side then 
returns to his rock hard fish, as 
the Minnnow steams out to the 
fishing grounds with very little 
freeboard. 
I walk up tothe plant to use 
the phone. 
"Alr's nice around here when 
the pulp mill's not'running," I 
say to a leathery looking guy 
who's also waiting for the 
phone. 
"People gotts have jobs,* he 
ing my observation for a state- 
ment of position. 
"I miss ya honey," says the 
young man on the phone. Then 
he hangs up. While the other 
fellow is phoning, I strike up a 
conversation with the young 
man.  
He tells me it is his first time 
fishing and shows me his badly 
swollen hand, infected where 
bacteria hasdimbed into small 
cuts. 
"I got pretty sea sick at first,* 
he says. Then tells me how he 
has a chance to chase tnna off 
the west c.bast of Vancouver 
Island. 
The road to Road's End in 
Port Ed is a long series of 
asphalt swells. The Datsun 
and small, oversized camper 
bucks like a horse and com- 
plains about the journey in a 
whiney aluminum voice. 
Just past the Cannery Muse- 
um, I pull over to examine a 
small victim of hit and run. ' ' 
It turns out to be a Stellar's 
Jay. I pluck the soft shimmer- 
fish and the railroad; it is filled says defensively, misinterpret- ing bide feathers from its hide 
I I [ 
from the brush at roadside. 
My thoughts shift from the 
kind of trout fly I will dress 
with these soft hackles to 
wondering whether the road- 
side bird might be the mate of 
the roadkilled creature. I stow 
the small plastic bag of plum- 
mage in the glove compart- 
ment and continue on. 
The Cassiar plant is rotting. 
Lights are on in some of the 
offices. Notice of a union 
meeting summoning the 
brothers and sisters to come 
and hear Jack Nickoll speak is 
tacked to a door. 
At the waterfront a corpulent 
gentleman is watching a fish 
boat sail off. The sun is hot. 
He wipes some sweat from his 
forehead. 
'Could I make some arrange. 
meats to place observers 
aboard fishing boats from 
here7 ~ I ask. 
' I t  would be hard. Some- 
times boats are here. They 
come and they go." 
'Place could use a coat of 
paint." 
He laughs gently, "We're 
going to demolish it.* He 
pauses and surveys the 
decayed remains of what was 
once a very busy place. *Let 
the place go back to it's natural 
state. You want a cup of col- ~ 
feeT" 
I say no, but thank him. I tell 




• JUNIOR OPEN 
S C, )RE BOARI) 
OVERALL LOW GROSS 
Roger Hanninen (K)- 145 
OVERALL LOW NET 
Kevin Fell (T) - 128 
C~PIONSHIP  FLIGHT 
Low Gross: r 
1) Colin Hanninen (K) - 152 
2) Mike Vandermuelen (T) - 159 
3) Allan Wilson (S) -167 
Low Net: 
1) Matt Soules (T) - 136 
2) Tyler Gibson (T) - 140 
3) Shane Ddoog (7") - 153 
FIRST FLIGHT 
Low Gross - 
1) Scott L0ng(r)-  161 
2) Nathan Little (S) - 170 
3)Devon Van Hullo (T) - 176' 
Low Net 
I) Younn Wilson (S) - 134 
2) Graig Lewis (T) - 137 
3) Garret Chepill (r)-  145 
SECOND FLIGHT 
Low Gross 
!) Nathan McAvoy (T) - 193 
2) Terry Smith ('1") - 194 
3) Roddie Mclnnes (T) - 207 
Low Net 
!) Rory Littl e (S)- 138 
2) Steven Critehley (r) - 141 
• 3)Ryan Stevettson (1")- 150 
THIRD FLIGi:IT 
Gross 
1) Scott Rigler (7') - 214 
2) Mori Orgoro (Japan) - 221 
3) Jesse Morgan (3")- 226 
4) WadeSteve,eson (T) - 239 
5) Ryan'Hodgius (K) - 240 
6) Travi s Tait (T) - 251 
GIRLS DIVISION 
1) Mandy Mchmes and Kara 
DeJong ('1"). 
K = Kitimat, .S= Smithers, T= 
Terrace. 
To  get your  results on[  
SCOREBOARD drop  
them in at  the off ice at  
4647 Lazel le,  phone 
Malco lm at  638-7283 or  
fax them to 638-8432. 
This space is all .yours.* 
Terrace Youth Soccer 
July 20 
UNDER 17 DIVISION 
Manucls 4 Braids '3 ...... ' 
• ~ : , ,,,;t ~, • ].~ , '  ",_ "L'-~LhlII~ etlfl~;~l]' t;'l I ~r f f t~( ; :D . , ' )  [~ ,  ) 
NDE 14~DIV SIOl~. ,  -- , - . . . . .  : ' .... 
,, ..Terracel~uilgers ,, p,,,. ~ rry;,. ; : : . :  . . ,  
Bavarian 7 r :Overwa~te ~, , / , .  /. , 
July 22 
UNDER-IODIVISION ,i.:i :. il {::; ` '~:,: ~' • 
Co-up 6 Centennial L iS.':- O. ~ " 
Carlyle Shepherd 6 CopperSide ; i:i~ ,: 3 
AKG 8 Shoppers . . . . .  .i : 3. 
GIRLS DIVISION 1 
Terrace Travel 1 Pizza Hut • i : 0 
Richards 0 Kinettes 8 
July 23 
UNDER 12 DIVISION 
Cedarland 2 Filufing 2 
Sight and Sound 3 Wildwood 2 
Brady's FC 4 Bandstra 4 
Speedway 
JULY 19 RESULTS 
SPORTSMAN TROPHY 
Dash: Dalmy O'Brien (40) 
Heat: Danny O'Brien (40) 
Main: Ernie Perkins (5) 
A HOBBY TROPHY 
Dash: Herb Quast (66) 
Heat: Brent McCarron (81) 
Main: Brent McCarroa (81) 
B HOBBY TROPHY 
Dash: Cori Lcmky (18) 
Heat: Mike Lcmky (54) 
Main: Mike Lcmky (54) 
D•STREET TROPHY . . . .  ,q E,.l~J/k ,l;::.'a,':-' ~ ' : II;;Hg,4D ~ ,J ,)1 ~, ash: Major ~ralg £1/ / )  , 
Heat: ~ord Klasse n (776)? ....... 
Mai,:,Major Craig (777) 
B STREET TROPHY 
Dash: Brent Robertson (776) 
Heat: Gord Klassen (777) 
Male: Brent Robertson (776) 
C HOBBY 
Heat: Dawn Tomas (114) 
Main: Leslie Quast (66) 
C STREET 
Heat: Elizabeth Cloakley (776) 
Main: Elizabeth Cloakley (776) 
JAMBOREE SPORTSMAN 
Hobhy: Brent McCarron (81) 
Street: Elizabeth Cloakley(776) 
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High praise 
taken part in the event them- on "a magnifiecntjob." 
selves, but they still came out Even more fulsome in his praise 
winners, had been Steve King, who pro- 
vided an excellent commentary 
That is the firm view of the out- throughout the event. 
of-towners who were involved in King suggested Ten'ace's 
the event, achievement as host for the 1992 
"They were quite impressed," B.C. Provincial Championships 
Skeena Valley Triathlon associa- had "set a standard few can ever 
tion head Dale Greenwood agreed hope to achieve." 
following the July 12 race. Greenwood said the accolades 
An example was the reaction of were a tribute to the hard work 
Lorraine Kingsbury-Percy of put in by the many local 
Race Headquarters. Having been volunteers both in preparing for 
part of many major sporting thc race and oa the day,' 
Mount Layton Hotspdng s Resort Is the Splashiest Resort in the Northwest. 
Bring the whole family. Spend the day, it's fun for everyone! 
- - I _ -- - I 
ROOF GARDENS 
OPeN UFO H20 
:-"Saturday, August I & 
Monday, August 3 IS. NOW OPEN 
1:oo p.m. - 8:30 p .m.  ~ l ~ ~  
Sit backandddnkintheviewolall Bring the kids! 
the poolside activities, 
i! 
RIVERBOAT DAYS: t~;~ ) I 
THE COST OF DOING BOOZENESS 
JOIN IN THE FUN! 
The staff of the Splash Down Lounge will be In full force '~,1"~..~ 
to serve you- so what are you "wading" for, 
LOUNGE HOURS. 11:00 a.m. to 12:00 a,m. 
' WE HAVE A DESIGNATED DRIVING PROGRAM SO 
PLEASE DON'T DRIHK & DRIVE 
COME IN AND TRY OUR LIQI~D SPECIALS 
POOLS: Daily 10:00 a.m.- lo:oa p.m. POOL/SLIDE PASSES SOLD IN 2 HOUR SESSIONS: seniors 65 and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $3.25 
SLIDES: Daily 10:00 a.m. • 10;00 p.m. All pools and slides . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $6.75 CHLOREH TWO AND UHDER FREE. 
All pools including turtle slkJes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $4.50 'mole pRIC|$ INCLUDE USE OF TIlE WATEJ~ARK FOR U N UMfiT~ TLME 
@ RESoRTMOUNT LALTD.YTON HOTSPRINGS 798-2214 
4741 LAKELSE AVp'N~uE 
TERRACE 
i.UCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
AUGUST 1992 PALACE ,uoos  1992 
9_ 3 4 
• • Parents Terrace Kerrnode Terrace 
coa,tlonfor the I Minor Friendship I Blueback 
" '~VEadnuCceat~'eonnt Hockey Society IS~irn Club 
9 '10 11 .... i -12- ' ' -  
Parents. Terrace Kermode I Terrace 
Coalition forthe Minor Friendship I Peaks 
Advancement 
of Education Hockey Society IGymnastics 
Parents Terrace KiUmat 
Coalition for the Minor Friendship Shrine Club 
Advancement 
ot EduCation Hockey Society 
23 c.,,,~ 124r=,,o.e 
'~,,,, " . . . . .  • Kermoae A,,..~.,...,. Minor . . . . .  OlEducalio~ I . . . .  I I-rlenosnlp 
reffaee Conlmunlly P~r '~ I O.luaseoalll ~ . . ;~ ,  
Band Association ~...,elt.,e I J . J L  ! t . . .1utJz~ty 
t J . . . . . . . . . . . .  J -  - . . . .  
Sat ,  A f te rnoon Games 
Evening Games 
i . . . . .  1 Kinsmen 
! Rescue 
a Terrace 7 i= 'Big :. :~-8 "'Ri--ngge;e 
• . i  . . . . . . .  uromers . 747  
Air Cadets &Sisters : l  Terrace Soccer 
• • r 
' Terrace Nlsga'a . . . . . .  
Anti Poverty Tribal Council Hgure ~Ka[mg 
1~ Order of 1 / [  C 'a -n~ ~ ~ "  
J t . J  Royal m"x  Paraplegic Theatre 
Purple Assoc. . Parents For 
French 
Terrace J Nisga'a Shames 
Anti Poverty t Tribal Council Ski Club 
e)f~ Te-----'~iac--e- 21  Canadian Tq)-e'}----M~or 
=--u 747 Paraplegic z.z_ Softball 
Air Cadets , Assoc, I Kinettes 
Terrace Nisga'a 
No. 18 Anti Poverty 
~ : 1~7 Order of 
. .u , ,g~,~ I Purple 
Peaks I' Terrace j 
Gymnasticsl Anti.Poverty i 
Figure Skating Tr,ba _,c~.c, :l ' ' 
e')Q Canadian 2Q Little - 
• r.=u Paraplegic I * -  " '  Theatre 
Assoc 
Nlsga'a | Search & 
Tribal C ~  R~cue . . . .  i 
Doors 11:30 a.m, Games 12:45 
Doors4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 
Thurs . ,  Frl., Sat. Late N ight  Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:00 p.m. 





DRAW AT 11:00 P.M. 
i ' k Add i t iona l  Sav ings  on your  
what  a deal .  Pic . __,4 =ale or iced itemS). 
p 'urchase ( regulartg 'save ext-ra moneyt  ~i: 
it, s the  easy w ay~ OETA,LS I ~ I 
I 
Midnight Madness on Fri 
• o 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
!DEADLINE: FRIDAY 5 P.M. 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When e stat holiday falls on a 
Saturdsy, Sunday or Monday, the desdllne Is Thursday at 
5 p.m. for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. V8G lS8 
All classified and ctassifieddisptay ads must be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or Mastercard, When phoning in ads please have you Visa or Master- 
card number ready, 
20 word8 (first insertion) $5.25 plus 12¢ for additional words. °(Addi- 
tional Insortlona) $3.6D plug 9¢ for additional words. $0.95 for 3 weeks 
(not exceeding 20 wordo, non-commercial) Prices include 7% G.S.T. 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1, Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 
2, Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 
5. For Sale Misc. 16. Farm Produce 
6. Wanted Misc. 17. Garage Sales 
24, Notices 
25. Business 
0 pportunities , 
.26. Personals 
27, Announcements 
28, Card ofThanks. 
7. For Rent Misc. 
8. Cars for Sale 
9. Trucks for Sale 
[0. Aircraft 
L 1. Recreational 
Vehicles 
18. Business Services 29. In Memoriam 
]9. Lost & Found 30, Obituaries 
20. Pets & Livestock 31, Auction Sales 
21. Help Wanted 32. Lesal Notices 
22. Careers 33. Travel 
23, Work Wanted 
, "1 1 Ii 
1. Real Estate 
The Ten'ace Stan¢l~'ud'reserves the right tO classUy ads 
under i~orep~iate headings end to set rates therefore end to 
determine page lecae~. 
The Tsnane StandatU reminds'advertisers that it is against 
the IXovlncM Human Rights Act to dlsorimlnate off the basis 
of cNU~ren, medial status and employment when placing "For 
Runt" ads. Landlords can stare a no.smnk[ng preference, 
The Terrace Standard rssentes the right to revise, edit. 
cla,~Jfy or reject any adverUsemen a d to retath any 
answers directed to the News Box Reply Se~vlce, and to 
repay ~ customer tl~ sum paid for the advertisement a d
bux rental. 
Box repNes on "Hold" inslru¢llo~s not picked up within 10 
days of exphy of an advertisement will be desb'oyed unless 
mailing InsNucUo~s are received. Those'answering Box 
Numbers are requested not o send origlnaL'~ of Uncuments to
avoid loss. 
All claJm~ of errors in advertisements must be received by 
the pof~ishe~ within 30 days al~ the first pu~lcatl~. 
it is Rneed by the advertiser red.sUng spnce that he 
liability of the Terrace Staeda~ in the event of failure to 
publish an advertisement as published shall he limited to Lhe 
amount paid by the advertiser for only orre Incur;tact IllS~fm 
for the adrUo~ ofthe advertising space occupied by the Incor- 
rect or omitted item o~ly, and that hem sMJl be no liability In
any event grcata~ than the omo~nt paid for such advertfsing. 
1. Real Estate 
CABIN FOR SALE. Rnlshed cabin of approx- 
imately 900 square feat, Available for sale on 
4.24 acres of leased recreational property 
located on Scum Lake, 55 miles west and 32 
mites south of Williams Lake. Comes with pro- 
pane stove, cock stove and propane lighting. 
Finished cupboards and Interior water system: 
FoR SALE BY OWNER approximately 2 acres 
corner lots on Kleanza with a 3 bedroom home 
approimately 1,600 sq.ft, Large garden, 3 bay 
shop, and workshop.$82,O00. Financing 
available. 22% down. 635-7650 or 
042-6453 3pl 3 
FARM FOR SALE: 16 ACRES at Rosswood, 
Newly decorated 12x72 trailer with 10'x20' 
addition. Shop, garage, out buildings, "older 
house, new year round welt, 20'x20' root 
cellar, 16'x16' greenhouse, 8.5 & 3.5 KVA 
generators, propane stove, fridge, dryer & hot 
]water heater, R.S,F, furnace. Asking 
$50,000. Phone 635.6104. To view ask at 
store, 6pl 3 
6,4 ACRES WITH TIMBER - House with base. 
ment e/4 mile from lake at Topley Landing, 
$60,000. Phone 697-2342 or write to Box 
159, Granisle, B.C, 4pl 4 
NECHAKO RIVER ACRE LOTS, 8 miles upriver 
from Fort Fraser. $3,500, Call 690-7425 or 
P.O. Box 96, Fort Fraser, BC, VOJ 1NO 4pl 4 
3 BEDROOM HOME IN HORSESHOE area, Large 
deck, natural heat, and water, Appliances 
negotiable: Asking $75,000. 638.1173 or 
No field or well. Lake has private air strip. 635-7424. 3p14 
Asking $!6,800 for quick sale, Call Indra Ore- . SPACIOUS 3 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR" sale at i 
inger at Realty World Northern for further inlo. ~nK p=n..t~ M~w ~lrtln. reor nvnrou 
398.8266 days or 398-7470 evenings Lease, ~ . . . .  , ' • . . . . . . . .  . . . .  flooring, 80x200 lot. Large shop. Immediate 
Is assumable or available for purchase from occupancy rniJst be seen $76 400 , • , , * 
the B.C. Government, 44tfn 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING WORKSI YoU're 
reading this aren't you? 638.SAVE. ffn 
ADAMS LAKE STORE LOCATED AT, Adams 
Lake, B.C. lh hour from Salmon Arm - :45  
rnth, from Kamloops,: 10 rain. fromShuswap 
Lakes, Fully renovated with very attractive 
living quarters. Showing excellent return In an 
area of growth and terdfio Climate; Start the 
New Year on a positive note. Phone 
1-679-8904 , tfn37 
4 BEDROOM HOUSE (3 UP, 1 DOWN) in Thor. 
nhelghts area, 2 years old. Sedous'enquides 
only, No real estate agents please; Call 
635.7250 and leave message. 12fin 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE ON FULL unfinished base- 
ment. 1200 sq.ft, up and.down,640 sq,ft. 
sundeck, Now windows and paint. Newly 
renovated kitchen and bath. Fddge, stove, 
I~tinds and ceiling fan IncZuded, On 2.2 acres, 
Asking $78,500.638.0352 4pl 2 
.1288 SO.FT. 3 BEDROOM HOUSE. 2V= baths, 
sauna, large lot, fruit trees, shop. $119,000, 
3687 K'san Avenue. 638-0273 3pl 3 
I LAKEFRONT RETREAT I 
Large 2 tOe~y cSedAaLrEc'ottage ,I 
350 ft. of lakefront. Lease hold 
on picturesque Msziadin Lake. 
Carpets, kitchen cabinets, full siz- 
ed propane range, Year round ex- 
cellent water supply. Logsauna 
and wood storage out buildings. 
Call 636.9151 evenings. 
'!BIIY DIRECT' FmmOwner 
- SAVE 7%]! 
"BUY OLDER.Home 
SAVE GS~! 
HOMES FOR SALE 
Phone: 638-9080 
Pager:. 638,3996 
Two bedroom home, natural gas, 
in town ......................... $84,600 
Three bedroom home full base- 
ment, garage, natural gas, big lot, 
In town, has had suite In base- 
ment ........................ .. $89,500 
Two bedroom home, with garage, 
natural gas, in town. "Handy Man 
Only". ...................... r"''$58'go0 
TWO bedroom home totally 
renovated, new fddge, stove, 
washer, dryer, In town...$74,goo 
Three bedroom home, new foun- 
dation, P.W.F., In town. "Handy 
Man Only". . ............... $88,goo 
For the entrepreneur. Apartment 
bid, in town, Will consider home 
on trade ............... ....... $254,900 
635.9530 or 635.5790 4pl 4 
LARGE RESIDENTIAL LOT ABQUT % cleared, 
Thornhelghts Sulxlivision.Phase IlL Phone 
635.2148, • ' 3p14 
37.23 ACRES WITH CONCRETE Foundation for 
14x70 mobile home; somelfenced fields, 
some timber. Nerthem Allowance qualified, 
Houston area, For information call: 845-2560, 
NEW 2000 SQ.FT. HOME ON SOUCIE ST. 2 
storey, 20x25 work shop, $138,000.'call 
635.2357, 3p15 
BUILDING LOT: CLOSE TO V= ACRE. 
Souths]de. Level and cloarad, paved stre'ets. 
Suitable for single or duplex. 635.9294 3p15 
CHARACTER HOME IN HORSESHOE. Wood 
floors; 3 bedrooms, family room, basement, 
garage, barn, organic gardens, 5 apj)llancds. 
$85,000. Call 635-2436 ~p15 
FOR SALE: VIEW PROPERTY. Prime view. 
Pdme Iocatlon~ Sewer & water, Phone 
635.7466. 3o15 
2. Mobile Homes 
14x70 1979 MOBILE HOME, 4 appliances, In 
I excellent cond!tlon. Ready to move to the 
location of your liking, $22,900 firm. Call 
507.2804 4p13 
12x68 (2 ADDITIONS), 4 BEDROOMS. New 
8x26 rear sundeck, New 8x18 patio deck. 
~ Fridge/stove, dishwasher, dryer, Newly 
renovated, 638-2083 3p13 
TWO BEDROOM 12x48 DUTCHESS mobile 
home for sale with a 10x48 addition; clw a 
fridge; stove; natural gas heat; new hot water 
tank. $7,000 OBO, Located in Houston Trailer 
Court~ Call 696~3259 4p14 
1979 12x70 TRAILER, FULL CONCRETE 
basement. 10x70 addition, roof over addition 
and trailer, natural gas, garage 14x22, 
greenhouse, fruit trees, partially turnlshed. 
Well malntalneC asking $55,700. Phone 
638.8240. 4p14 
2 BEDROOM TRAILER IN EXCELLENT condi- 
tion, Frldge, stove, washer and dryer included. 
Situated in Pine Park Trailer Park, $15,000 
OBO. 635.2546 days, 635-7602 evenings. 
14X70 TRAILER ON PRIVATE LOT. I:or sale or 
rental pu[chase: Phone 635.3428. 6p15 
1969 12x68 2 BEDROOM MOBILE HO~IE In' 
well-maintained trailer court. $8000 OBO, Call 
630-1786 3p15 
MOBILE HOME WITH AD.DITION ON large lot. 
NG and wood heat. Large shop, woodshed, 
lenced, Newly renovated. Fully landscaped. 
035-7809. 3pl 5 
'91 & "92 MANUFACTURED HOMES. 
Oownpayment $3000 and $485 monthly 
payments. A must see, Phone mary 
638-0800 or Bill at 638.1182. 6p15 
DOUBLE WIDE THREE BEOROOM AND two 
bathroom inoblle home for sale, Frldge, stove, 
dishwasher, wood & oil heat, Call todw to 
Topley: 696.3270. $37,000 4pl 5 
i i i i 
New ModuRne Manufactured Home On 
Display For Your Viewing 
Consignment= Welcomel 
WESTWoRLD MOBLE HOME8 LTD, 
3117 Clerk St, 
PHONE 636.4949 FAX 630.2245 
i ell 
3. For Rent 
ROOM AND BOARD FOR single working male. 
635-2042 3p13 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
1150.1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 2 baths, 
private yard, carport and satellite T.V. 
Houston. Phone 845.3161. 31fin 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT fight down town. 
Frldgelstove, security entrance, Paved park- 
ing. On site management, 635-7957 15tfn 
FOR RENT, $175 per month, 180 sq. It. office. 
Location - 4623 Lakelse, Terrace, B,C. V8G 
1P9, 635-2552 5tfn 
SHARED ACCOMMODATION IN LARGE home. 
Close to Skeena View, Extras/reasonable. 
Avail Aug.15, References, 638.1977 3p13 
ROOM AND BOARD FOR WORKING person. 
Phone 638.8293. 3pl 3 
1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS. Call 
635.5968, 3p16 
LOOKING FOR MALE ROOMMATE to share 2 
bedroom, furnished apartment, N/S. Phone 
635-2719, ask for Bryan 3pl 3 
SANDALWOOD APARTMENTS. KITIMAT'S 
fineati 1 & 2 bedrooms, some furnished, WIW 
carpets, security entrances, no pets. To view 
call 632-5728 6pl 3 
1 BEDROOM UNIT IN THORNHILL at $390 per 
month, Phonw 635.4453 3pl 3 
FOR RENT ONE AND 2 BEDROOM duplex. 
Fddgelstove, Call 635.5464 .3p13 
FOR RENT/LEASE: TO WORKING couple, two 
bedroom houce non-smokers, no pets, $625 
month, damage deposit. References required. 
635-2116 3pl 3 
APPLICATIONS FOR WINTER RENTAL of new 
1 bedroom cottage on Lakelse Lake are being 
accepted, Fully furnished, natural gas,. 
fireplaces; carpeted: Ref required, No pets. 
Damage deposit, Phone 798-2267 6p14 
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED SUITE, suitable for 
a single person, Utilities included in rent of 
$4501month. No pets, 635-2806. lp l  5 
BACHELOR SUITE FOR RENT IN TOWN. No 
pets, Quiet, working person. All utilities In- 
cluded, References required. Call 638-8874. 
3 BDRM TOWNHOUSE. 1V2 BDRM BASEMENT. 
Electric & gas heat, near schools & 
downtown, ROt, req'd, Non smokers preferred. 
No pets. $600 per month plus damage 
deposit. 638-8520, lpl  5 
FULLY FURNISHED BACHELOR SUITE for 
single person. $375 plus D,D. Call 635.3191. 
LARGE 3 BEDROOM HOUSE, CENTRALLY 
located. $900/month, For information phone 
635-2643, 3pl 5 
FURNISHED ROOM WITH KITCHENETrE, $50 
damage deposit, $400/month. Includes hydro, 
cable, Call 638.1511, 11ol 
I FOR LEASE KrrlMAT:9,00O 
, $0. FT. SHOP & OFFICES 
~ 7V= ton overhead..ciaq~:gas,heat, 
i,;~ ~ available immediately. Cali s35:7249. 
FOR RENT 
SERVICFJCOMMERCIAL 
880 & 1,320 SO. FT. 
12'x:12' overhead oor; washroom and 
natural gas heat, Central ocation, 
Phone 635-7459 
FOR RENT 
RETAIL OR OFFICE 
5,700 SO. FT. 
CENTRAL LOCATION 
PHONE 635-7459 
3,500 SO. FT. 
WAREHOUSE & OFRCE 
Available Immediately. Rent 
negotiable. Call 635-7249 (days) 
FOR LEASE 
OFFICE - RETAIL - CLINIC SPACE 
Central Location - Off Street Parking 
1,400 sq.ft, Ground Floor 
900 sq,ft, Optional Second. 
Floor Apartment 
Warehouse/Storage Space - Optional 
AVAILABLE OCTOBER 1, 1992 
Phone 635-2252 (Days) 
635-5531, (Evenings) 
Fax 635-7122 




Color T,V. & Cable, 
utilities included, 







Stsrtlno at $350 per month. 
Cleanest suites In townl 
Attractive two bedroom 
suites, close to schools. 
W/W carpets, heat & hot 
water included, professional 
on-site staff. 






4. Wanted to Rent 
NEEDED SEPTEMBER 1, 3 or 4 bedroom 
house, townhouse or trailer, References 
available, Leave a message at 635.6277. 
9pl O 
WANTED TO RENT FOR THE MONTH of Augusl 
house or cabin on Lakelse Lk. 638-0762 3pl 3 
WANTED TO RENT: THREE bedroom 
house/duplex, In town preferred, for family ar. 
riving in August, leave message at 635-2116, 
FIESPONSIBLE FAMILY WANTS TO RENT 3.4 
bedroom home by Sept. 1/92, Call 635-7395, 
NEEDED SEPT.1/92, 3 OR 4 BEDROOM house 
or town house. References available. Non. 
smokers, No kids. Hm 941.9856 or work 
582-5298, Doug. 3pl 5 
5. For Sale Misc. 
I,D, 350 LOADER, New engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400,00 0.C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500, 32 ft. house boal 
• lifetime aluminum -has everything & trailer 
• $19500, 82 lade 2-door auto • good cond, 
$1500. 14 ft, Trl.hull speed boat • 50 horse 
menk, trailer $2800. Clean Okanagan camper 
• hyd. jacks, $2000, New Kubnda Itie plant & 
battery change $550. Ken Allen Oox 161 
Granisle, Ph, 697.2474, 19tfn 
PRECISION BAND CUT: Lumber, timbers, 
siding and firewood: We can Supply any and 
all demands for size and volume. Will 
negotiate custom sawing, logging and/or put- 
chase of private wood. Burns Lake. 695-6365 
or 695-6391- fin4 
WINDSURF BOARD FOR SALE: HI.FLY Spirit 
190 litre board, includes all related equipment 
such as mast, boom, sail, & other extras. Exc, 
condition. $700. OBO Call 635-5268 3p13 
O'NEILL WETSUIT. FOR SALE: includes 
booties. Has removablo arms and reinforced 
knees. E,C. $200 OBO 635.5268 3p13 
1982 DATSUN DIESEL ENGINE & transmis- 
sion, Low mileage. Asking $600, Call 
635.6205 3p13 
KENMORE 1.4 CU,FT. MICROWAVE oven, ex. 
cellent condition, Cookbook & manual includ. 
ed. Asking $200, call 635.6205. 3p13 
PAINTBALL PLAYERS- MORE R.P. Scherran 
Premium. Great paint, still $145 case. 
Dominator sight feeders, the biggest $25, 
Special on hastings and taso silencers. Marc, 
635.2922. Lv. msg, 3p13 
FOR SALE: PRE.FABBED, WOOD-Constructed 
utility sheds, garages, workshops. Also trailer 
skirting, decks and fences,• joey shacks, 
snowroofs, Phone Dirk Bakker, 638-1768 
evenings. 3p13 
NORMA MAY'S COLLECTIBLES & CRAFTS, 
846-9751, starting July 13 will be open Mon, 
to Sat, 9.6 instead of Wed:Sun. Thanksl See 
you soon. 4p13 
LOSE WEIGHT NOW. ASK ME HOW. Money 
~. back .gual"a~itee..Herbal~fe JndePqpdan~ 
"-";'di~{rib~tJtor. ; Peter '632-7872 ~ o~" ~S~t'ah~ 
632.6442. 3p1~,::! 
TWO TICKETS ONE-WAY FLIGHT Terrace to 
Calgary via Vancouver lot Aug.17th. 
Reasonable, Call by July 31st, Call Collect 
519.662-2875. 2p14 
UPRIGHT PIANO. Call 635.6153 3p14 
I ELECTRIC (ENTERPRISE) green, RANGE olive 
In 0god working ordr and condition. 035-2522 
or 635-6146 3p14 
6 PC CHESTERFIELD SUITE $350 080, office 
desk, chair $150, sandblaster with hose 
$150, 12 inch wood lathe with tools, $300, 
Fully self-contained. 1979 camper $3,500, 
Can be seen at 4918 Lazelle or call 
635-4573. 2p14 
AMWAY PRODUCTS MEAN QUALITY and per. 
sonal service. Try us and see. Phone 
638.8686 and ask for Lynn, 3p14 
YOU COULD EARN FREE TOYS just by having 
a demo in your home. Call Lisa for more Into. 
638.8639, These are high quality, reasonably 
priced educational toys. lp15 
3 WINTER TIRES ON 13" CHEV RIMS, $16 for 
all. Victor Cutting Torch, 8 gauges, $120. 
Phone 635-3370 lp16 
LARGE ALMOND FRIOOE, RIGHT SIDED open- 
ing, 4 years old. Asking $600. 635-3477. 
lp15 
SCUBA EQUIPMENT: TANK AND BACKPACK, 
weights and belt, regulator, dry suit and kntie. 
Call 635-7445 alter 6 pm, 3p15 
IMAGINE BUYING A COUPON BOOKLET that 
lets you buy 2 for 1, Tapes, CD's plus 
bonuses. For more information write to 
Pakman Enterprises, RR1, Bums Lake, B,C, 





















5. For Sale Misc, 
t~I :MPN I IV l IA rn  
=399 
3 cu. ft. drum 
IRLY B IRD 
638-8700 
Hwy 16 E Terrace 









Speciallzlnl 5" continuous 
steel or aluminum gutters. 
Installation, repairs & 
cleaning. 
SERVING TERRACE, 
PRINCE RUPERT, $MITHERS 
'::;'.! Window & Door Screen 
Repairs Too ........... 
Call Steve 638-0838 
6. Wanted Misc. 
IF YOU ARE BUYING or selling children's fur- 
niture, check with the Product Safety Branch 
of Consumer & Corporate Affairs Canada 
(604) 666.5003 to ensure it meets current' 
Safety Standards. The sale of non compliant 
products not only could result in a tragic acci- 
dent but also is a violation of the Hazardous 
Products Act, tfn 
WANTED ONE NEWER MODEL PLASTIC baby 
gate to fit opening 48", Call 635-6350 days 
(leave message on machine) or call after 5:30 
pm, 14tfn 
WANTED: OLDER TYPE FREEZER, flower 
bulbs, fish or meat freezer burnt, 635.4600. 
3p14 
7. For Rent Misc. 
PASTURE: 600 ACRES 0F FENCED hay land. 
Should cany 200.300 cattle until fall. Corral & 
water. Call Mike Bond at 567-9856. 
Vanderhoof. 4p13 
6. Cars for Sale 
1985 WHITE HONDA.PRELUDE 5 SPD., 
AM/FM radio, Pioneer stereo, excellent condi- 
tion. Must sell. $8,800. 635.7867 43tfn 
1979 CADILLAC, WHITE, TWO door coupe, 
new tires, it's a beautyl $8,500. 1.694-3589, 
1987 T.BIRO, 26,000 MILES, LIKE new. Air 
conditioning, electdc windows and seats, 
cruise contrel. $9,850. Phone 635-34973pl 3
1985 CHEVY CELEBRITY. Very gond condl. 
t~ 4 ~ a l l~  & ~'mdbl~ $43~ ~ 6352"R0 
1989 FULLY LOADED, WHITE BERETTA GT, 
clear coated, under coatod, Scotch guarded, 
new tires. Aluminum V6, $9,800 OBO. Call 
638-2083 3pl 3 
MUST SELL 1988 SUBARU STATIONWAGON, 5 
speed, AM/FM tape deck, roof rack, excellent 
condition, 42,000 Kin, asking $8,000, 
635.2116. 3p13 
A9 JEEP VJ 6.CYLINDER, 5-SPEED. Soft and 
hard top. Power & tilt steering, Warranty, 
60,000 kin, $12,500 OBO. 636-3579 after 5 
pro, 3pl 5 
1981 PLY HOR TO3, AUTOMATIC, POWER 
steering, brakes. Front wheel drive. $1700 
OBO. 638.8520, 3pl 5 
8. Cars for Sale 
CLASSIC 1985 MUSTANG. REBUILT 289 high 
performance engine and transmission, Ex. 
cellent cued, Body completely restored: New 
canoy apple red porsche paint. $7,900 OBO 
Includes over $2,000 in spare parts. 
639-9323. '•, 14tin 
FOR A BEETLE BUFF. 1974 VW Beetle (one 
owner) worth restoring, Serious calls only. 
635-5961 3p14 
1976 PLYMOUTH VALIANT BROUGHAM. Nice 
interior. $1,000 0130. Call 635-5275, 3p14 
19£~7 PONTIAC PARISIENNE.GOOD condltloe, 
$1500.635-5318 3p15 
1975 CHEVROLET IMPALA, CALL 635-3095. 
lp15 
1982 HONDA PRELUDE, EXCELLENT condi- 
tion. $3,500. Call 635-7758. 31)15' 
1992 VOLKSWAGEN PASSAT GOO 
Syncro Wagon, 9,000 km, Alpine White; 
Gray Leather, ABS Brakes, Disk Brakes all 
four wheels, P/B, 4 wheel ddve, power 
locks, air condltJonlng, super charger. 
Must be seen to be appraclalndl Asking 




-1 974 Chevy Nova, 2 door 
hatchback 
• 350 V8 w/4 barrel carb 
- Dual exhaust w/headers 
- Rally rims 
- Has alarm and PA system 
($1 go off the price if 
you don't want these) 
- Alpine Cassette Deck 
(needs speakers) 
- Various Spare parts 
including Pontiac Ventura 
with rear end and 
transmission (no charge) 
=1600 obo 636-0188 
T 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1990 CHEVY $1 O, 2.5 litre, five speed, like 
new. 6,200 km, asking $7,500..Phone 
635-3104 3p13 
1987,1:.150X .4,,(4, NEW PAINT, SPORT mat. 
~inted rear,slider, New,yokoahamas.~F.t.ao2,. 
M~PY chrome,accessories2, $9,800 OBO',:(;~dl 
638-2083 . . . . . . . . . .  .3p13 
1986 NISSAN 4x4. STANDARD cab with 
canopy, 5 spd, $8,500 OBO. 638.0355 3p13 
1982 DATSUN KING CAB 4x4 truck, 3" lift 
kit, no rest, Asking $4,500, Call 635.6205; 
3pl 3 
1988 CHEV lh TON, EXCELLENT condition. 
Includes fogllghts, boxliner, and toolbox. 
$10,000 080 638-0647 3p13 
1989 ISUZU TROOPER. LIKE NEW condition. 
52,D00 Km, top of the line 'LS'. $14,400. Call 
Addan Van de Mosselaer (Terrace) 635.4818 
3pl 3 
MUST SEW 1987 TOYOTA 4 RUNNER, ex- 
cellent condition, low Kin, lots of extras. 
Phone 638-1445 3p13 - 
1988 F250 SUPERCAB 2 WH. DRIVE, 351 
engine, $10;500 OBO. Call 683-1697 3p13 
1990 TOYOTA 4x2, 21,000 Km's. Excellent 
condition; Tonneau Cover, AMIFM Cass. 6 yr 
extended warranty. Transferable, $9,950. 
Call 638-0429 3p14 
1990 TRACKER 4x4, VERY LOW mileage, 
Like new. Convertable top, deluxe stereo.' 
I AutomaUc, under warranty, $12,000. Call 
635-4204. • 3p14 
1989 CHEV SUBURBAN SILVERAOO 2500 
series, Fully Ioaded~ bucket=seats, 2 ~vheel 
ddve/posl track, 8,500 Km. Trailer.towing 
package, 798-2539 & 635.2539 (evenlngs)3p14 
1961 GMC UTILITY VAN. WHITE, N/G, good 
condition, $2,000 OBO, Phone 635-9603 
after 6 pm or Friday and Saturday, 3pl 5 
1980 CHEVY SHORT BOX 4x4. 400 auto Oil, 
cloth Interior,-canopy, E,C. $6500 0B0. 
638-8520, 3p15 
1966 FORD RANGER WL 4x4, 2,9 litre engine 
with rack and canopy, Low mileage, Excellent 
condition. Asking $8900; 635.7400,after 7
pm. 15tfn 
1989 FORD F-250, 4x4, PS/PB, AC, PW, PL, 
cruise, new tires, low mileage. Asking 
$13,500 OBO. 638-1097 3pl 5 
10. Aircraft 
194TSUPER CESSNA 120; 135 HP engine, 
S,M.O,H. 85 hrs, prop 85~hrs since new.. 
Floats, skis. All alrwodhlness directives com- 
plied with. Incl 47,.43.3 dotiblers.~fO~ 'float 
operations. $22,000 flrm~ W.Nonnemacher, 
694.3689 or 699-0392 (eoglneed~g• Into). 
4p13 
r--SUPER SPECIALS'-'q 
Port land Cement  ont,...i.. $ 8  • 5Ope;  bag 
Patio Blocks 8x16 only ............ $1.00.o. 
NEW SURPLUS LUMBER 
FORSALE and Many Other 
Construction Supplies 
ECHO CONCRETE & BRICK 




 BUY  'SELL/RENT I,,"TRADE 





F0R SALE: 1981 FRONTIER 19' MOTORHOME. 
$14,900. 635.6612" 9pl O 
199129' 5th WHEEL CAVALIER, by Cobra. 
TOP quality. Aluminum frame construction, 
air, awning, microwav0, electronic Jacks. Plus 
more. 638-1697. . • 3p13 
1970 INTERNATIONAL BUS, SEATS got to 
15.. Machinery 
9UD6 CAT, $10,000; 350 JD loader & blade 
$10,500, 4 light plants. Herring skiff 20', 
atarcraft 22', aluminum boats. 1-697-2474 or 
1.697.2393, 8tfn 
1988 CAT 416 LOADER BACKHOE, 2 wheel 
I drive with multJ.purpose bucket, 42" and 12" 
digging bubket, •$3~i,500, 1987 Cat 416 
loader backhoe, 4 whoel drive, 24"bucket, 
ext..stick, mull.purpose bucket. $36,500, 
camperize. ,Asking $2,500 OBO, Call 1989 Cat 416 loader backhoe, 4 wheel drive 
635.62()5.1'. :: ' ' .  • .3p13 with ext.-stick, g.p.. bucket and 24". 
1990'CAN.AM CRIJISE VAN, FULLY Loaded, 
CUstom made, never Used winter. 23,000 I~. 
Call 638.8874 or view at 3314 Sparks;' 3p13 
1976 NOMAOE TRAVEL TRAILER, 25 FT, ful. 
!Y self-contained, sleeps six, comes with 
I equaOzer hitch and In good condition. $4700 
OBO. 632"4567" : 3p13 
1976 DIPLOMAT 23 FT. MOTORHOME. 
47,000 or!gl,nal hllles, Sleeps 6, 3 poe baht, 
fridge,'stovel0ven, air, awning. 638.033L 
$15,000 • • 3p14 
1981 24 FT.'TRAVELAIRE MOTORHOME. 
63,000.km, awning, eye level oven,, full 
bathroom, new" motor. Was $18,900, now 
$16,500. Phone 638.1236 3p14 
1986- 9 '6 ,  BIGFOOT CAMPER DELUXE. 
Bathroom, shower, hotwater, stoveloven, 3
way fddge, roof rack, ladder, propane detec- 
tor. 632.7851 3p14 
FRONTIER MOTOR HOME. EXCELLENT condi- 
tion, piopane powered, Alarm system and 
all appliances. $20 500 OBO. Call 635.2733. 
• " '  .. :: . 3p15 
1980 COACHMAN 11' CAMPER. Fr]dge, stove 
w/oven, full bath, e'xcellent cond. Asking 
$3,500 OBO 638.1097 3pll 
1978 18t. TRAVEL TRAILER. TANDEM axle, 
fully-self contained. $5,600 OBO Call 
635.6244 after 5 pro. 3p15 
12. Motorcycles 
1981 YAMAHA MAXIM 650 WITH extras half 
flaring luggage container 14,000 Km in ex- 
cellent shape. $1,100 Call 699-8900 4p13 
1987 HONDA XL600 R, 1700 kin, EC. $2500 
ON0. 638-8520. 3p15 
14. Boats & Madne 
18' 1976 HOURSTON GLASS CRAFT, 4 cyl., 
chev, 120 OMC leg. Good condition $6,000 
OBO. 846-9817 4p12 
INTERIOR PROPELLER REPAIRS: Complete 
madne propeller repairs and re.pitchlng. 
1-564-4504 or 805 4th Ave., P.G, 4p12 
18 FT CHAMPION DEEP V HULL In excellent 
condition, 470 Mercrulser w/trash Water cool- 
Ing, Low hours, lake and,ocean boat, 95 per 
• cent use In fresh water. Walk thru windshield. 
sleeper seats, ski compartment in floor, ski 
ladder, heater, seals 6 comfortably, ex~ 
prop, 2 piece convertible top, complete in.. 
strulneMa6oe..WIth Clakkins bailer $10',500~ 
I~tit~0u~l~r a~l .VHF radloalso'availa!~le ~. 
'c~g~Georoe at635-6273 or 635.5486 after 
6:30. 2pl 4 
16' RBREGLASS INVITATION S'AILBOAT. 
Similar to a laser, very good condition' and 
;ready to sail. $900 080, 697.2736, 4p13 
'.28 FT. PELAGIC FIBREGLASS DIESE cruiser; 
22 ft. Ouckworth aluminum let boat, enclOsed 
wheelhouse, 351 Ford, 3 stage Hamilton Jet, 
clw Galvanized E,Z. Loader trailer; 14 ft. LiJnd 
Jet boat; -16 ft. Odft boat clw factory tratier. 
AnchorlKsl Tire. KI6mat, 632-2151 4p14 
18 FT. KEVLAR CLIPPER CANOE, used once. 
$900 firm; 638-0861 3p14 
28' LAND N' SEA CABIN CRUISER, 8' beam, 
highway legal, Chrysler 318, Volvo leg, FWC, 
Upper and 10w0r steedng stations, depth 
sounder;'VHF, stereo, eye level oven, 4 
burner propane Stove; frldge, stand up head 
with shower. Sleeps 6 comfortably, very nice, 
economical. 4pl 5 
• FAMILY FISHING BOAT. INCLUDES MOORAGE 
at Kltlmat Yacht Club, Owner has moved up 
and must sell. $19,500 OBO. 632.4844 pl 5 
RIVERBOAT 14' WELDED ALUMINUM. 40 HP 
Marc, stand up steering, $5,500. Stelnar 
Commander binoculars; 7x50, 1 yr old. 
$1,300 value, sell for $800. 638.8345. 
12 FT. FIBREGLASS BOAT & OARS. 52" 
beam. Very stable. $200, Call 635.5244 alter 
5 pm. 3p15 
15. Machinery 
SEVERAL CAT LOADERS, ALL SIZES. 2 John 
Deers 644 loaders. 1991 D6D Loograck, 400 
hrs, 1978 D60 Wldepad and ripper, 4.1990 
Belly belts, Dump trucks ingle & tandem ax. 
sis. 1979 GMC 2100 gl, fuel truck, 4 com. 
partments. 1987 Ford High to Ambulance, 
496.6791 4pl 2 
$48,500.638.4610 or638.4611 tfnl 1 
FOR SALE: 1968 CAT 966B WHEEL loader 
does not have an attachment, $9,200. Call 
638.4610 or 638.4611. tfn11 
1987 CASE: 118.7B FELLER/BUNCHEB olw a 
22 Inch Lokomo Hood: 1985 Case 1187A 
Delimber; Rogers Stroke; one Earle 18 inch 
Shear Head, Call 403.494-3649 (Falrv]ew, 
Alberta) 4pl 3 
680 CASE BACKHOE WITH EXTENDED HOE: 
plumbed for hydraulic vibrator; excellent con. 
dltlon. Call 846-5600 4pl 4 
510 JOHN DEERE C BACKHOE. GOOD running 
condition. Call 846.5600. 4pl 5 
81 CHEV 4x4 SNOWPLOW, 1V= TON suspen- 
slon~ New sander in cab control. New plow & 
hydraulic 2100 pound high hab complete with 
stabilizer, hydraulic dumping aluminum bush 
box, frame V.P. restoration, recent MVI, Mov- 




1'986 Case Super E Extendahne Loader 
1985 Case 580 E Backhoe Loader 
1987 Case 1835 B Skidsteer Loader 
1979 Int'l S-Sefles Gravel Truck 
1977 Int'l 4300 Transtar Tandem Gravel 
Truck 
1974 Ford Tandem Gravel Truck 
Lots of Misc. Tools " 
Call 635.2315 for more into. 
16. Farm Produce 
EAT MORE LAMB FROI~ CUMMINGS Ranch 
Highway 16 W, South Hazelton. Available 
year ound, Also goat meat. 842-5316.12pl 0 
HAY FOR SALE. WEATHER PERMITTING. New 
crop. Timothy, Alslke.Brome, Alfalfa, AIf- 
8rome. Wi] be available June 25. Other 
varieties later, Cummings Ranch, Highway 16 
W. S.Hazelton. 842-5316. 12pl 0 
17, Garage Sales 
1HE UL'I1MATE GARAGE SALEI Terrace Rea I~t~ 
every Sunday 12 • 4. Set up at Farmers; 
Market lot, Sellers, wantedICornmunlty groupsz 
v~elooma! $31spa~e '$201season. 635.5740~ 
18. BusinessServices 
GAP EXCAVATING- 10,000 Ib,, 6xl wide 
with thumb 14". 24" digging" bucket, 36" 
cleanup bucket, dozer blade. All types of 
quality custom work including roads, trails, 
drainage, final grades, ditching, farm work, 
complete excavation services, Certified 
operator Frank Austin, 847-5653 4pl 5 
ATrN: SMALL BUSINESSES, WHY PAY high 
accounting fees for your bookkeeping needs? 
For confidential, experienced bookkeeping 
services call 635-4320 or 635-9592 3pl 5 





For children 2'/= to 5 
638-8890 
19. Lost & Found 
LOST: ONE SET OF KEYS, YELLOW TAG says 
'You're No.1 with us.' Lost about 3 weeks 
ago. Call 638-0419~ 2pl 5 
FOUND: ONE BIKE. TO CLAIM - must identify. 
Phone 635.6228, evenings. 2p15 
FOUND: ONE SILVER ID BRACELET NEAR 
Shoppers Drug Mart. To claim, notify Terrace 
Standard Office at 4647 Lazelle Avenue, Ter- 
race. 2pl 5 
L0ST: ONE BLACK BINDER. SAYS SIMPSON 
Maxwell on cover. If found call Randy Wilson' 
635.3082, 2pl 5 
I I I 
PIANO 
Tuning & Repairs 
Call: 
The Piano Doctor 
David H~=nklnson 627-4294 
862 - 1 l th  Avenue East, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. V8J 2W8 
.o  sT 
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r--THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL"- 
PORTLAND , , -  
C EM   50p, r bE0 
PATIO " ;": $1  O0 
BLOCKS Only .  ..... ee©h 
i 
SKEENA CONCRETE PRODUCTS 
• 3751 O Id '~e lse :Lake  Rd. 
. . . .  638-8477 
p 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Fall 1992~Winter 1993 
Program Registration 
In-person application, admission & registration for the University of 
Northern British Columbia's Fall 1992/Winter 1993 Program will be 
held in the Administration Building, rooms 103-C and 103-D at the 
Northwest Community College campus in Terrace, BC on Wednesday, 
July 29, 1992 from 4:00pm - 7:00pro and on Thursday, July 30, 1992 
from 10:00am - l:00pm. 
Applicants are advised to bring their transcripts and the course 
descriptions necessary to assess the amount of transfer credit to be 
awarded. Admission Information and application forms will be available 
from the college's counselling office before and after these visits or by 
phoning UNBC at (604) 565-5555 or toll free at 1-800-667-UNBC. 
Any interested students who are unable to apply in person are 
advised to mail their application and transcripts to: 
Office of the Registrar U ~ B -  - -  ~ C 
University of Northern 
British Columbia 
P.O. Bag 1950, Station A, 1399-6th Ave. U 
Prince George, BC, V2L 5P2 =,,,~,m=-=, 
NOTICE  [TERRACE i 
RIVERBOAT DAYS 
PARADE 
Saturday, August 1st, 1992 at 11:00 a.m. 
All parking or stopping of unauthorized vehicles in the mar- 
shalling area (the 4600 and 4700 Block of Park Avenue, bet- 
ween Emerson and Eby Streets) is PROHIBITED between 
the hours of 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon on the day of the 
Vehicles are PROHIBITED from parking along the parade 
mute, (Lskelse Avenue, f rom Eby Street to Atwood Street) 
f~mli 1:00 e.m.~u~til'tol~.:p~a~ade Ip,'~.Ompl~te.d~-..;:o'•i' :, ,: 
Director of Engineering 
CITY OF TERRACE 
BC¥CNA 
5P JT ISH 
COLUMBIA  
ANOYUKON 
COMMUNITY  NEWSPAPERS 2 6 "7 
ASSOQKgON 
AUTOMOTIVE 
Engines rebuilt from $995. 5 
year 100 000 kms warranty. 
Bond Mechanca serving 
B.C. for 27 years. Phone 7 
days, 8a.m.-8 p.m. (604)872- 
0641. Toll-free Mon-Frl 1- 
800.663-2521. 
GOVERNMENT SEIZED/ 
SURPLUS vehicles. U.S. and 
Canadian low as $100. 
BMW'a, Cadillacs, Cheve, 
Fords, Mercedes, Porsches, 
trucks, vans. AMAZING free 
24-hr recording reveals how 
(416)631-4666 
CANADA ENGINES LTD. 
Quallty Rebuilt Engines: cars, 
• light trucks. 6 cylinder from 
$995, 8cylinder from $1096. 
5 year, 100,000 Kin. Ltd. war- 
ranty. 7 Days. 580-1050, 1- 
$00.665-3570, 856-5828 
evenings. 
Cummings Turbo Diesel 
4x4's, Explorers, Vans, 4- 
Runnere~ Dakotas, starting 
from $149 month. O down 
O.A.C. We deliver anywhere 
In B.C. Grant or Don collect 
1(604)582.6370. 
PUBLICAUTO-TRUCKAUC- 
TION every Tuesday 6:30 
p.m. sndSaturday 12:0.0 
noon. Over 600 cars & trucks 
everywsek. Sell yourcaror 
come es e buyer. First time 
customer, this ad worth $50 
In free services. 12742 KJng 
George Highway, Surrey, 
B.C. Into: (604)580-0011. 
BUILDING SUPPLIES 
DOORSI WINDOWSI Inte- 
rior and exterior wood, metal 
and French doors, wood win- 
dows, skylights. MOREl Call 
collect to WALKER DOOR 
and WINDOW In Vancouver 
at (604)266-1101. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNmES 
SUMMERTIME "ONE DAY 
DIET', Coming soon to 
Canada. Jump start Into a 
ground floor opportunity. The 
timing Is dght. Call nowl 1- 
800-927-1527, Ext. 171. 
$$SUCCESS$$ F/Tor spare 
time. We guarantee Itl. No 
gimmicks. No fad, A proven 
product, recession proof. In- 
veetment $12,600. CALL 
NOWI 1.6 ,941-0102. 
KELOWNA • VERNON - KAMLOOPS • CACHE CRK.  
- O . I t~  , , 
,i BREAKFAST i_ 
£ J FREE, 
• ACROSS B.C., ALL SLUMBER LODGE INNS & MOTELS 
ARE OFFERING FREE BREAKFAST SPECIAL OR 
CONTINENTAL FARE. SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY. 
Call 1-800-663-2831 I 
FOR RESERVATIONS 
PRINCE GEORGE - WILL IAMS LK .  • 1OO MI. 
L 0 li3" in' ~/'qk'-~"-~"l Bibl~/ISetm°irT ~/erses ! 
"" =" ~' [ Singingl 
Starting: August 3, 1.992 
Monday to Friday 
FOR TWO WEEKS ONLY 
r I I 
At: The Terrace Gospell Hall 
4802 Scott Ave. Time: 10:00 a.m. 
~,~ ; ~;"  ,~S, t  ~.:'-.'~, ~; ) l l l | ;  10t  b~," . , , ,H" , ,  ~ i ' ; , : ,  
. . . . .  ' ;" "";' ~,'~'EI~ ,RE~ WELCOME"" ':" ' ~''''' ....... ;'~; '':: :" 
COME, BRING A FRIEND AND YOUR BIBLE 




These ads appear In more than 100 community newspapers In .B.C. and Yukon 
and reach more than 3 million readers. 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR BCYCNA AT (604) 669-9222. 
FINANCE 
Government Grants & Loans. 
Billions of dollars are made 
available to new and exlsting 
B.C. businesses. The Brad 
Book can show you how to 
get your share. Call Now 1- 
800.663-0653. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
Tanksl Tanksl Tanksl 
Polytanks for rain/well water, 
summer storage. Guaran- 
toedlowest priced. Warranty. 
Premier Plastics Ltd., #107- 
917 CIIveden, Delta, B.C. 
V3M 6E8. Call collect oday. 
1(604)540-9090. 
FOR SALE. Used Audio/ 
Visual equipment. All In ex- 
cellent condition. (2) Kodak 
Ektagraphl¢ III carousal slide 
proJ0otors with zoom, $350 
each. Electronic Dissolve 
Unll/Oassatta player with re- 
moteand speakerS900. Elmo 
2-projectorstend - $500. Can 
be viewed et BCYCNA office. 
Phone 659-9222, Vancouver. 
DESERT STORM - for the 
latest In US/Canadian mili- 
tary surplus clothing and 
equlpment~wdta or call Crown 
Surplus Stores Ltd., 1005 - 
11t~ SL S.E., Calgary, AB. 
T2G 3E9 or Phone (403)265- 
1757, Fax (403)265-6492 for 
an Illustrated brochure. 
PREMIER PERSONAL 
PRODUCTS- Canada's lead- 
Ing mall order supplier of 
msdtal aide and novelties. 
Send $5 (refunded with first 
order) for full colour cats: 
Iogue. Must be 21 or over; 
Securellne Marketing. 163B 
.1450 Johnston Road, White 
Rock, B.C. V4B 5E9. 
'severd Loadereand D6 Cats, 
1987 Ford Hlght op Ambu- 
lame, three 1990 Totem Belly 
Dumps, Excavators, and 
Bs0khoee, 2100 gal. fuel 
truck, 40 ton Low Bed, Call 
493.6791. 
GARDENING 
ONE STOP GREENHOUSE 
SHOP, B.C. Greenhouse 
Builders Ltd., 7425 Hedley 
Ave., Bumaby, B.C. V5E 2R1 
FREE BROCHURE. 
AlumlnumlGlass or 
Alumlnum/Acryfite SDP, D0u~ 
ble-wslled GREENHOUSES 
Soladums and complete line 




We need you to sell toys & 
gifts for C & M GIfls. NO 
INVESTMENT, NO DELIV- 
ERIES, no collection. Gall 
519)258-7905 or lax 
519)258-0707 for free Into. 
Qualified contact lens fitter 
required for Kelowna com- 
pany. Competitive salary and 
benefits available. Send 
resume with references to: 
Optical, 2280C Leckle Road, 
Kelowna, V1X 6G6. 
MASSIVETALENTSEARCH. 
New company has 100'e of 
podtlone available now for 
peolde of all ages and sizes 
for the film, modelling, TV ad 
industries. No experience 
necessary. Everyone has a 
chance. We pay for flights & 
tralnlng. Call Nowl (604)623- 
2468. 
LNESTOCK 
ALPACAS: Rare, calm, Intel- 
ligent, beautiful. Mind bog- 
gling returns for farmer~n- 
vestorel Best yet to cornel 
Smallinvestment. Free video 
tape - Alpaca breeding. 
(403)955.2012, leave rues- 
sage. 
MACHINERY 
PACIFIC FORKLIFT SALES 
LTD. (EST. 1972). Dozens of 
good used Forklifts available. 
[.P, Gas, Diesel, Electric. We 
~uy tool (604)533-5331. Fax 
604)533.4563. Eves. Derek 
3ra~/(604)277-1905. il BLANKETA~SSlFIED 
An adverfislng'Bost Buy"l II 
Contact this paper #r II 
phone (604)669.9222 for II 
more Information. l I  
BUSINESS OPPORTUNmES 
Over 30, Over50? Amazing 
Reputation of Watidns could 
earn you an exceptional home 
based Income. Free details, 
Indapendont Dist. 1-800-263- 
9221, Ext. 2505, DepL 9207, 
EDUCATION 
Out of work? Train to be an 
• Apartment/Condominium 
Manager. Government li- 
censed, correspondence 
course will qualify you for 
employment. For details: 
60~881-5456 or 1-800-665- 
FREE CAREER GUIDE to 
hum e.study correspondence 
Diploma courses. /¢count- 
ing, Alrcondttlonlng,' Book- 
keeping, " Business, 
Cosmetology, Electronics, 
LegsllMedl0sl Secretary, 
Psychology, Travel. Granton, 




Sales Manager equired for 
Import dealership In Intedor 
B.C. The successful appli- 
cant must have e proven 
record In management and 




Kiu~uaSchool, remote area. 
Kindergarten- Grade 10 pref- 
erence Category 4-6.6. Car- 
rifled any province in C, anade. 
Deadline: August 10, 1992. 
Send Resume by Fax 
1(604)992-3929 or Phone: 
1(604)992-8186. 
EMPLOYMENT8ERVcE8 
CRUISE LINE EMPLOY- 
MENT PACKAGE. Types of 
Jobs/How to get those Jobs/ 
North Amedca Contact DI- 
rectory/Morel For detailacal: 
(604)535-3639. 
EQUIPMENT 
1978 IHC Septic Tank Truck, 
1000 gallon c/w new vacuum 
pump end 50 ft, hose. New 
pdnt & body work, goo_d_ tires. 
Picture avdlable. Phone: 
495.2255, $10,850, 
HEALTH 
CALL NOWI Free Mall Order 
Catalogue from Vitomln Dis- 
count ~toms. Please cell 1- 
800-663-0747 or In Vancou. 
ver321-7000 for all your Vita- 
min needs, 
$195 "" 
$3.70 each add]llonalword 
MOBILE HOMES 
BUY FACTORY DIRECT. 
Save thousands on dealer 
mark-up. We'll custom buld 
mobile homes to suit your 
needs. Doubles/singles/ 
modulsre. Phons for details: 
Noble Homes, Edmonton 
(403) 447-3414/447-2333. 
PERSONAL 
WOULD YOU LIKE to corre- 
spond with unattached Chris- 
tian people across Canada: 
all denominations, all nation- 
alities, for cempanlonshlp or 
marriage? Ashgrove, P.O. 
Box 205, Chase, B.C. VOE 
1MO. 
"IMPOTENCE OPTIONS" for 
men. Illustrated booklet on 
rOducts & strategies. FREE 
formation on new, medical 
c ducta. Wdte: Performance dicel, Box 1273, Brendon, 
ME. R7A 6K4. Toll-free 1- 
800-663-0121. 
REAL ESTATE 
PROPERTIES TO BE SOLD 
for unpeld taxes, Crown Land 
availability. For Informa~on 
on both write: Properties, 
DepL CN, Box 6380, Stn. F, 
Ottawa, K2C 3J1, 
SERVICES 
Major ICBC andlnJurydalms. 
Joel A, Wener trial lawyer for 
24 years. Call ¢olle¢t~ 
(604)736.5500. Contingency 
feeaavallable. InJuredln B.C. 
only. 
SPORTING COCO8 
.... Perfa= Gift .... GOLF 
Diary - Compare all scores 
"At.e-Glance", Life-time 
recordofyourgolfing a¢Heve- 
mente ll $7.44 + 2.06 shpg. 
Induces GeT. BC residents 
add $ .42 PeT. MIRACORP, 
4600 No, 3 Rd #135, Rich- 
mond, B.C. V6X 3A6. 
Hookey'e best prices. Huge 
stock. Ship C.O,D. same day. 
Bill's Skate Shop, 22446 
Lougheed Highway, Maple 
Ridge, B.C. V2X 2T6. 467- 
6133, 
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CALL 
638-SAVE 
HOME SUPPORT WORKER II. One fulitlme posl. 
19, Lost & Found Uon to  begin Sept.1/92, Continuing care 
LOST CAT IN 4600 BLOCK OF HAUGHLAND. assistance course or nursing background is 
Cat is grey, long-haired, green eyes, Owners required, Starting wage as per collective 
would love to have her home. Call 635-7275 agreement, The person taking this position 
may not have full time boui's at the start. 
LOST ONE SET OF KEYS, SOMEWHERE along Hours will be increased as they become 
Sparks and Olson. Key tag says 'Scott': ~ ava!lable, For further information call Louise 
Reward offered, Call 638.1283 214p Mlchaud, 635.5135 or apply in person at Tar. 
,. race Home Support. 2pl 5 
EXPERIENCED WAITRESS NEEDED FOR even. 
i Ing and weekend shifts. Apply in person with 
resume to lhe Terrace Slumber Lodge. 15ffn 
LOST FROM DUTCH VALLEY ONE adult un. WOOLWORTH ACCEPTS APPLICATIONS for 
neutered male grey tabby cat With white on employment every Wednesday. For an ap. 
face and chest. Jeanne, 638-1977 or Cam pllcation and interview please apply in person 
638.8868. 2pl 4 to personnel dept, lp l  5 
20. Pets & Livestock YOU CAN BUILO EXTRA INCOME through a 
part time business. Call 638.8686. Ask for 
Lynn. 3pl 4 
LOST ONE PAIR OF GOLD-FRAMED prescrip- 
tion glasses in black case. Lost between birch 
hill and westvlew drive on July 1st, Call 
635.2680, 2pl 4 
STANDING AT STUD, NEGA JET BAR 
registered quarter horse, 16,1 hh, pure black. 
More information, call Jerry Cummings, 
847-331 or write Box 4548 Smithers, B.C. 
VOJ 2NO 4p20 
EWES, 200 HEAD LAMBS AVAILABLE. Offers 
phone 690-7536, Fort Fraser. 4pl 3 
PROFESSIONAL PET GROOMING IN home or 
door to door service. We come to you. Small 
dogs/cats, large dogs. Apts. Price varies on 
size. 638.1977 or 635.9772. 'Joanna' 3p13 
7 YR OLD GELDING BY TARDY TABASCO, 15 
HH, Suitable for pleasure riding or show, Also 
Ior sale, 2 yearling geldings by Jacks Dee Bar, 
both good show prospects. 847.4195 eves. 
REG. CAIRN TERRIERS, ready to go July 21. 
Excellent with children, non.shedding, Will 
ship anywhere in Canada n/c. Dewormed. 1st 
vaccination. $350. 847-5034 4pl 3 
RAISE THE PROFITABLE EMU. These birds are 
gentle, hardy, easy to raise. Small acreage 
will do. My first chlcks are ready to go. Sexed 
or unsexed. More information call 
1-694-3456 4pl 4 
REGISTERED QUARTER HORSE: Cas Bar. 5 
years old. Well broke. $1800. Call 845.2837 
(Houston). 4pl 4 
PUREBRED SAMOYEO PUPS, $350. Excellent 
with children. Reserve yours now, Ready to go 
In October. Call 845-7494 4pl 4 
PURE BRED POMERANIAN FOR SALE, Five 
months old, female. Has had first set of shots. 
Veff affectionate. Phone 638-0138 4pl 4 
CKC REGISTERED SIBERIAN PUP from cham- 
PiOn line. 4 Blue eyed males, shots and 
dewormed. Call 635-2049 3pl 4 
POM PUPPIES C.K.C. REGISTERED. The best 
little dogs In the westl $425. Phone 
846.5876. 4pl 5 
16 H ANGL0 ARAB GELDING, 10 yrs old. Well 
trained western, no vices. Great natural 
dressage, gaits. 2 yr old registered Appaloosa 
filly, started under saddle, good nature. Would 
make good games horse. 842.5928 evenings 
& weekends, 4pl 5 
+.2.1+:~ael J,W,.,a~ted ...... ;.., :+. ... 
.-++~. ,  ++l+~+(ji+-Pijt;,l'f'Pi,"r':-JSl'N" YI:.IE- ~/[NNI (~ 
{~m. United Buy & Sell Furniture has openings 
for dynamic, self motivated and ambitious 
manager trainees who are committed to an 
exciting long term career. No experience 
necessary, but must be witlino to start at the 
bottom and work hard. Phone 635-4111. 8tfn 
DO YOU LIKE CHILDREN? Are you compas- 
sionate, organized, fun-loving, and a good 
cook? Required Immediately, mature nan- 
ny/housekeeper to look after 3 young girls in 
modern home in Smithers. Please send 
resume to Box 384 Smithers. 4pl 2 
MONEY $250 PLUS. A'I3'RACTIVEposlIion for 
man' or woman of neat appearance and good 
character for pleasant work. Earnings oppor- 
tunity $250 plus per week to start, Advance- 
mont. Education or experience not important. 
Car helpful, Call 635.6584, ask for Don. 
E.O.E. . . 2pl 4 
WE REQUIRE AN EXPERIENCED & fully equip- 
.ped b'uckerman.:. Export experience Is 
preferable:Call 636-9025. 3pl 4 
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY IN HOUSTON, B.C. A 
certified Dental Assistant or experience chair- 
side. Will train if necessary, Please send 
resume to: Dr. Comparelli, Box 46, Houston, 
BC, VO,J 1ZO or fax to 845-2032 4p15 
SALES PERSON REQUIRED. PERMANENT, 
parttime/fulltime. Wage negotiable. Send 
resume to tile no. 150, CIO this paper.(4647 
"L.azelle Ave, Terrace) 3pl 5 
HOME SUPPORT WORKER II. One casual posi- 
tion to begin sept, 1192. continuing care 
assistance course or nursing background Is 
required. Starting wage as per collective 
agreement, For further information call Louise 
MIchaud, 635-5135, or apply In person at Ter- 
race Home Support, 2p15 
MATURE PERSON NEEDED TO BABYSIT IN our 
home TUB. Wed, Thurs (7am.5pm) starting 
Sept.1/92. Experience & references required. 
Phone 638.0338. 3pl 5 
ALASKA 
JOBS! 
Earn up to $30,000 in three 
months fishing salmon. Also 
construction, canneries, oil 
fields plus morel For imme- 
diate response call 1- 
504-646-4505 Ext. K565 
24 hrs. 
STOP 
Wasting time at a dead end job with no 
training, no advancement opportunities 
and no incentives, 
LOOK 
For a career where advancement and 
financial compensation Is not limited, but 
is truly based on your own efforts. 
LISTEN... 
We are a large multinational company, the 
Leader in our field. We offer excellent 
training, benefits and Unlimited opportuni- 
ty for advancement. 
QUALITY PEOPLE QUALIFY 
If you are bondable, dependable, and am- 
bilious and available for limited travel, 
then this may be the Career Opportunity 
you've been looking foil 
Please reply to file no. 55 c/o the: 
Terrace Standard, 464"/Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 188 
AVOn 
'Become An Avon 
Sa les  Dealer NOW 
FREE! 
Phone for an appointment 
Mary 635-2517 




Come to Vernon n the sunny 
Okanagan Valley and study hair- 
dressing, 
A new and rewarding career can be 
yours in 10 months with our B.C. 
government approved course. 
Classes start the first Monday of 
each month 
Students loans are available to those 
who qualify, 
Accommodation assistance can be 
arranged, 
Our facilities are newly renovated 
and we have the latest equipment 
available. 
Phone or write for full information. 
of Hair Design Ltd.  
Tel: (604) 542-8393 
3001 - 30th Avenue 
Vernon, B,C, V1T 2C1 
Formerly North Okanagan School 
of Hairdressing Ltd, 
BATA 
SHOES 
We have career opportunities for 
full and part time 
RETAIL SALES 
The successful applicant must be well 
groomed and career oriented. We offer a 
very competitive wage and benefit 
package. 
Experience not necessary as we will train 
the right career minded individual. 
Apply in person August 1st, with resume to 
Bate Shoes (Formerly Maher Shoes) 
Skeena Mall, Terrace. 
TION AD 
BUY  'SELL  RENT P"TRADE 
Pacific Inland Resources 
A Division of 
EL] oat l:raser IT]ills Ltd 
West Fraser Mills Ltd., Pacific Inland Resources Division 
has  an immediate opening for a 
Head. Scaler 
Must be exper ienced scaler with good scaling record. 
Responsibi l it ies: Scaling, daily and monthly  computer  records and 
associated duties, Experience in use of DOS based computers and 
, Husky Hunter hand held scaling computers is an asset, 
Interested applicants are requested to submit a resume by July 31, 
1992 to Pacific Inland Resources,  Box 3130, Smithers, B.C., VOJ 




Northwest Community College In Smlthers has an opening 
tor continuing full-time Administrative Officer commencing 
August 24, 1982. The salary will be in accordance with the 
College Agreement with B.C.G.E.U. Support Staff Level 7 
scale. 
• DUTIES: Under the general supervision of the Director, 
the person we are seeking will be responsible for 
determining and responding to community education 
needs including course development, support, 
administration, evaluation and promotion. Also responsible 
for general administrative duties supporting the operation 
of the Smithera campus. 
• QUALIFICATIONS: A university degree or an equivalent 
combination of post.secondary education and work 
expedance. Experience In adult education an easel 
Excel lent  organizational,  Interpersonal and 
communication skills. High level of Initiative and ability to 
work Independently. Ability to work In a cross cultural 
setting. Computer literate. 
Resumes should be submitted not later than August 7, 
1992 to: 
CompeUUon g2.04aB 
Manager, Human Resources 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C2 
Fax 635-3511 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
WANTED 
DRUG & ALCOHOL COUNSELLOR 
FOR THE KITSELAS VILLAGE COUNCIL 
1" Must:have'-knoWledge:~f;Pirst N~tions Culture. " ' '= ........ 
2. Minimum of four (4) years si~briety, 
3. If accepted to the position, travel will be required, and would be 
required to take training away from home. 
4. Must have Grade 12 or equivalent. 
5. Must be a good communicator and past counselling skills, 
6. Must have knowledge of addictions. 
7. Must be mature and reliable. 
8, Must have a valid B.C. drivers licence. 
9, Salary range: Dependant on experience. 
10. Send current resume to: 
Kitselas Village council 
4562 Queensway Drive 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 3X6 
TEL: (604) 635-5084 
FAX: (604) 635-5335 
ATTN: Brian Seymour 
Deputy Chief Councillor 
11. For further information, please contact the above mentioned, 
between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. 
have an excellent opportunl- 
ty to make additional in- 
come in your spare time• 
If you or someone you know 




Mtn. Vista and 
Agar, Medeek area 
BACKUP CARRIERS 
ARE NEEDED FOR 





• V ISA  
TAKE YOUR FIRST STEP 
TOWARDS A GREAT CAREER..• 
.~.Read this ad, then call me if you are an independent, 
ambitious individual, whq is interested in joining our sales 
force. A career as a life underwriter offers an organized 
training programme, as well as excellent potential 
for personal growth, 
above average income opportunit ies and the potential to 
move into management. 
Please send your resume in confidence, or telephone: 
LYLE HARVEY 
Sales Manager 0 SunLife 306 - 4546 Park Avenue 





25 - 30 hours per week. 
Must be able to work on your own, be organized 
and able to deal with the public. 
Will include working weekends. 





Plateau is an innovative forest products mill in the interior of 
British Columbia. 
Wes tar's Plateau Operation~.is Jocated at Engen just 20k in .  
West of Vanderhoof, B;C. Plateau Is one of the largest pro-7- 
ducing SPF dimension mills in the province. 
Reporting to the mill General Superintendent, you will have 
the responsibility for developing and managing all 
maintenance programs and activities for the mill operations. 
The successful applicant will be a highly motivated individual 
with proven leadership skills in an industrial maintenance en- 
vironment. Experience in the Lumber industry will be an 
asset. 
An attractive starting salary and a comprehensive benefits 
program as well as relocation assistance will be offered to the 
successful candidate. 
If you wish to be part of a winning team please submit your 
resume to Graeme Kellam, General Superintendent at the 
following address: 
Westar Timber Ltd. 
Plateau Operations 








Exper ienced  agents  
& p ickers  needed 
App ly  w i th  conf idence  
Phone: 270-0699 
Richmond, B.C. 
23. Work Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver- 
tisers that the human rights code in British 
Columbia forbids publication ofany advertise. 
ment in connection with employment which 
discriminates against any person because of 
origin, or requires a job applicant to furnish 
any information concernin(; race, religion, col- 
our, ancestry, place of origin or political belief. 
Readers: In ads where 'male' is referred to, 
please read also as 'female' and where 
'female' is used, read also as 'male'. 
REPLYING TO A FILE NUMBER? Please be 
sure you have the correct box number as 
given in the ad. Address to: File , The Ter- 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave., Terrace, 
B.C., VSG 1S8. Please do not include bulk 
goods or money to Box replies. 
CARPENTER 12 YEARS EXPERIENCE. Forms, 
-framing, siding, finishing inside or ouL No job 
too small. Mike Gray. 638.0822 32tin 
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER, will do 0nlshing, 
renovations, Install cabinets, patio, painting, 
hardwood floors. Also build furniture, tc. Call 
635-6277 (leave message) 9p9 
MAN WITH PICK.UP WILL DO ODD lobs, yard 
work, haul garbage, ex free estimate. Phone 
635-2750, 3pl 3 
WILL DO SEWING AND ALTERATIONS also 
quilts, and baby quilts. Reasonable rates, call 
535-2435. (Ask for J.B.) 3pl 3 
WILL DO HOUSEKEEPING. Any day, any time. 
References. Good rate. 635.2842 3pl 3 
EXPERIENCED PAINTER, ~IEASONABLE rates, 
free estimates, Interi0rlexlerior spraying, 
power washing, etc. Phone 635.5334. Gregg 
Hallyard. 3pl 3 
. CONFIDENTIAL BOOKKEEPING SERVICE. Small 
business or self-employed. Mary at 
635-7474. 3pl 3 
WORK WANTED: WILL BABYSIT IN MY home 
Men to Fri in Horseshoe area, Ages 2-5 yrs. 
Excellent references available, Phone 
635-7048. 3pl 3 
CARPENTER WITH TRADE QUALIFICATIONS 
15 years experience will do carpenter work. 
Also condo and apartment maintenance. Call 
638-0136. 3p14 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER WILLING TO work 
out of town. Phone Frank at 831-2233. 3pl 4 
ADAPTABLE, MATURE LIVE.IN BABYSITTER 
required to care lor infant starting Sept, 1st, 
Please send resume to: Box 598, Houston, 
B,C. VOJ lZ0 4p14 '- 
=HOME & OFFICE CLEANER FOR hire, Excelleni 
rates and references. Ph 638.0258 2p14 
HEAVY DUTY MECHANIC looking for employ- 
ment full or part time in Terrace or surroun. 
dine area, 635-7631 3pl 5 
FULLY EXPERIENCED 
CARPENTER 
Available lot renovations, repairs, etc. 
around the home or olflce. Will do painting 
& plumbing as well, Reasonable rates, 
contract or hourly. Discount for seniors. 





BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, excite. 
ment, perhaps a tropical island? Call Elan 
Travel at 635-6181 and catch the sp]rltl 2tin 
Z~'~ Nirvana Met8 physics 
and Healing Centre 
WILL  BE  CLOSED 
From Aug. 7 to Aug, 23. 
Please call again. HAPPY SUMMER! 
ZION BAPTIST CHURCH 
2911 S, Sparks St, 638-1336 
9:45 Sunday School (all ages) 
10:55 Worship Service 
Children's Praise Hour 
Pastor: Jack Bingham 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
FOR SALE: FAST FOOD RESTAURANT, Very 
reasonably 'priced, A little more than cost of 
equipment. Nice location, lots of Iootand vehi- 
cle traffic, Well established for 12 yrs, Reply 
to file no,65, c/o this paper. 4pl 2 
r 
RETAIL SPACE AVAILABLE AT the Houston 
Mall, Reasonable rates. For information please 
call Bert at 635-6316:2000 sq.ft, also 
available as second floor olfice space in the 
Houston Mall. 8p8 
TANNING SALON FOR SALE 
Excellent Clientele 
Serious Inquiries Only 
After 6 pm 
635-5109 
26. Personals 
WANTED N/S HID FEMALE 19. for occasional 
outings. Send letter and photo to Box 1084,' 
Terrace B,C. VSG 4V1 6p10: 
KNOW SOMEONE IN THE TERRACE area with 
Aicoh01/Drug Problems? Get the beautiful 
tape, 'Raised From the Ruins'. You'll love itl 
Free/Confidential. Call 'Freedomline', 
1-800.528.0700, 4p13 
DESIGNER 80DY THROUGH HARD WORK and 
personalized weight raining, Make a positive 
change. Certified instructor: Evenings. Kathy, 
638-8323. 3p14 
ANYONE WITNESS A HIT & RUN? Friday, July 
24 in Bank ol Commerce parking lot in front of 
Superior Video Store. Car hit raspberry red 92 
Chrysler Oayt0na, hood & bumper damaged. 
Please call 635-7124 or BCMP. I pl 5 
~'~" '~ <:~'.: i~<:.'~ 
FROM A COWBOY DUDE 
TO A GRAPLE DUDE 
A lot has changed from then till now 
Such things like the width from your 
haidine to eyebrow 
A few gray hairs scattered here and there 
A lew inches larger the jeans you do wear 
But it couldn't be that your getting old 
Blame it on the ball caps, the kids and 
beers Ice cold 
Well y()u knew I couldn't let this day 0o' by 
:: : unheard of : ,:r,, 
Without poking a little fun. but always 
with love 
Happy 30th B i r thday 
Robed 
Love Colleen 
31. Auction Sales 
AUCTION SALE: SAT. AUG 8192 1:30 pro. 
Estate sale to settle affairs ol J.T. Jorgensen, 
Kitimat, 1987 Ford LTO stn. wagon, 87,000 
miles. Dining set, 960 fridge, chest, chair, old 
dish sets, S.S. cookware, misc. woodwo(king 
tools. Yamaha FG 3351 guitar, skis (Norway), 
collection 45 RPM records, 12" chainsaw, 2 
6.spd. mountain bikes, alum, ladders, fold 
down cots & reloading kit wl books & much 
more. View Friday & Sat, morning. L.W, 
SEARS AUCTION & SUPPLY. 4106 Hwy16 
E., Terrace. Ph 635-7824, 2pl 5 
32. Legal Notices 
I, WAYNE ADAMS, OF 5137 AGAR, WILL nol 
be responsible for any debts other than those 
incurred by myself. Dated this day,-July 1, 
1992. 2pl 4 
33. Travel 
For All Your  Travel  Needs 
[ 24 HRS. 635-6181 ] 
ALASKA CRUISES 
Costa Riviera 








Air, plus 7 nights Walkikl Hana 
=669 
Misty Isles Tour 
Queen Charlotte Islands: s 0ap 4 Nigats 
Depart Terrace: 
= SUNDAY, AUG. 23 
Contact: 
Includes: 
• ALL TRANSPORTATION 
• SHARED ACCOMMODATIONS 
• SIGHTSEEING 
• $664.50 Per Person 
REENING TOURS 
Or t o4) 635-7868 
sIGHTSEEING 
'TOURS 
Specializing in customized 
town & country scenic tours 
Bever ley Greening,  Owner 
(604) 635-7868 
28, Cards of Thanks 
A VERY SPECIAL THANK YOU to Dr,'s Hedge, 
Boyd & Chorn, the recovery room nurses, and 
especially the maternity and O.R. nurses for 
all the wonderful care we received, From 








NEXUS & ~'~ 
Bonnie's Cut & Curl is proud 
to we lcome 
Wendy Therrien 
to their team of professionals 
on August 5, 1 992,  
Wendy welcomes all her 
clientelle and fr iends to stop 
by and see her for all their hair 
care needs. 
" -  .... BONNIE'S /~-')/  
NO.'8"4717 
Lake lse  
635-3637 
~ Province of Ministry OI 
British Columbia Forests 
NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION 
FOR TIMBER SALE LICENCE A42708, 
Pursuant o Section 16 of the Forest Act, sealed 
tender applications will be accepted by the 
District Manager, K~um Foreat District, Terrace. 
Bfltlsh Columbia, up to 08:30 s,m., on the 2ard 
day of August 1992, to be opened at 09:30 
a.m, on the 23rd day or August 1002, for a 
"Timber Sale Ucence to authorize the harvesting 
of 6,233 cubic metres, more or less. of ember 
located In the vlclnny ot Brown Bear Forest Set. 
vice Road (18km) In the Ka~um Timber Supply 
Area, 
TOTAL VOLUME: 6,233 cubic metres, more or less 
IgPE¢IB: Hemlock: 71%, Balsam: 24%, S~'uc¢ 5%, 
TERM: One (1] Year 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $5.24 
Bidding Is restricted to persona registered In the 
Smell Business Forest Enlerpdse Program, 
Calegorles One (I) and Two (2}. 
Particul~'s may be oblalced from the Olstdcl 
Manager at #200-5220 Ketth Avenue, Terrace, 
British Columbia. VSG 1LI. 
~ Province of Ministry of 
British Columbia Forests 
INVITATION TO TEI~DER 
Sealed tenders for the foUowlng Brushing 8 
Weeding (staking) Contract BW92R05.60 
Kalum Dlstdct will be received by the Olstdct 
Manager, Ministry of Foresls. K~um Forest 
District, #200-5220 Kenh Avenue. Terrace. 
e.C. VSG IL l .  up to 2:00 p.m, August 8, 
1992. 
Prior viewing of the contract ares Is mandatory. 
A conducted tour of the contract area will be 
leaving the KeJum District Office 200.5220 
;,Kelth Avenue, .Terrace, B,C. on Tuesday, 
~ August 4, 1992 et 8:30 a.m, ..,~t l,i!~. 0 l.ir,~tl 
-Tenders will not be considered unless made out 
on the tender form supplied, propody signed and 
wltnr~ssed. 
NO tender 8hall be considered having any quell. 
lying clauses whatsoever and the lowest or any 
le~der will not neceeaurny be accepted, 
DATED THIS 22 DAY OF ~ JULY, 1992 AT TEn. 
RACE, BRITISH COLUMBIA. 
B.D. Downie 
Dlstdct Manager 
KALUM FOREST DISTRICT 
I :]l, ti::llJl [ I 
TENDERS INVITED 
397005- DEASE LAKE, B.C 
PROVIDE MATERIALS AND 
LABOUR TO CONSTRUCT 
THREE RESIDENCES FOR 
THE MINISTRY OF FORESTS, 
DEASE LAKE, B.C. 
Tender documents may be obtained after 
July 21, 1992 at 4825 Kelth Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1K7. A $100,00 bid 
deposit of cash or a certified cheque will 
be required and will be refunded upon 
return of plans. 
Tender documents may be viewed at the 
Prince George Construction Association 
3851-18th Avenue, Prince George, B,C., 
V2N 1B1, the Terrace Conslructlon 
Association, 3238 Kalum St., Terrace, 
B.C., VSG 2N4, and the 8ulkley Valley -
Lakes District Construction Association, 
4124 Railway Avenue, Smlthers, B.C. 
VOJ 2NO, Prince Rupert Construction 
Association, 801 Fraser St., Prince 
Rupert, B.C. VSJ 1R1. 
Sealed Tenders will be received at 4825 
Keith Avenue, Terrac0, B,C., VSG 1K7 un. 
til 3:00 P.M., August 21, 1992 and will 
be opened in public at that time. 
For further information please contact 
Barry Book in Terrace at 638-3221 
~J(e,Jl : l l l l~; l l i~ l~ll ls] o I , ]  t:. l i[,] i l  
I NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
Estate of the deceased: 
CARLSON: ARTHUR, 
LATE OF 4103 North Sparke 
Street, Terrace, B.C. 
Creditors and others having claims 
against the said estate(o), ere 
hereby required to send them duly 
verified to the PUBLIC TRUSTEE, 
I No. eoo .  808 West Hastings 
Street, Vancouver, B.C., V6C 3L3, 
before August 20,1992, after which 
date the assets of the said estate(s) 
will be distributed, having regard cn- 
ly to claims that have been received. 
MYRNA HALL 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE 
( ~  Ministry of 
Province of Heallh 
British Calumbla DIVISION OF 
VITAL STATISTICS 
PUBLICATION REOUEST 
RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE is hereby given that an application 
will be made to the Director of Vital 
Statistics for a change of name, pursuant 
to the provisions of the "Name Act" by 
me: 
NAME OF APPLICANT IN FULL: 
Shelley Marie Rollings 
OF 4104 N.Sparks St., Terrace, B.C. 
V8G.2W3 as follows: 
~TO ¢HANSE'MY'MINOR CHILD'S ~ ' 
NAME FROM 
SURNAME, Rollings 
GIVEN NAMES, Darcl Amber 
TO 
SURNAME, DeAmaral 
GIVEN NAMES, Darci Amber 




The 16-37 Community Futures Society In- 
vites tenders to conduct a workshop for 
First Nat] .ons communifies throughout our 
region. 
The successful bidder will accept the 
tollowing responsibilities: 
1. Establish contact wllh each hand ccun- 
cil throughout the region advising them of 
the workshop and encouraging them to at. 
tend; 
2. Prepare, and have approved by the 
Human Resource Development Committee 
of the Community Futures Society, the 
organization, matedals, process, etc. for 
the actual conference; 
3. Facilitate the workshop; 
4. Following the workshop, prepare a 
report including all decisions and/or 
recommendations and mall to all sponsors 
and participants. 
We anticipate the workshop will be one to 
one and one.half days In length and should 
be scheduled for mid.October to mid. 
November 1992, 
For further information contact he under- 
signed at 635-5449, 




16.37 Community Futures Society, 






Provide labour and material lor office renovations tor the Ministry of Forests expansion I
the BC Hydro Building. Terrace as per drawings, specifications and Minor Works Tender 
documents. 
Tender documents may be obtained after July 20, 1992 from BdUsh Columbia Buildings 
Corporation, 4825 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, BC VSG 1K7. 
Sealed Tenders will be received at 4825 Keith Avenue, Terrace, BC VSG 1 K7 until 3:00 
PM, August 12, 1992 and will be opened In public at that time. 
Tender documents may be viewed at the Pdoce George Construction Association 3851 
-18th Avenue, Prince George, Be, V2N 1B1, the Terrace Construction Association, 3238 
Kalum St., Terrace, B,C. VSG 2N4, and the Bulkley Valley. Lakes Dlstdct Construction 
Association. 
A one hundred ($100.00) dollar efundable deposit In the form of cash or certified che- 
que is required prior to receiving a tender package. 
Terrace Standard, Wednesday, July 29, 1992 - Page B9 
i 
Province of Brit ish Co lumbia  
Ministry  of Health 
INVITATION TO QUOTE #'s 
105613 and 105614 
The Ministry of Health, Alcohol & Drug Programs requires the  
services from both individuals and agencies to assist in a Pilot 
Project for the assessment and treatment of  adolescents of 
Alcohol & Drug programs and their families. The location of 
these services will be required in both the Northeast and Nor- 
thwest regions of the province, 
Detailed copies of these tenders are available from: 
Shir ley Walden 
Purchas ing Commiss ion  
200 - 4000 Seymour  Place 
Victoria, B.C. VSX 4Y3 
Telephone: (604) 389-3340 
Deadline for proposals is Wednesday, August 51i 992 at. 
2:00 P.M. 
LAND TITLE ACT 




Casslar  District, Plan 4747. 
Whereas, proof of loss of Duplicate Cedif lcate of Title 
No.N6471 to the above described land, issued in the name(s) 
of: 
Helen Josey Joseph 
has been filed in this office, notice is hereby given that I shall, 
at the expiration date of two weeks from the date of the first 
publication hereof, issue a Provisional Certif icate of Title in 
lieu of the said Duplicate, unless in the meantime valid objec- 
tion be made to me in writing. - 




Date of First Publication: July 22,1992. 
Lakalzap Bar i  Coar cil 
"DWELLING PLACE COMPRISED OF DWELLING PLACES" 
GREENVILLE, B.C. VOJ 1XO 
PHONE 621-3212 
FAX 621-3320 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Sealed tenders will be received by the undersigned for the 
construction of 8 single family dwell ings. 
Plans, specifications, and other  tender documents will be 
available to pr rqe, contractors only, a f te rD:00  ,A;M., pacific, 
standard time Tf iursd~,;  3ulY~24,+-I 99  2-at the.admlnisimtion. 
office. ~'~ ~'~" '~:  " "  " 
One set of  tender documents will be issued to each prime 
contractor upon deposit  of $100.O0 per set, refundable 
upon return of same in complete and good ccnd!tion. 
Each tender shall 'be aocompanle.d by a bid bond  duly ex- 
ecuted with the name of the project andowner  In the amount 
of at least 10% of  the tender price. 
Tenders will be received at the Lakalzap Administration Of. 
rice not later than 2 :00  P.M. 'Thursday, August 13, 1992. '  
The lowest or any tender will not necessari ly be accepted, 
Inquiries: Wil l iam Moore; Te lephone:  621-3212 
Lakalazap 
289 Church Street 
Greenville, B.C. VOJ 1 X0 
INVITATION TO 
TENDER 
In its capacity as Agent for Cana- 
da Post Corporation, Public Works 
Canada will receive SEALED 
TENDERS for the projects or ser- 
vices listed below, addressed to 
Contract Polley arid Administration 
Pacific / Western Region, Depart- 
ment of Public ' Works Canada, 
Room 401, 1166 Alberni Street, 
Vancouver, B,C, V6E 3W5, until 
the specific closing time and date. 
Tender documents can be obtained 
through the above noted Depart- 
ment of Public Works, Vancouver 
office, 
SERVICE 
TENDER NO, 672SV031: Building 
Cleaning and Grounds 
Maintenance (2 Years), Post Of- 
fice, Stewart, B.C, 
CLOSING DATE: 
11:00 AM PDST 
13 AUGUST 1992 
Tender documents may also be 
picked up from the Postmistress at 
the Post Office in Stewart, B,C, 
SITE VISIT: A site visit Is schedul- 
ed for 30 July 1992 between 10:00 
and 11:30 AM PDST. Interested 
contractors are asked to contact 
the Postmistress at (604) 636-2553 







The lowest or any  tender 
necessarily accepted. 
APPEL  D'OFFRES 
Travaux publics Canada, aglssant 
pour le compte de la Socl~6 
canadlenne des pontes, recovre lea 
OFFRES SCELLEEs dee per- 
sonnea Int~res~ea & exGcuter lea 
travaux ou ~ fournier lea services 
dGorlta cl.dessous. Lea offrea 
doivant &trs envoyGea ~ant la 
date st I'heure preacrltes, A 
?adresse sulvante: Polltlque et rod. 
ministration des centrals, RGgion 
du Padfique/de roueat, Tmvaux 
publics Canada, 1166, rue Albern[, 
bureau 401, Vancouver (C,.B,) 
V6E 3W5. On peut se procurer lea 
documents de sou.lesion aux  
bureaux de Travaux publics ~ Van. 
couver (adresoe d.deasus), 
SERVICES 
APPEL D'OFFRES N, 672SV031: 
Entrstlen de 'l'Gdifloe t du terrain 
(2 ans) du bureau de posts, 
Stewart (C.-B.) 
DATE LIMITE: 11 heurss (HAP) 
13 AoQt 1992 
On pout 6gale.ant se procurer lea 
documents de sou.lesion mupr&s 
de la ma~rosse de posts, Bureau 
de posts, Stewart (C.~B,)0 
P 
VISITE DES LIE'UX: Une visits des 
Ileux eat prl~vue pour le 30 julllet 
1992, entre 10 hat t l  h 30 (hours 
locale), Los entrepreneurs In- 
tGrsssGs dolvent comr~unlquer 
avec la ma~rease' de posts, au 
(604) 636-2553 pour conflrmer leur 
prGsence, 
RENSEIGNEMENTS 
TECHNIQUES: K. Knott 
CharD6 de projM 
• (6o4) s47.3444 
not L: RENSEIGNEMENTS sun LES 
MODALITi~S DE SOUMISSlON: 
(604) 666-0185 
Le Mlnlst~re ne e'angage A accep- 
ter nl la plus hesse nl aucune des 




EXPERTS-  IN A GLANCE 
AUTO WRECKING 
NEW - USED - REBI 
Prompt Professional Service For All Makes 
of Cars, 4x4's and Trucks 
• Computerized parts locating system across Canada 
• Full stock of parts • used. rebuilt and new 
• Wholesale and retail 
• 24 hour towing - contract hauling • heavy duty recovery specialists 
• Licensed Mechanic - parts installed while you wail 
• warranty Installs on parts and labour 
PARTS: 635-6837 24 HR. TOWING: 635-9383 
4129 SUBSTATION AVENUE. TERRACE. B.C. 
• ~ ~.  
" i.,,~. FULL FLORAL'.~'. 
AND BALLOON SERVICE 
, Fun * Magic * Balloons 
i _ _ l  
¢r Top Quality F lowers,  Balloon Bouquets 
, Decorating, Costume Delivery 
Bus: 636-6312 Home: e3s.781g Fix: e38.0603 
Heather Croydon 
3237 Kalum Street, Ten'ace 
"'We Add a Sparkle of Magic" 
BUSINESS OF THE WEEK 
. . . .  Cowlicks Country Salon 
,. HOURS 
Tuesday -Saturday 9:30 a .m. -  5 :00 p.m. 
Evenings by special request. 
Out of town customers call toll free 1.800-565-HAIR i~1 
945 Sande Ave. 
By Appomntment Only 635"41  43 1 
Cover.It • protects from the elements and is great for greenhouses, cars, paintbooths, 
workshops and is available in many sizes. 
RENTALS AVAILABLE FOR FLEA MARKETS AND FAIRS' 
BURDETT DISTRIBUTORS (1977) LTD. PHONE .................... 635-21}18 
4759 Highway 16 W 
Torr~,ce. B C 
VSG 1N3 
FAX ......................... 638-1188" 
Arctic Cat Held Enterprises Ltd. 
Evinrude 
Kawasaki The Recreation Specialists 
Suzuki 4925 C Keith Ave., 
LawnBoy Terrace, B.C. V8G 1K7 
H.O. Waterskis "hone 635-3478 
& Accessories Fax 635-5050S~ ales: 
Certified Mechanics: Jesse Cosgrove 
Fred Dunn Mark Held 







L.~ Communications Ltd. 
:~.~. = .:. • . . . . . . . . .  Mobile Radio Sales & Service 
4-5002 Pohle 638-0261 
Cowlicks Country Salon 
HOURS 
Tuesday - Saturday 9:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
Evenings by special request. 
Out of town customers call toll free 1-800-565-HAIR 
3945 Sande Ave. 
By Appointment Only 635"4143 
Wherever You're Going, 
We're Going Your Way/ 
Dependable Door-To-Door Taxi Service 
24 Hours/7 Days A Week 
NOW OFFERING 
Prompt, Courteous & Reliable Delivery Service 
24 HOURS A DAY! 
For Complete Details Call 




. Hardware/Software S l s leo Computers • Repa, r.to A,, Makes,,, 
• Cons01ting • Training 
CCi " " : : :  
635-7886 ::: 
FAX 635-3655 
4558 Lazelle Ave., Terrace V8G 1S2 Accpm ..~,o,,ed ealer 
I 
SKEENA HEATING SERVICES 
Bonded "A"  
Class 
Gas Fitter 
For all heating Installation service. 
Industrial, commercial and residential. 
CALL STAN HOLLAND 
Ph. 635-7979 
Fax. 635-2208 
KAL@TIRE SERVING THE WEST 
ASSOCIATE DEALER 
CORY FLEMING 
Cedarland Tire Service Ltd. 
24-HOUR SERVICE 
Bus. Phone 635-6151/6170 4929 Keith Avenue 
Res. Phone 635-6985 TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1K7 
J TERRACE REDI-MIX LTD." 
L 
Ready to Serve you for all your 
Concrete needs. 
Commercial -~. Industrial ,k Residential 
L! ' 635"4343 I- 
TOLSEC 
LOCK & KEY 
CERTIFIED 
LOCKSMITHS 
3238 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-0241 
TOLL FREE - -  1-800-661-2676 
; . . . .  
$25 : 
I I Summer Service Special ~.cl.de, ~ '  
I Includes C~/ I I 
I I VCR or Camcorder cleaned & adjusted I 
I PLEflSE D0 NOT PRESENT COUPON UNTIL BEING BILLED I 
~ 635 7762 :~ .°,.o ~, , .  , ,~0 ,  6357762 'EHPIRES SEPTEHBER 1  1992 I 
I 202. 4"/16 Lazelle Avenue l.. " J im n m im aim am u Im ml  m m m m m m im m I m n  mm m 
. . . . . .  " i ,mENT ,P,,S S'T0. 
it! t SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
l :" ,~x~: : ;~  ;TgMC iF/Ph~ l~qgr a p h y es  &MANUFACTURING CUSTOM BUILT BOATS - BOAT REPAIRS ,,1. ~ ~, .~ , portraits d.~yt-.Ik ~J ~- , weddings ALUMINUM FABRICATION - GAS TANKS - TOOL BOXES i, 
200 TON METAL BENDING PRESS 
( /~ . j~k~xav  xex ° ,copy  & restoration of BIW photos RUNNING BOARDS - BOX L.INERS 
~m m 
JIM HElD 
. Limited Edition prints & post r TEL (604) 635..4843 
AL & NAN RICHARDSON FAX (604)635-5050 
"C)ur expedi t ing service will save your  company money"  4913 Scott Avenue '5 LOWRIE AVENUE 
DELIVERY 638 :~ACE, B.C. VSG 3Y8 CHIM0 8530 Terrace, B.c. vsG 287 PI-]. 635-3204 
I MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL KEEPING THINGS CLEAN I ~,,:~ Windshield Repair/Replacements 
SERVICES LTD.  I ~ ; ,~z~,"~ ' • ICBC Replacements 
Terrace crematorium 4e2B Davis Ave., Terrace ~ FOR SUMMER I E~%~,(  .~o,o ~, , , ,  I -..J lty~r~. ~1111~ ~:~' • Mirrors 
Directors:  ~ ~'~*'.~:S\ ~ -Pressure  Washing I ~ ~  -Windows 
~--  I ~ ' ~ ;  • Sea'ed Un'ts JAMES WESTERMAN & VOUG MAC FARLANE - Roofing Moss Removal : L.i,~ :' 
. ,o~.,..~,oo, c~,,,,o,~°s. . ...... AL C S GLASS LTD 
Terrace & Kdlmat Building Mamtenance I ~~/i~y...,y,! . 372o River Drive To,ace . I 
'Insured: 635  6772 Bonded I ''" ~' 638  e001, in Kitima t 632 4eoo I
I JEANETTE SCHULMEIsTER 
, , o . , .~ , . -=  ~ - • - . , - "  ,24 .OUR 
i ~0,.amens" . . . .  AnsWering and Pager Service ~, , 
Terrace Standard, Wedoesday, July 29. 1992 - Page Cl 
t. 
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Read this Special Riverboat Days Section for ~ 










Video Stop ' 
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THURSDAY, JULY30 
7:00 pm - -  1992 Riverboat Days Baby. First Baby Born, 
now until Men, 6:00 pm --Skeena Mall Merchants. 
7 :00-  8:30 pm - -  Opening Ceremonies and Vintage 
Cars at City Hall - -  City of Terrace. 
- -  Window Decorating Contest, Winners announced 
at City Hall - -  Chamber of Commerce. 
11:00 pm-  Fireworks. Ferry I s land-  City of Terrace, 
FRIDAY, JULY 31 
10:30 am - 12:00 - -  Children's Day. Terracevlew Lodge 
- -  Terraceview Lodge 
12:00 noon - -  Children's Fishing Derby. Until Men. at 
6:00 pm. (15 yrs & under) - -  Northwest Sportsman 
6:00 pro- 9:00pm - -  SIo.Pitch Tournament. Riverside Park 
& Kerr Park - -  Terrace Men's SIc-Pitch 
7:00 pm - 1O:00pm - -  Paddle Wheel Tavern & BBO. 
Riverside Park - -  Terrace Men's SIc-Pitch 
SATURDAY, AUGUST 1 
8:00 - 11:00 am -- Pancake Breakfast, Lower Little Park 
- -  Celebration Inthe Park 
8:00 - 11:00 am - -  Pancake Breakfast. Happy Gang Centre 
--O,A.P.C. Branch 73 
9:00 am - 4:00 pm -- Arts & Crafts Show & Sale. Kermode 
Friendship Centre - -  Kermode Friendship Society 
"~ ' .  t~l ~'~ ~'  ~, - • 
9:00 am -0 :00  pm - -  Slo-Pttq.h'Tgurna~e~t. Riverside Park 
& Kerr Park - -  Terrace Mer~'s SIo-~lt~.h • " 
10:00 am - -  RogUe's Gallery. Skoona Ma l l -  Skeena Mall 
Merchants 
~ Kermode Friendship Society 
Have A Happy Riverboat 
Days Celebration 
Visit Our Arts and Crafts Sale 
Saturday, August 1, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
at the Kermode Friendship Centre 
S EWAY 
%...I..~ Today's better wag,~ 
4655 Lakelse Avenue 
COMMUNICATIONS LTD. 
~,~j~ Have a Great 
Riverboat Days Weekend! 
NO. 4-  5002 Pohle 638-0261 
WELCOME TO RIVERBOAT DAYS! 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••l••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••nn••••••• 
THE COMPLETE SIGN SHOP 
FOR ALL YOUR SIGN NEEDS... 
••l•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
4431 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1P1 
Phone: 63.5-3393 F~: 638-8333 
~ M I N U T E  
" ~ U F F L E R  
~. BRAKE- 
GUARANTEED AT OVER 120 LOCATIONS 
ACROSS CANADA 
WE D0 IT nBlff... 635-7707 
THE FIRST TIME! 
4526 Greig, Terrace 
SATURDAY, AUGUST 1 
11:00 am - -  Parade. Lakelse Avenue --  Royal Canadian 
Legion 
12:00 noon - -  Greene Flyer. Lower Little Park - -  Riverboat 
Days Society 
12:00 noon - 2:00 pm - -  Beef BBG. Legion - -  Royal Cana- 
dian Legion 
Afternoon (no set time) - -  Riverboat Tales. Skeena Mall 
- -  Skeena Mall Merchants 
12:00 noon -5 :00 pm-  Helicopter Sightseeing. Arena 
Parking lot - -  Far West Helicopters 
Noon-  5:00 pm - -  Art In Motion. Lower Little Park - -  
Terrace Art Assoc. (FAIR WEATHER ONLY) 
Noon - 9:00 pm - -  Celebration In the Park. Lower Little 
Park - -  Centennial Lions, Musicians Assoc., Skeena 
Broadcasters 
Noon - 10:00 pm - -  Paddle Wheel Tavern & BBQ. Riverside 
• Park - -  Terrace Men's SIc-Pitch 
1:00 - 6:00 pm - -  Salmon Barbecue. Kltsumkalum Reserve 
- -  Kitsumkalum Band 
8:00 pm-  Timberland Horse Show. Thornhlll Community 
Grounds - -  Totem Saddle Club 
SUNDAY, AUGUST 2 
8:00 am - -  Timberland Horse Show. Thornhili Community 
Grounds - -  Totem Saddle Club 
9:00 am - 8:00 pm - -  SIo-pit(~h Tournament. Riverside Park 
; & Kerr Park --  Terrace Men's Slo,Pitch • ~ :,~ 
This schedule is sponsored by these 
. community minded businesses! 
PICTURE PERFECT 
,4 
i Extra Prints 
i only $1.00 (12 or 24 roll) 
SUNDAY, AUGUST 2 
11:00 am - -  Riverboat Days Senior Mlle. Lakslse Ave. 
- -  B.C. Senior Games Society 
Noon- 10:00 pm - -  Paddle Wheel Tavern & BBQ. Riverside 
Park - -  Terrace Men's SIo-Pitch 
Afternoon (no set time) - -  Riverboat Tales. Skeene Mall 
- -  Skeena Mall Merchants 
12:00 noon - -  Greene Flyer. Lower Little Park - -  Riverboat 
Days Society 
Noon - 9:00 pm - -  Celebration in the Park. Lower Little 
Park -  Centennial Lions, Musicians Assoc,, Skeena 
Broadcasters 
1:00 - 4:00 pm - -  8th Annual Slingers Race. 4600 Block 
Lakelee Ave. --  The Coast Inn of the West 
1:00 - 4:00 pm - -  Music In the Park. Heritage Park - -  
Terrace Regional Museum Society 
2:00 pm - -  Remote Control Car Race. Parking Lot behind 
K-Mart - -  Skeena Mall 
4:00 pm --  Arm Wrestling Contest. Riverside Park 
- -  Ironworks 
k - • • 
i MONDAY, AUGUST 3 " 
1 8i00 am- -  TImberlandHorse Show. Thornhlll Community 
Grounds - -  Totem Saddle Club 
9:00 am - 2:00 pm --  SIc-Pitch Tournament, Riverside Park 
& Kerr Park .Terrace Men's SIc-Pitch 
- -  Skydlvers Drop. Final Game at Riverside --All West 
~ Trading, Terrace Freightllner 
Nodn - 8~00 "pro .2' Pa(Jdle Wheel Tavern & BBQ. Riverside 
,Park - -  Terrace Men's SIc-Pitch 
1:00 - -  Wild Dqck Race - -  Terrace Rotary Club 
i 
celebrate the Heritage 
of Terrace 
4741 Lakelse Ave. 635-2546 
4627 Lakelse Ave,: Terrac.,~e 636-8555, | ~ 
j Have a safe 
Riverboat Days 
Terrace weekend! 
Co'op 4617 Greig Avenue 
Skeena Malt, Terrace 635-5950 
.ave a 
Fantasbc W,,w  
Weekend! 
' " L YOURTEDECOR 
32 ;erruan~ e CraersPeJ Ce!]rewl, 635-2976 
Back Eddy Pub Presents 
The Riverboat "Saloon" 
Step into the past and join us for fun and frolic 
Great food and beverages, 
maybe even some "Honky Tonk" 
Hours of operation: Sun. • Thurs. 11 am • Midnight. 
Fd;. Sat. 11 am. 1 pm 
KITCHEN OPEN EVERYDAY: 11 • am - 10 pm 
Association 635-6347 
nun l l l , ,1  I ~ ~uI 
~.1"ms ~m~"~' B I Ball  ,, stNc~ ~95$ 
TRANSPORTA TION 
-~SYSTEMS LTD. =_ 
Dal ly  f re ight  serv ice  ex  Vancouver  
TEL:(604)635.2728 
FAX: (604) 635-7197 ~~1 
MEMe~R oF , ,~  
• i i ~L lw J  i 
3111BLAKEBURNST., TERRACE, B.C, V8G 3J1 
EkBBn-  
,CELLULOSE INC. 
Terrace Operations 635-6580 
MOTHER j " 
NATURES I' lp ' 
GAS STATION, 
Open 24hrs d W 
4760 Lakelse d 
.s..3s MOHAWK 
Terrace Builders 
3207 Munroe St. 
635"6273 
L 
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:' Drop  Anchor for Great • 
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10:00 A.M. TO 11:00 P.M. 
• i !¸  • i ! : / / : , ' : •~ : :•  
! , , ~ , ,~ , . . :, . 
''WIN'' 
, EV ER r 0 U,R 0 N TH HOUR 
• Gift Certificates Summ Furniture, Prizes, Riverboat Picnic Baskets 
GROUND BEEF 
Ground Beef 
Lucerne Regular, limit 1. 
Approx, 10 Ib. pkg. , 
$1,94/kg, ,¸¸ ,¸9¸¸8  L~a=' 
HOT DOG BUNS 





Scotch Buy . . : ' , . . , . ,  
: i 
2/99 c 
• . , :  • i  ~ , ~ ~ 
STORE HOURS: 
Sunday... 10 a.m.- 6 p.m. 
Mon: Fri.. 9 a.m.- 9 p.m. 
Saturday .?.. 9 a.m.- 6 p.m. 
i i 
FRIDAY, JULY 31 ONLY 
9:00 A,M. TO 11:00 P,M. 
i 










TOWnsoJ H2u!iiii,,..il , :1" .99 
• i ,  • : •• i :  
POTATO CHIPS 
i : 
• ~ i 
• : :  : 
Assorted 
VarleUesi 
Old DUtch 9 
CHICKEN LEGS 
Back Attached. ndvd   79 , Quick Frozen. 
Sold in 5 kg. i 
box at Sg.79/box. 





Snow s tar :  
4 Litre Pail.; .............. i,.,  2.48 
I I I  I I  I I I ' l q  I' I I ~ I I L_  
Today's petter way  
• , • . . 
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 rts fans have 
I I  
a good selection 
TERRACE Rwerboat Days 
once again includes its comple- 
ment of events for the sports.fan. 
Leading off is the Terrace 
Men's Slow Pitch League 
Tournament. 
The first batters will stroll to the 
plate Friday evening at 6 p.m. at 
both Riverside and Kerr Parks. 
Play resumes at 9 a.m. Satur- 
day, Sunday and Monday with 
the finals expectedto take place 
in the early afternoon of Monday 
at the Riverside diamond. 
The Paddle Wheel Tavern and 
Barbecue will operate 7-10 p.m. 
Friday, noon-10 p.m. Saturday 
and ~ Sunday and: noon-6 p.m, 
Monday. 
Events being siaged in conjunc- 
tion with the tournament include 
a, , iArm Wrestling contest i(4 
p.m~ :Sunday at Riverside)and a 
Skydivers Drop justpri0r to the 
final game of:the tournament at 
Riverside Mmtday afternoon. 
Thomhill Community Grounds 
wilt be the venue for another;_ 
major event,,,i thei~: Tlnlberland I 
Horse Show being• staged by the 
Totem Saddle Club, i~ ii~i 
It begins at 3 plm!i6n Saturdayi 
resumes 8a.m.'S.u~lday with corn-;: I. 
petition winding,~up Monday,. 
again beginning~at 8 .m. , 
For the fleet of foot and those 
who prefer to watch rather than 
run, ~ there's the Riverboat DaYs 
Senior Mile on Sunday. 
Don't let the name confus'cyofi : 
the race is open to all ages. I t  
gels its senior tag from its '~ 
organizers, the  B.C. Senior 
Games Society. 
The race is run down Lakelse 
Ave. from the Legion to Eby St. 
and begins at 11 a.m. 
I~ter that day there's a race o£ a 
Ve~' dii~fd~it :~kiil:d:::~ wh:eh : ~gta ff' 
fro~ local restaurants and hostel- 
rids take over the 4600 block of 
,:i,~i  
~SYDOES IT. Competitors put their spee d and balance to the 
testSunday for the eighth annual Slingers Race to be held on the 
4600 block of Lakeise Ave. Above Gus Gerdei showed how it 
wasdonein last year's event, The race starts at 1 p.m. and is 
certain to once again provide spectators with an entertaining 
afternoon. 
Lakelse for the 8th annual of water-filled glasses and wcav- 
stingers Race,i: ......... i ~ ing their way through an obstacle 
Individual and'ream events See 'course, i 
participants ry to achieve a win- It can literally be shattering ex- 





HAVE A GREAT TIME DURING RIVERBOAT DAYS! 
4720 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
638-0321 
- .= . ,~= 
• . . . .~uo  
/ 
I /  
~ l I  It' illI'lli 
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ALL FISHING [ PRINCE TENNIS 




~'ri: ! i , 
,~ ALL SEASONS SPORTING GOODS ? SOURCE FOR SPORTS 
4662 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 635-2982 
but safety is first 
TERRACE - -  This year the 
Riverboat Days fireworks will be 
~: : held on Thursday at 11 p.m. 
The Old Skeena bridge will be 
closed from 10 p.m. to 11:30 p.m. 
So people can view the fireworks 
from this point. 
'i: No parking will be allowed on 
Hwyl6 16etween the two new 
: i bridges, but parking will be el- 
. lowed on the south s~de of Ferry 
Island, 
iTerrace firefighter Ray Trem- 
b!ay'has/been looking after .the 
i fireworks here for 15 years. 
; Tremblay says that this year 
willi;liave :the largest fireworks 
', ~;h~w ever in Terrace. 
cost $3500 
amount we 
t a 20 minute 
company has 
puttogcthera pretty good show 
for  Us, They have arranged a pre- 
iict firing order so our presents- 
: ti0~ilo0ks good,,"said Tremblay. 
i :!,,'~2ilot of safety precautions ' 
have t0be  taken when dealing 
with this type of fireworks. Some 
IO I tgbO UtC l l ig f l lU  I I l i f~UI l~Ut t )~!  ,JUTS f . i / )  I~ /g l , ,  " -  I U~U U~ 
. . . . .  I r ,~ o.~OAT /~ 
eworks are fun 
when launching the fireworks. 
"There is quite a risk when 
you're dealing with black powder 
explosive," noted Tremblay. 
"An added danger is the fact 
that some fireworks can explode 
up to two hours after it is launch- 
ed. The fire department will 
patrol the area the following day 
to be sure nothing of danger is 
left," he said. 
In his 15 years of experience 
he has never had any accidents. 
"The safety precautions are 
strictly followed," said Trem- 
blay. 
Aside from special occasion 
fireworks, Tremblay also receives 
fireworks for Hallowe'en. "I or- 
der the fireworks direct from the 
company so  I get them at 
wholesale," he said. "I f  a neigh- 
bourhood group wants to get to- 
gether and order some fireworks 
then they can contact me." 
Tremblay asks that any 
groups wanting to order fireworks 
to contact him at least one month 
before hand at the Terrace fire de- 
partment or at 635-3589. • 
RAY TREMBLAY 
of the six-inch pieces could easily 
destroy acar," he added. 
Several years ago the city pur- 
chased some eight-inch 
fireworks. Each-piece cost $500 
or more and a special permit had 
to be issued from Ottawa so the 
city stopped buying the "eight- 
i uchers '  ' .  
Tremblay has to wear ear pro- 
tectors and protective clothing 
iverboat Days stow 
honour  on a local perso 
She abdicated that role last 
year, opening the way for a 
new person. 
" I f  the person is male, 
he'll be Riverboat Days Cap- 
tain. If the person is a fe- 
male, she"ll be the Riverboat 
Days Queen," says River- 
boat ~ Days organizer Mary 
Ann Burdett in advance of 
tomorrow's announcement. 
" I t 's  an honour to that'per- 
son ~ a way of recognizing 
The person so recognized 
is given a special spot in the 
parade and can take part in 
Riverboat Days activities 
such as handing out ribbons 
during children's events, said 
Burdett, 
Douglas was named River- 
boat Days Queen in 1987. 
It's one of several honours 
given her. They include 
being named the city's first 
ever citizen of the year. 
The Ceremonies take place 
:TERRACE -- And who 
" Will be  the honourary head 
~f Riverboat Days this year? 
t e I s, a surprise and a secret 
' ~at  least until tomorrow 
official opening 
• ceremonies.  
:~ ~c  plan is to announce the 
n'ame of the person at the 
ceremonies . ,  
And  that means you'll have 
i i :~ilattend the ceremonies if 
i : ~u  want  to be one of the  
know the name. 
RIVERBOAT DAYSGARDENING BONANZA 
years, the Riverboat some of the people, the long at city hall and begin at 7 
",!~Ueen was Vesta :,c~time::residents of Terrace .p.m. ~:#~' 
, D~ug!ag, former; : , who were revolved in the ad . . . . .  Those attending can ~isO; 
;Se~oo i ieacher  and now one vancement of Terrace as a view vintage cars at !he same 
0ftwo Freemen of the city. community," said Burdett. location. 
G=r/¢ ll= la "°"  / 1% 
4 DAYS ONLY, JULY 31 - AUGUST 3 
Friday Saturday Sundo, y Monday 
~10% 15% 20% 30% 
OFF ALL THESE ITEMS! , ornamental Shrubs 
: * Hardware , AppleTrees . Fertilizers , Flowering Shrubs 
, Evergreens , Pesticides . Seeds  * Landscape Rock 
'~i Bark 
: Chips 
FRIDAY, JULY 31 - MONDAY, AUGUST 3 









635-5700 3092 Hwy. 16 
CITY OF TERRACE 
[ TERRACE I OPEN HOUSE 
• , The City of Terrace will be hosting an Open House on Thursday, July 30, 1992 from 
7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. at City Hall, to help kick off 1992 Riverboat Days celebrations. 
Opening Ceremonies begin at 7:00 p.m. in front of City Hall, where the Mayor will read an 
official Proclamation for Riverboat Days 1992 and cut the ribbon. 
' Staff members from various City Departments, including Building & Licensing, Public 
Works, Fire Department, R.C.M.P., Parks & Recreation and Animal Control, will be on 
; hand to answer any questions you may have relating to displays and exhibits. 
In addition, the Skeena Valley Car Club will have a display of vintage cars on site, and 
. mUsical entertainment will be provided by the Terrace Community Band. 
We'll have clowns and balloons for the kids, and refreshments for everyone. 
"f We'd love to see  you there! 
Honda's revolutionary 
4-stroke technology 
offers a powerful 
engine that's not only 
cleaner and more fuel 
efficient han compar- 
able 2-stroke ngines, 
but runs quieter, too. 
Plus, Honda outboards 
burn virtually no oi!, 
¢.1 
i D 
so clear the air and 
see the new Honda 
4-stroke outboards 
today. 
Terrace Equipment Sales Ltd, 
4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 6135"6384 
Nw'~y= wear a paschal flotation device while boating and plea,e read your owner's manual, m,=mml=~m= 
TOLSEC 
LOCK & KEY 
CERTIFIED 
LOCKSMITHS 
3238 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-0,241 
TOLL FREE --i"800-661 2676 
~t'ti,'"" "", "'~* .... r'F~: ~'d)l~:b';~.(,i ~ : "~"'; ~:>:"~" : ~ ' .  ,. " - ~ ,!) , -  " :~"" ; ' :: ';~"" ' ' ) ; . 4  -" |)~:.)  ~'.,~)~," 
agic CheFCANADAI? , , 
i~', ~ 
t 
~ .;~" ~ ;;~....~ 
'31.3KX-ON 
INNOVATIVEt SEALED BURNERS, 
EASY CLEAN COOKTOP 
• Sealed burners eliminate 
spills under the cooktoD 
(5-yr. warranty) ' 
• High quality DuraGrates" 
• Electronic clock and lImer 
• Electronic pilotless ignition 
• Hi-Sire-Warm Valves 
• Black glass window door 
I 
;FURNITURE & APPLIANCE LTD, 
S ince  1963 • 
4501 LakelSe Avenue, Terrace 
• Removable oven door 
• Continuous porcelainized 
steel grates 
• Uft-up cooktop . 
, , -  , • • 
I 
'Q , , ,  
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FROM THE SR]E~ ~ fi~r members of'the area'sskvdiVing clubifi the afternoon of Au- 
gust 3, The~ bs ~ l~z~ i'~o lhe beginning ot me ~=na~ cn npionship ball game at Riverside 
Park. The club op~r~L=s outt ~f an old armed forces airstrip at Woodcock. 
Parachutists plan 
jump into game 
TERRACE ~ Members of 
the Pacific Northwest Sky 
Divers Club will be jumping 
out Of a Cessna 185 to start 
o f f~  q~a~lfionshi~i.'game'.>~ 
! sic-pitch toumamentAug; 3. 
• Gary Pau!son, amember of 
the club, is one of the three 
skydivers who will be jump- 
ing from 6000 feet. 
~ "If it's a sunny day then 
we'll rbe carrying smoke 
• canisters so that we're visibl¢ 
from the ground," he said. 
"we'll "be opening up 
r:-around 3000 feet where we'll 
be taking out.flags (Canada 
125, B.C., and Canada) be- 
fore land~g in the ballfield." 
Prior to j umplngr tlze group 
will do Some spotting. This 
entails dropping a wind-drift 
(20 ft. x 1 ft. crepe, paper 
structure) from 2000 feet 
which will help the group 
work out the prevailing wind. 
With this information they 
GARY PAULSON 
know where to jump out of  
the plane in respect o their 
targeL 
The club operates out of 
Woodcock, on the north side 
of the Skecna River between 
Osk and Kitwanga and has 
between 20 and 25 members 
scattered throughout the 
northwest. 
Paulso. has been involved 
with the club for seven years 
now, but the club itself has 
been around since the 60s. 
The club hasn't been too 
active this year, says Paul- 
son. "We don't have our 
own airplane so the costs are 
quite high. Wc have done 
some demo jumping such as 
the jumps wc did in Kitimat 
during their July 1st celebra- 
tions." 
"During better years, 
we're training students con- 
tinually. We trained about 50 
students last year, he added. 
.The club usually operates 
from'Easter toThanksgiving. 
In the past they've offered 
training courses for $190. 
Anyone interested in getting 
involved with the sky diving 
club is asked to contact Paul- 
son at 635-2771. 
This year's parad e 
a Canada 125 event 
TERRACE - -  The Legion's 
Riverboat Days parade this 
year is a Canada 125 project. 
Joan Davis-McKenzie, pa- 
rade marshal, has been in- 
volved with the parade, but 
this is only her second year in 
charge. 
','Canada 125 is coming up 
from Prince George with a 23 
foot tall inflatabl6 Canada 125 
logo," she says. 
The inflatable won't clear 
the power lines on main street 
so  at each crossing the logo 
will be slightly deflated and 
re-inflated after it clears the 
lines. The logo can be re- 
inflated in a matter of seconds. 
"Last year's parade was ex- 
cellent," c ,  said~ Davis- 
McKenzie. "We'l l  have a 
hard time surpassing it, but it's 
not impossible. • The more you 
learn, the more you pick up for 
upcoming years." 
Candy-throwing will not be 
seen at the parade this year. 
"It  has been a rule ever since 
JOAN 
MACKENZIE -DAVIS  
place, the float involved will 
be disqualified from judging. 
We don't want to see any kids 
running out on the road. They 
can; however, hand out 
candy," Davis-MeKenzie 
the parade began, I~utno one for 
ever follows •iL ~ This year it wan 
will be" enforced, / aiid:~ ff any .... her( 
• candy-throWing:/':': d.O~'::,take :':: i~/ifi- 
"We'd  have more out-of- 
town floats if we paid ex- 
penses, or even gas, but we're 
non-profit and all the money 
brought in goes back to 
prizes," she said. "Maybe we 
could get a budget from the 
Riverboat DaYS Society, 
they've got a budget now, too. 
If we could have $500 or 
something we :could get a few 
more n0n-local floats. Or if a 
local Hotel was willing to put 
up thc out-of-towners," she 
addcd. 
No vehicles exccpt those in 
the parade are allowed in the 
marshalling area. 
"Any kids who Would like 
to be in the parade this year 
can join in the Canada 125 
procession. -All they have to 
do is show up at the Almarlin 
building at 10:30 a.m. on Sat- 
urday, prcfcrrably dressed in 
red and white," Davis- 
Mackenzie. 
said. : ' She's also looking for some 
PI; teenagers who would be will- 
ing to hand out flags during 
~the parade.~: They Can call her 
• atilie.iI.:egion (~35,582.5) and 
There's 
 ont e Ne 
During Skeena Mall's 
'i i ..... : ;~i~i! :. 
MIDSUMMER 
NIGHT MADNESS 
You could win big,! 
From 5 p.m. - Midnight, names will be drawn for lottery tickets. 
No purchase necessary. Must be at least 19 years of age. 
Entries available in the centre of the Skeena Mall. 
FROM BLUEPRINTS TO COMPLETION 
WE'VE GOT IT AL 
• Trusses  
• Cabinets  
. Plumbing 
, Electr ical  
• Gas  F i rep laces  
• General  Paint 
• Bui lders Pr ide Paint 
• Wood & Vinyl Windows 
• Wood & Steel  Doors  
• Patio & Garden Doors  
• Garage Doors  
Ph.635-6273 
  'race Builders 
3207 Munroeo,°'.. ' .... . : : : :  ' ....... - . . . . . . . .  • 







Friday & Saturday, July 31 and August 1 
Riverboat Days 
Paddle Burger 
& Fries PLUS A FREE PEPSI 2 
Fr iday  11 a .m.  - 5 p .m.  Saturday  11 a .m.  - 3 p .m.  
Check Our Family Fashions for Instore Specials. Visit the 
Hardware Department for Fishing, Camping, and General 
Hardware Merchandise. 
Our Food Floor includes Instore Bakery, Dell, Grocery, 
Meat and Produce Departments. 
Terrace Co.op Department Store. 
"] M~.-Wed . . . .  9am.6,pm 
i Thurs.. Frl ...... 9 am. 9 pm 
4617 Gre ig  I Saturday ...... 9am.6pm 
Sunday 11 am. 5 pm 
635-6347 cLos o 
Statutory Holidays j 
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terboat Days offers a lot 
TERRACE - -  Riverboat Days 
'92 kicks off tomorrow and resi- 
dents and visitors alike will find 
no shortage of things to do and 
see over the five day festivities. 
The annual celebration gets un- 
der way at 7 p.m. with the Open- 
ing Ceremonies at City hall and 
mayor •Jack Talstra signing the 
proclamation. 
• If past experience is anything to. 
go by, there will be a big crowd 
on hand for the Vintage Car 
Display outside city hall. 
'Members of the Skeena Valley 
Car Club will be lining up their 
pride-and-joys for all to inspect 
and admire. 
Incidentally, although the dis- 
play will include vintage vehicles 
from the Roaring '20s, there will 
als0 be classic cars from more 
recent imes. 
The vehicles will be there from 
until 8:30 p.m. 
And what celebration would be 
complete without a spectacular 
Firework Display? Certainly not 
Riverboat Days. The city and lo- 
cal fire department will once 
again be lighting up the sky 
above Ferry Island and drawing 
oohs and ahs from the crowd. 
The pyrotechnics will take 
place at the north end of the is- 
land beginning at 11 p.m., 
weather permitting. .- 
Just a reminder to spectators, 
you are asked to keep off the rail- 
~ way bridge and the north end of 
!" the island itself. 
:' Day Two on Friday kicks off 
• with Children's Day at Ter- 
raceview Lodge. 
~" The lodge is inviting all kids to 
come on up beginning at 10:30 
, .  a.m. and enjoy the races, games 
• and contests it is staging. It runs 
until 12 noon. 
~Noon is also the official start 
.• ne for the Children's Fishing 
Derby, sponsored by Northwest 
.Sportsman. 
It's open to all youngsters 15 
years and younger and any fish 
caught bctwecn then and 6 p.m. 
Monday evening can be entered. 
Just bring your catch into the 
store at the corner of Lakelse and 
Kalum to be weighed in. 
~r ~- ~r 9r "k 
Anyone planning to take in all 
the events on Day Three Saturday 
has a busy day ahead of them. 
So it might be a good idea to 
start off with a hearty breakfast. 
There's even a choice of venues. 
Pancake Breakfasts are being 
offered at the Happy Gang Centre 
(Branch 73 of the Old Age 
Pensioners Organization) and 
George M. Little Memorial Park 
(Celebration i  the Park). 
Both begin and 8 a.m. and will 
continue serving until 11 a.m. 
Parents of youngsters up to two 
years old can then head for the 
Skeena Mall where their young- 
sters can have their photo taken at 
no charge. 
The event's being called the 
Little Rogues Gallery and the 
shutter starts clicking at 10 a.m. 
This is the first time for the 
event, says mall manager Lynda 
Bretfeld. 
The baby theme continues with 
the mall giving a prize of dis- 
posable diapers to the first baby 
born at Mills Memorial Hospital 
between Thursday 7 p.m. and 
Monday 6 p.m. 
The baby will carry the honour 
of Riverboat Baby '92. 
One big priority Saturday is to 
select a choice spot along Lakelse 
Ave. and settle back to watch the 
Riverboat DaysParade go by. 
Participants will marshall at the 
Eby St. end of Park Ave. at 10 
a.m. for prejudging, then set off 
at 11 a.m. for the Legion. 
Once the parade is over, Legion 
branch members will be firing up 
the barbecues for those ready for 
a hearty lunch. 
Still with food, the Kilsnm- 
kalum band are once again put- 
ting on their ever-popular Sal- 
mon Barbecue. 
That gets under way at 1 p.m. 
and continues until 6 p.m. 
While away the rest of the day 
by taking in the Arts and Crafts 
Show at the Kermode Friendship 
Centre on Kalum (9 a.m.-4 p.m.) 
then head over to George M. 
Little Memorial Park for the 
Green Flyer kiddies ride (12 
noon start), Art in Motion (local 
artists at work, weather permit- 
ting, 12 noon-5 p.m.) and 
Celebration .in the Park 
(talented musicians take to the 
stage of the bandshell 12 noon-9 
p.m. 
And don't forget Riverboat 
Tales at the Skeeua Mall. That 
will feature pioneer esidents tell- 
ing stories about their childhood 
and the days when 
paddlewheelers still battled their 
way up the Skeena. 
This takes place in the 
afternoon and there is no set time 
for it to start. 
-k -k "k" 9r -k 
Riverboat Tales, the Green 
Flyer (noon start) and Celebra- 
tion in the Park (noon until 9 
p.m.) all return on Day Four, 
Sunday. 
That day also sees the Terrace 
Regional Museum Society put on 
an afternoon of Music in rite 
Park at Heritage Park (1 p.m.- 4 
p.m.) 
And drivers of remote control- 
led cars have an opportunity to 
show off their skills with the 
Remote Control Car Racebeing 
staged in the KMart parking lot at 
2 p.m. 
This is the second year for this 
event. Tables will be set up for 
registration. 
"k 9¢ ~ 9c*  
AJId so to Monday, Day Five, 
and the largest gathering of water 
fowl to be seen in the area each 
year. 
That, of course, means it's time 
for ; the Terrace Rotary Club's 
Wild Duck Race. ,~: 
It takes place in the stretch of  
Skeena River between the city 
and Ferry Island. Start time is 1 
p.m. 
FIRM FAVOURITES with kids wherever they appear during the Riverboat Days festivities are the 
Shrine Clowns. Watch for them in the parade on Saturday morning -- and the looks on the faces ol 
• the youngsters they meet during the procession. 




Sunday, August 2 at 2 p.m. 
Bring your wheels down to the parking lot behind K-Mart. Car 
entries will be accepted up Until race time at the registration 
desk. 
I I  
Coast Inn of theWest 
Visit our Cold Beer and Wine Store 
for an outdoor summer Bar-B-Que 
with complimentary adult 
beverages. 
! 
All Star Shoes & 
Repairs 
5 - 10% off entire stock. 
• Ladles heel repair - 1 st pair regular 
• price 2nd pair $1,00 
Salad Bar- Ice Cream 
Chlcken,,,Steak,,,Fish n' Chips 
Sandwiches,, ,Omelets,, Ceasars 
BEST RESTAURANT IN TOWN FAMILY 
I~:5:':A t 
30 
-;. : ~;~, 
4600 B LOCK 
uNS 
SALE  1 
! ':/ 
7:00 p.m.- 11:00 p.m, 
1 




Dresses, wedding gowns and more 
on greet' clearance prices. 
Misty River Books 
All paperback novels, 
adult and juvenile 
10% OFF 
Other instore specials. 
Benson Optical 
Ashbury's 
20% off all candles, 
20% off pewter frames. 
50% off all acrylic tableware, 
Elizabeth Fashions 
Newly located on the 4600 Blockl 
Come see our 
Spectacular Summer Savingsl 
Collectors Corner 
10% OFF 




off all Instore sunglasses 
Ev's Mens Wear 






Great Sidewalk Speelalsl 
Video Stop 
Nlntendo Games 
99 '  
each for 2 days 
with this coupon. 
Rose's Ladies Wear • 
25th Annual :: 
Summer Sale /::: 
on n o w !  " 
Northwest Sportsman 
Come and see the largest selection 
of fishing tackle In the Northwest. 
Hours 6:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. 






Join us in Celebrating Riverboat Days! 




, AUGUST 1st. 
~ill be displayed 
I)RIZES awarde 
Summer Savings 
TACKY TOURIST, ARE YOU ONE? 
Come and enjoy the fun! Come in your 
tackiest tourist outfit and ask your cashier 
for an entry form to enter for: 
Day 1 (Thursday, July 30) - Cooler 
Day 2 (Friday, July 31) - Picnic basket 
Day 3 (Saturday, August 1) 
GRANDPRIZE - =1500 Patio Set 
All entries eligible for grand prize 
i 
Jn,~Fun Staff ,in costume ,, 
JULY 3 O, 31 & AUG. I ~ 
~Ei l~S~N E i FFECT ONLY FOR " ar~a~A.y~ 2 





Skim : .~,- '~,:~ r  ~ ~ ' ~  "~ ~m ~ r 







Limit 3 Per Family Order• 
FRESH RIPE 
CANTALOUPE 
,~~~% SIRLOIN TiP OR 



















Medium Cheddar, Farmers, Colby, Montery Jack, Mozzarella. 
While supplies last. Sorry no rainchecks. 
Approx. 800 g . 
LB. BULK FOODS . 
86*lkg & PRE PACKED ITEMS / EA. 
' 
[ .~~j  VALUE PRICE BREAD o~,~~~ FRESH MUSHROOMS 
Reo.'2.9911b LB. 
Reg. '1.27 :-~:~-:i -~ E '6,591kg =3.931kg 567 g loaf 
oas 
| DELIVERY 
t ~ i Service available 
| 7 days a week 
• |SENIORS FREB 
l w . m ~ n ~  L quuaS~ - sw~ M mckuk~ 
